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THE MUSTAGH TOWER.
By T. W. Patey.

AT the beginning of April last year I was pretty much at
a loose end. I had been all set to join Mike Banks and
Hamish Mclnnes on the Anglo-American Expedition
which was said to be going to the far-famed Mustagh
Tower in the Karakorams. Personal expenditure was
to be minimal, and we might even reap a profit. But it
was not to be. As sailing date came near and it became
a question of finding £ 500, I could see no solution to the
problem; so I withdrew.
A few days later I was bemoaning my bad luck when
the phone bell rang. It was John Hartog, leader of a
" rival" expedition to the Tower, inviting me to join
them. He was brief but to the point: "Can you come
to the Himalayas in a fortnight?" It was to be a small
expedition of four, run on modest lines, with lan
McNaught Davis and Joe Brown completing the party.
What was more, the costs were within the scope of my
pocket. So I cast personal integrity aside and joined the
enemy forces. As I could not cancel my job immediately
I followed on by plane three weeks behind the others,
who had gone out by sea. I joined them at Rawalpindi
where they were making final preparations before flying
to Skardu in Pakistan Kashmir. There was no sign of
Banks and Co., but we heard a rumour that they had
decided to go for Rakaposhi instead.
Our own party was a curious combination, inasmuch
as none of us had climbed together before. Only Joe
IN
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had been on a previous trip to the Himalayas, though both
Mac and John had expedition experience behind them
on Ruwenzori and in Spitzbergen respectively. My own
" climbing abroad" had been confined to the Alps, and
in my post as expedition doctor I was even less well
equipped, having only just qualified. However, I was
assured that my services would not be required. The
flight to Skardu was an exciting affair, during which we
had a close-up view of N anga Parbat as the plane passed
within a mi le of the top.
Skardu is the starting point for most Karakoram
expeditions now that an air lift has replaced the long
trek from Srinigar. We engaged 100 Balti porters here
for the approach march. There is no need to describe the
eleven days' march up the Shigar Valley to the Baltoro
Glacier. It is' also the way to K2, Gasherbrum and the
other Karakoram giants, and has been written up in
several mountaineering books. However, a word about
the Mustagh Tower itself is perhaps indicated. It had
no real history behind it; in fact there had never been
an attempt on the mountain, though many expeditions
have passed by on the way to K2 and ought to have
responded to the magnificent challenge of the great
obelisk. On almost every side the walls fall 5,000 feet
sheer to the glaciers. Armchair climbers have been put
off by the famous photo by Vittorio Sella, which shows
the Tower from its most terrifying angle. Indeed it is
mainly because of this photo that the Mustagh Tower has
passed into the category of so-called "impossible"
peaks. However, no peak is impossible until it has been
attempted. Now that the world's highest mountains have
all been climbed, expeditions tend to be more attracted
by difficulty than altitude. Hence it was an obvious.
choice and we considered ourselves lucky in being first
in the field. There are two main ridges on the Tower,
the North West and the South East. After a preliminary
reconnaissance, we plumped for the North West Ridge.
There was little between them as regards difficulty, but
the other seemed more exposed to avalanche in the lower
reaches.

j.
T HE

~o v rll

FACE O F THE :lllSr ,\(;11 TO\\"I-:!{
Copyr ight Br iti:-h Iblloro Expedition 1956
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Right away we had porter troubl e. Our four Hunzas ,.
who claimed to have carried H ermann Buhl off Nanga
Parbat, decided that the equipment we had supplied for
them was hardly up to standard; so wc had no option
but to take leave of them at an early date and engage
four of the local Baltis. No doubt they were out to prove
themselves against their traditional rivals, the Hunzas.
Anyway, they did an excellent job of work, and we never
had cause for complaint on this score throughout the
expedi tion .
It had been our intention to limber up on the Baltoro
Spires above the glacier, but these now revealed themselves
as a loftier edition of th e Chamonix Aiguilles, all sheeted
in ice . We had, therefore, to break tradition by
acclimatising on the Mustagh Tower itself. Access to
the 20,000-foot col at the start of the N.W. ridge is by the
Chagaran Glacier, and this is guarded at the foot by a
2,000-foot icefall. Accordingly we set up base camp at
14,000 feet immediately below the icefall, and set about
solving the first problem. No doubt about it, the party's
elan cou ld hardly have been surpassed at this stage. 'Ve
had already dismissed the Mustagh Tower as " climbed"
and were making plans for our next objectiveMasherbrum!
For a start everything went well. vVe found a way
up the left border of the icefall and established Camp I at
16,000 feet on the only patch of stable snow in the vicinity.
H ere, alarming new crevasses were appearing every day,
and we could only conjecture what would happen if one
revealed itself underneath the tent. Instead of this ollr
main difficulty was in maintaining the tent floor at
ground level. A tremendous amount of melting and
evapor ation of snow goes on und er the direct action of the
sun's rays, so that after a few days the tent is left perched
on a ridi culous pedestal, rather like a museum exhibit,
and has to be repi tch ed. Above the icefa ll the glacier
shelved back at an easier angle for about It miles, to
abut against the 6,000-foot vertical face of the Tower.
At this point Camp II was to be erected. John and I
found a reasonable route for porters through the heavily

The lJ!lustaglt T owe?' .

10

5

crevassed upper g lacier whi ch we m a rked with little b lac k
fl ags .
From the top of the glacier a grea t 45 degree ice-slope
of 2,500 feet sl a nts up to the co l a t the foot of the N .\"1.
ridge . This was the first rea l tri a l of strength , and J oe
advanced to the a ttack, armed to the teeth with ice pitons.
H e returned with J ohn in the evening, som ewha t di scomfited ; th ey had been forced to retreat O\\' ing to lack
of time when sti ll a good 800 feet be low the co l , a nd they
reported that the innocent-lookin g upper snow slope was,
in fact , hard ice with a thin layer of unsta bl e sno\\" on top .
H owever, thei r staircase saved us many hours on the
fo ll owing day , a nd we arri\"ed a t the diffi culti es earl y on .
Further ascent was indeed labori ous; each step required
twenty bl ows with the ice-axe pi ck , a nd in a ny case soon
mel ted away in th e hea t of the sun. Obviously we would
req uire fixed r op es a ll th e \\'ay on this upper part if we ·
were ever to get our porters as fa r as the co l. Ice pitons
were a rather dubi ous a nchorage, a nd so we decided to
fo rce a way u p th e sno,,\"-covered roc ks on t he r ig ht .
T hi s las t 800 feet too k [) or 6 hours a nd includ ed severa l
very " di cey" pitcbes, but, once it \\"as all roped a nd the
necessary rock pitons in pl ace , we felt sure our porters
would ma nage to cope sat isfactorily. W hat did upset us
was the view from the col. \Ve hadn 't seen the North
Face before , but thought th a t it could ha rdl y be a ny worse
t han the oth er faces of the T ower . In fac t there was little
d ifference, ex cept in so far as it was pl astered with ice
a nd snow whi ch lay at an incredibly steep angl e. Consequently we would h ave to take e\"ery pitch on the N .VV.
ri dge absolutely direct , and bur route seem ed co mpara bl e
to the lower p art of Observatory Ridge under bad winter
conditions- quite a probl em at 20 ,000 feet.
\Ve returned and informed the others of thi s new
prob lem . Already there was a n undercurrent of feel ing
th at we should scr ap our pro jected route a nd take a look
at the S. E. a pproach. Bad weather \\'as imm inent, so '
we descended to base to sit out the storm a nd conserve
our precious foodstuffs at Camp II . F or a week it snowed
w ithout remi ssion and the squa lor ins ide the tent reached
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new depths of degradation.
Everybody was rather
apathetic. The only episode of interest was the Mystery
of the Meat, the mortal remains of two goats who had
acco'mpanied the expedition. These were parked in a
crevasse and disappeared piece by piece. Failing any
logical explanation the porters were suspected, until one
morning we discovered leopard tracks in the vicinity of
the camp. Riaz told me I had nothing to worry about-a
leopard does not attack unless hungry!
However, we were to be given a rude jolt. For a few
days we had heard rumours of strange sahibs on the
Baltoro Glacier, and our porters quoted them as saying
they were going to climb the Mustagh Tower. This
couldn't be true. Surely Banks was miles away on
Rakaposhi. Then a letter arrived from Guido Magnone ,
leader of a French Karakoram Expedition. H e had
every intention of Climbing the Tower and was, in fact,
this minute, encamped below the S.E. ridge. The wily
man had been in the area now for 10 days, and so ensured
a good start on the first lap to the summit. There was
great indignation at this, for we had understood their
primary objective to be Hidden Peak. Instead , here
they were on our mountain! A despatch deploring
competition was sent round to the French, and we awaited
results.
I t soon had the effect of producing the conqueror of
Fitzroy in person . We got only a few minutes noti ce of
his approach, and despite our frantic attempts to appear
as professional as possible, the tent was still in a state
of wild chaos when Magnone and Paul Keller appeared
at the door. We had expected to find a grim face nord
austerity in our rivals, but the opposite was the case.
The arch villain, Magnone, was in fact a most charming
personality, though his Parisian volubility was rather
wasted on Joe and myself, who knew but little French.
Nevertheless, it wasn't long before an entente cordiale
was established, and both parties were wishing each other
success, blaming all the confusion on the Pakistan
Government . Magnone went so far as to hope the British
would get to the top first, and he promised to send us
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round some cognac, if they had any left over. In the
afternoon, both parties now on the best of terms, they left
to rejoin their companions, Paragot and Contamine.
Despite this we were left wondering just how far they
had advanced up the S.E. ridge, for when we sounded
them on this they were noticeably reticent.
A 20,000-foot mountain mass separates the Chagaran
and Younghusband Glaciers and it is linked to the
Mustagh Tower behind by a high ridge. This effectively
prevented the two rival parties from spying on each other:
In any case the veteran British mountaineer is noted for
his imperturbability, and we resolved not to ignore the
edicts of our forefathers by joining in a race to the summit.
When the fine weather came at last, we carried.
imperturbability to its extreme by delaying our return to
the Tower for a day or two in order to bag two peaks of
18,000 feet near our base camp. Then, almost reluctantly
it seemed, we set off through several feet of new snow for
Camp I. J oe and I continued to Camp 11 as the advance
guard, reaching our destination just before nightfall.
Disaster! We had collapsed our tents in textbook fashion
before the blizzard, and they were now invisible under
several feet of snow. Luckily J oe spotted an ice-axe
sticking out, and we could fix the position to start digging.
It was long after dark before we could crawl into the
frozen tent and start thawing out our sleeping bags. The
following day was wasted.
Next morning the snow was firmer and bearing
weight. J oe and I were again the navvies, but we didn't
envy John and Mac who had to safeguard the porters up
the great ice slope, swaying under their 50-lb. packs.
This time we really went at it with axe and hammer and
laid out a fine staircase up to the col, furnished for most
of the way with ropes. Despite the fact that this would
have been rated quite a difficult ice-climb at home, we
could now rely on the porters continuing the lift unaided.
for the next few days.
All four of us were now lodged at the col at 20,000 feet.
and we set out for the initial attack on the N.W. ridge.
We could only see the first 1,000 feet of this ridge, and
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beyond this, on what we hoped was easier ground, Camp IV
was to be established. It was this section which had
appeared almost impossible on our first visit, but we were
surprised to find how much the angle leaned back when
we really got to grips with the difficulties. No doubt
about it, however, the slope was still exceptionally steep
and we were having to cut hand holds almost continuously.
Soon the snow changed to hard ice, and we moved right
towards the ice-covered rocks on the brink of the great
"Vest Face . The climbing here was exhilarating, quite
exposed, but very sustained. Each pitch took about an
hour to lead and the difficulties seldom fell below severe
in standard . Again it was fixed ropes all the way, but
after a pitch had been led once, the major difficulties
were over. \Ve were three days on this 1,000 feet before
we reached a site suitable for Camp IV. In the evening
we would slide down to our Camp III on the col and
next morning pull ourselves up the ropes to the previous
day's highest point.
It was the last of these days that marked the start of
the final bid which was to carry us to the top. Following
a vague report from the porters that Riaz our liaison
officer was at death's door, I had descended the ice-slope
to find him in remarkably good spirits and awaiting my
arrival with hot coffee. Cursing my unfamiliarity with
the Balti tongue, I returned to the col next day to find
that Mac and Joe had left as the first assault party,
carrying with them the ingredients of Camp IV .
They didn't return in the evening, so we assumed
things had gone according to plan and followed on next
day as the supporting party . Above where the fixed
ropes gave out our predecessors had been unable to spare
any to leave behind, so we had some exciting" free"
climbing on the remaining 400 feet to the top of the first
easement in the ridge. Any stones dislodged here
dropped absolutely unhindered, in an awesome silence,
for 2,000 feet down the West Face. As I topped the last,
slightly overhanging pitch my eye ran quickly up the
remaining 2,000-foot ridge to the top. Suddenly I spotted
two little figures outlined on the snow, almost at the
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summit. I shouted down the news to John that the
Mustagh Tower was "in the bag." Then I noticed
that they were still moving up! Obviously they had
~ecided to cast discretion to the winds and emulate
Hermann Buhl by sleeping out on the summit.
We reached Camp IV in another half-hour and prepared
to spend a most uncomfortable night. The tent itself
was perched apologetically on an insecure heap of rubble
that Mac and Joe had collected, and John, who was too
slow off the mark, found himself occupying the outer
berth. The only primus had ceased to function, and we
were denied not only warm food but also water, which
was much more serious.
Despite the early hour- 6 A.M.- it was almost a
pleasure to get up and away from the tent next morning.
We couldn't cook a breakfast and had no excuse for
delay. John packed in all his bivouac kit, but I rebelled
against the drudgery of a heavy rucksack and took only
the minimum of spare clothes. Anyway, the ridge
looked quite straightforward compared to what lay
behind us and I couldn't see what had held the other
two up. For the first two hours we gained height smoothly
on easy ground, reminiscent of Tower Ridge in winter.
Mac and J oe had reappeared below the skyline and were
proceeding downwards slowly and cautiously. \-Ve met
them about 9 A.M. just below the steep upper section and
heard their story.
"Ve were only at the start of the real " climbing,"
they announced. The 800 feet immediately above our
heads had occupied 6 hours of their time. For most of
the way it had been a struggle through 3 feet of soft
snow lying on a substratum of hard ice, and set at a very
high angle. They had left a huge trough marking their
line of ascent and, quite apart from the obvious avalanche
danger, it had been extremely exhausting work. At
5.30 P.M. they had reached what appeared from below
to be the top, only to see the true summit 200 yards away
along a knife-edge ridge which dipped to a small intermediate col. The col was the limit of their advance.
Only two short rock pitches separated them from the
10
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goal, but they were both very exhausted, and in any
case it was 6.30 P.M. with only one hour to darkness. A
small scoop in the ridge below the first summit served as
a bivouac site, and they prepared for all the horrors of
a night out at 23,000 feet. In the morning they were
both very weak, though miraculously immune from frostbite. They resolved to descend immediately so that
they could vacate Camp IV that day and ensure a comfortable night's lodging for the second party. It was a
very gallant action on their part to sacrifice their own
chances of reaching the top, though by gaining the near
summit, a mere 10 feet lower, they had, to all intents.
and purposes, made the first ascent of the Tower. For
there had been no indications that the French had beaten
us to the top.
Our own task was now much easier. The overnight
frost had consolidated the snow, and we had a regular
ladder of steps all the way. We put the main slope
behind by 2 P.M . and carried on up a little rock rib.
towards the summit ridge. Magnificent climbing this ,.
and not at all what you would expect at 23,000 feet;
almost vertical rock, yet sprouting jug handles everywhere and offering grand exposed pitches of merelyVery Difficult standard. Despite the rareness of the air,.
we got as much pleasure from it as from a climb at sealevel. At 3 P.M. we stood on the West Summit, looking
across to our other objective, and already aware of
mounting exultation. Just as I emerged on the summit
cornice I thought I h eard a shout from John below me.
Then I realised that it came instead from the direction of
the S.E. ridge. Suddenly I spotted the French, tiny
specks on the snow, encamped on the hanging glacier,.
3,000 feet below us . They had actually been prospectingtheir route through binoculars when two figures appeared
out of nowhere at the summit. We now had a valuableeye-witness proof of our ascent!
Continuing from the col, a small rock pitch of Severe·
standard gave us a little trouble, as we were in too much
of a hurry to remove our crampons. Only two ropelengths to go, and a knife-edge arete of snow swept
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gracefully up to the summit cornice. With mock dignity
befitting the occasion, each insisted that the other lead
the way and we argued it out with great spirit. At last
John was persuaded to advance the remaining 10 feet;
I followed him and we shook hands solemnly on the
summit. The usual summit rites were restricted to
photography, as we had forgotten to bring a flag along
with us on the expedition. Bill Brooker had promised
to present me with a Scottish Lion Rampant before I
left Aberdeen, but unfortunately all the flags he had
inspected in the shops were too expensive. In any case
we couldn't afford to waste any time here as there were
only 3 hours of daylight left for the descent, and a bivouac
at 23,000 feet is a sobering thought.
We started down at 4.30 P.M. John, who probably
carried the heavier pack, was going very slowly, whereas
I was in a regular fever of impatience. My hivouac
equipment was far too inadequate, and visions of
Annapurna passed through my mind. At one point the
bowline round my waist worked loose as I came down
last, but I carried on regardless and rejoined John,
holding the end of the rope in my hand. He was justifiably
indignant.
Darkness came on quite suddenly, as it always does in
the Himalayas, when we were still an hour away from
the camp. There was nothing for it but to bivouac
where we stood, and we established ourselves in a halffilled crevasse as a shelter against the night breeze.
Within an hour or so the temperature dropped to subzero levels and the icy-cold draughts coming up from the
depths of the crevasse did nothing to improve matters. I
had removed my boots and stuck both feet in a rucksack,
but John's laces were frozen and he decided to keep on
his boots. However, he could feel his toes moving and
took this as a sign that all was well. Dawn came at last
at 4 A.M., but it was still two hours before we could start
down. Both my boots had frozen stiff and would not go
on my feet. I had to thaw them out under my shirt.
John had to take over the lead down to the camp as I
was experiencing violent paroxysms of shivering, so much
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so that I could hardly keep my hands on the holds. Such
were the consequences of leaving some of my bivouac kit
behind and having to keep rubbing my legs most of the
night. It was only later, when John removed his boots,
that he discovered the extent of his frost-bite. He had
not noticed his feet going dead, yet, beyond doubt, they
were in a very bad way. Tired as we were, we managed
to massage the blood back into his feet, but not to the
toes which remained a dirty-white colour.
Next morning bad weather appeared to be imminent,
so we had to continue downwards. John was very tired
and unwell. All the fixed ropes were left in position :
we had little inclination to remove them. Not far above
the col I shouted to Mac and J oe to come up and meet
us, in order to help John with his pack. They, too, were
still very exhausted after their ordeal. So the four of us
staggered back into Camp Ill. Joe and I, in response to
a message from below, continued down to attend to a
case of T.B. pneumonia among our porters at the Base
Camp. Next day John and Mac experienced the final
whims of the mountain. Descending the great ice-slope ,
they were involved in a small rockfall, one of the boulders
ripping the rucksack off Mac's back, but luckily without
personal injury.
I t took John not far short of a week to reach Base
Camp. We had only three fit porters, and it would have
been impossible to carry him. When he arrived his frostbitten toes were already black, and as he would eventually
require surgical treatment , we were anxious that he should
start down the valley as soon as possi ble. I t was agreed
that he must be carried all the way, but our own porters
for the return carry were not yet due for some days.
Then news arrived that the French had reached the
top six days after us and were preparing to leave
immediately . With their assistance we might be able
to speed up John's departure . I decided to pay them a
visit at their Base Camp, both to offer my congratulations
and to consult their medica Dr Florence, who was a
recognised expert on frost-bite. That evening I fared
sumptuously on a five-course meal, which left me
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thinking that there was a case for nationally sponsored
expeditions after all . The French were in great form and
full of superlatives about their climb . I was reminded
of the classical descriptions of climbs in the Vallot
G uide : "Itineraire audacieux et superbe , l'un des plus
beaux et des plus diffici les des K a rakorams. " They had
been forced to bivouac on the ascent, ti ed to ice pitons
well below the summit , and had only avoided a second
b ivouac by 600 feet of abseiling in pitch darkness, with
one torch between the four climbers . The grading was
" extn~ me me nt difficil e," a nd 3,500 feet of fixed rope had
been left £n szlu.
Next day both parties held a gra nd reunion dinner a t
th e British Base Camp . It was decided tha t J ohn and I
woulcl accompany the French down the vall ey, while
M ac a nd J oe remained on the Baltoro for a few more days
to take photographs of the Tower from its more sensational
aspects . A stretcher bein g unma nageabl e , J ohn was
ho isted into a chair of sorts, perched hi g h on a porter's
back . . Sixteen men carried him in turn , frequently ha ving
to cross steep cliffs and mud banks where the least slip
would h ave been fatal. So we proceeded down the valley
fo r 80 miles a nd then managed to hire a sma ll fleet of
zoks, or goatskin rafts , racing each oth er down the last
30 mil es to Sk ardu . J ohn then fl ew back to Engl a nd a nd
la ter underwent extensive surgery to both feet in a
L ondon hospital .

T he Editor has asked me for a few genera l impressions
of t he K a rakorams. The most striking thing is the
number of fa mous unclimbed peaks all within a 20-mile
radius of the Mustagh T ower- M asherbrum , Hidden
Peak , Broad Peak , Paiju , the Trango Towers, Crysta l
Peak, Mitre Peak and Bride P eak . All remain virgin .
The main Trango Tower is the most extraordinary rock
feature I have seen anywhere . Cut off on every side by
walls as steep and long as the \Vest Face of the Dru and
a tta ining a height of over 20,000 feet, it poses a magnificent
cha ll enge in thi s new Golden Age of H imalayan climbing .
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Even the Mustagh Tower itself still holds its fascinationthe traverse of the mountain would be a tremendous
expedition.
There is an enormous amount of rock about, and
nearly all the main peaks offer mixed routes of very high
standard, comparable in severity to the great Alpine
faces nords. There is not much snow plodding, often
the most exhausting type of climbing at this altitude.
The rock is granite, which is sound on the lower
Baltoro spires, though above 20,000 feet on the Tower it
tended to be very shattered. Snow lies at a steeper
angle than I have encountered in the Alps or Scotland
and seemed to be relatively more stable, for we saw few
major avalanches. Powder snow and verglas on the rocks,
however, offer a problem, and for this reason I found
the climbing on the N.W. ridge very similar to the
Lochnagar buttresses in winter.
Acclimatisation gave us no worries, though 23,860
feet is, of course, small by Himalayan standards. The
weather also was kind to us. We had one period lasting
a month of almost continuously fine weather. We reached
the top on the eighth day of that fine spell, though, as
events proved, we could have afforded to spend much
more time on the final bid.
Any comparison of the two routes is not really justified,
though, from both accounts, there appears to have been
little between them as regards difficulty . The angle of
the N.W. ridge is slightly steeper, but to compensate for
this the French had more difficulties to face in the lower
stages. The first party to complete the traverse will be
in a better position to judge!
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THE SOUTH POST OF COIRE ARDAIR.
By C. G . M. Slesser .

FEW will deny that the exploration and subsequent
ascent of a mountain by a beautiful and natural route is
mountaineering at its best. To-day's mountaineer goes
abroad more and more to seek this pleasure. There is
no such need. A ll he has to do is to wait till winter ,
leave h is guide book at home, forget all he has read of
the mountain, and sally forth with his mind as blank as
the proverbial examinee.
Thus it was with Norman Tennent and myself. Only
we cannot lay claim to a deliberate policy of forgetfulness.
It came naturally to us. We met at Newtonmore on the
wet evening of 7th February 1956. It appeared we had
food, a map and some elementary climbing equipment.
We lacked a watch, a guide book, and any idea as to what
to climb. Tennent, his deep-seated whimsicality ripened
by good wine, adroitly parried all my suggestions.
Finally, ordering whisky and gazing fondly into its amber
depths, he muttered " You're the boss," and refused to
discuss the matter further.
Thus it was that next day, after having suggested
Nevis, I found myself tramping up the Coire Ardair,
bound for Creag Meaghaidh. It was a warm, soft day,
glorious to behold, but poisonous to the eager climber.
Coire Ardair was dripping. We camped at the top
edge of the northern woods, strategically placed to view
both the Coire and the Laggan Glen. Our stiff
miles
approach march had whetted our appetites for food, if
not for climbing. Unbidden, Tennent skilfully blended
pemmican and rice, while I coaxed damp birch into flame.
Such is the vanity of man that we lay back, fed and
well satisfied with our day.
The value of experience lies in enabling the possessor
to make grave decisions on the most flimsy evidence.
The 9th of February dawned rainy and misty, and it took
Tennent only a moment to put his head to the door,
twitch his nose and pronounce that a general thaw
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persisted in every direction, and was particularly vigorous
in Coire Ardair. The day passed in the fabrication of
chess pieces from matches, followed by a skilful game,
ended only by an accidental sneeze which blew th e
Black Queen out of the door, while the remaining white
Rook perished in the primus flame. With this our
ennui vanished, and as we se~ out the clouds lifted from
the Coire, revealing the posts and rocks still plastered
after this the fifth day of thaw.
The North Post, a pencil-thin ribbon of snow and ice,
seemed too stern a challenge. The Central Post looked
eminently climbable if it froze, but what of those cornices?
A wide amphitheatre feeds this gully, and we had both
seen, on separate occasions, considerable avalanches
issue from it. The South Post is topped by a much
smaller amphitheatre and it carried no cornice. ,;Ve
agreed to investigate it. We had no idea if it had ever
been climbed in summer or winter.
A knee-deep plod up the soft avalanche debris in the
gently inclined Easy Gully brought us to the bottom of
the South Post where it plunged its last 100 feet in a
lace-work of ice fretted by water, far too unstable to
climb. On either side rose very steep rock and turf.
From here it was impossible to see into the South Post,
but a sally on to the ridge of Pinnacle Buttress afforded
a sight right up the line of the eouloir. It ran up unbroken
for some hundreds of feet, bulged enormously and continued as a narrow ribbon between ice-coated, vertical
walls. Farther up all was obscure, but we pieced together
a picture of a widening, followed by a steep ice-wall which
barred the exit. "Ve imagined this would be the crux.
Though nothing was said, I felt that Tennent, like
myself, was enormously impressed by the directness and
steepness of the route. As soon as there was frost, we
resolved to have a go. However, it would take days of
frost to make the initial lOO-foot icefall negotiable, so
we traced out possible entrances into the lower eouloir
from B Buttress on its right. ·T hree apparent traverses
existed below the bulge. "Ve favoured the lowest, which
would lead in immediately above the icefall, just above
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where B Buttress itself feIl steeply to th e waIl of Easy
Gully.
"Ve romped up the remainder of Pinnacle Buttress,
and in gathering dusk glissaded Easy Gully and ran back

Diagram by

J. lU cK.

Stewart ,J oltmal, Vol.

21 ,

p. 398 .

A, B, C , the three Buttresses .
a , South Post; b, Centre Post; c, North Post.
N D , route north of the Posts.
L L, ledge between South and Centre Posts.
Each L is situa te about the foot of the great pitch in the respective Post .
Easy Gully concealed by crest line of Pinnacl e Buttress in foreground ,
sloping down from left to right.

to camp. That night, as we dried socks by the birch fire,
a pile of spare logs behind us whitened as the frost squeezed
water from its sodden pores. It chilled our backs but
warmed our hopes.
Modern life has made all of us slaves to the clock,
and modern mountaineering seems no less afflicted. Now
we were watchless; but in the night that followed the
pleasure of the foregoing watchl ess days was considerably
IP
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lessened by the need to be continually rising to look
out of the tent and see if dawn was yet breaking. After
the nth crawl to the tent door we espied daybreak .
Arbitrarily we called it 7.30 A.M. Some snow had fallen
and the ground was rock hard. At an estimated 10 A.M.,
Tennent swung his axe into the frozen avalanche cone a~
the foot of the slopes that run out from the Central Post.l
The air was lifeless. A , wall of mist wedged the lower:
glen; an eagle glided across the Coire, then climbed into!
the mist which lay at the le~el of the upper cliffs .' Only!
the rhythmic chIp of Tennent's axe and the merry tink,l~1
o~ water running beneath the snow mitigated the silence. ,
, On iron-hard snow we climbed diagortally left across,
the exposed, avalanche-swept outfall of the Central Post
to ' reach B Buttress 50 feet above the point where it
plunges into Easy Gully. Tennent briskly descended a
ser:ies of slippery frozen turf ledges with deceptive ease'i
turned the corner l reported a belay and called me on. I I
found I had no adhesion to the turf, so put on instep
crampons. With these I soon joined Tennent, then i
traversed thin ice to land squarely at the top of the first :
icefall. From here the South Post looked quite the most
impressive thing of its kind I had ever seen. It was an
impression we both found to be borne out subsequently.
Four hundred feet of cutting up the shallow lower couloz'r
brought us to the bulge, a lOO-foot ice-pitch complete
with rz'maye, but mercifully covered in excellent snow-ice.
Tennent, his zest undiminished, led the way by.attacking
the ice directly above me, all but knocking me out with
large ice-chips when he cut a stance 50 feet up. I joined
him, finding the pitch exacting. From here the way led
to the left and up into the " narrows,') The traverse was
exciting. Very steep good snow gave way to watereroded ice. Then, as I climbed directly up into the
narrows over plain rotten ice, I paused for breath and
considered the wisdom of proceeding. Just at that
moment water gushed out of a handhold and ran up my
sleeve, galvanising me into upward activity. At rope's
length I was able to get an uncertain stance and bring
Tennent up. Our situation was superb. Nothing, visible
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beneath till Lochan Coire Ardair 1,200 feet below. Steep
walls rose on either side forming a cleft barely 15 feet
wIde. ' Above, the dull white of the amphitheatre looked
impressive but easy, an opinion which altered rapidly
as vie climbed the next steep 300 feet to the head of the
rtarrow-s. By now the gully would be a complete deathtrap in avalanche conditions. Once in the narrows
there seems to be no sanctuary, no escape route . We felt
that under conditions of thaw or fresh snow this climb
would be quite unjustifiable.
At this point the narrows open to an amphitheatre.
Ahead on the left-hand side protruded a small, bared
rock mass. The direct ascent would go to the right of
this to culminate in 150 feet of vertical ice. Leftwards,
above the rock very steep snow led to a rock-protected
emplacement, from which it seemed that a rightward
ascent might lead on to the upper snow slopes above the
vertical ice-pitch. The wall of B Buttress was slabby,
icicled and forbidding. In good snow an escape farther
left to the ridge of A Buttress might be feasible. We
took the route to the left of the rock mass. I belayed
Tennent while he chipped smoothly up the exceptionally
steep snow-rib to the emplacement. Momentarily the
sun shone through parted clouds, affording a glimpse of
the glen beneath. An eagle rocketed down the Coire in
a vertiginous plunge and disappeared into the mist. The
clouds rolled together again as Tennent's voice hailed me.
The emplacement offered protection from avalanches,
but a diffident perch. Tennent cut and beat the snow, and
with a look of anticipated suffering took my rope. How
long I took over the pitch I cannot say. For Tennent it
seemed an age as he slowly froze on his uncomfortable
perch, while I, more precariously, wiped the sweat of
cutting from my eyes. The pitch started as a wall of
snow-ice about 70 degrees in angle, eased in the middle,
and then became almost vertical. I traversed right and
up to the steep bit. Just at this point the deep roar of an
avalanche stilled both our hearts momentarily, until we
realised that it was not in our gully, and then, blushing at
our stupidity, identified it as a passing aircraft. The steep
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section was passed with difficulty , and a stance in an
ice-filled corner enabled me to bring up T ennent. That
man, blue with cold , regained colour by bounding past
me and up the snow-i ce arete behind, cutting steps like
a high-speed rotary machine. However, by now we were
both tired, and he soon slowed down. Ahead, we could
see the gentle top lip of the South Post; between lay
snow of almost unbelievable steepness , dropping down
to the vertical ice of the direct route . We cut up and
right to reach the foot of the last pitch, a 20-foot ice-step.
There we used our only m echani cal aid, a piton belay.
As Tennent drove it in he remarked that it scarcely
compensated for the mechanical disadvantage of my small
ice-pick-cum-hammer, which, hanging from his waist
loop, had irritated him on this ,,·hole ascent by swinging
between his legs. The ice here was of that variety
glaciologists refer to as plastic. It absorbed the pick,
gripping it fi ercely, so that each blow ended with a
struggle for extracti on. Once, while stopping for breath
and to reli eve the cramp in my cutting hand , I paused
to look back and down. H ere, at the top of the climb,
the full exposure of the gully is felt. I blessed that piton
belay and resumed the weary pi ck-and-tug , twenty times
a step, to the top. I t was a fitting climax .
Above the pitch 100 feet brought us to the plateau
edge , at what we subsequently estimated as 4 P.M.,
m ak ing 6 hours for the climb. Suddenly, feeling very
weary and co ld, we ate our food , and in thi ck mist
compass-marched to the head of Easy Gully, slithered
down joyousl y, raced to camp and made Newtonmore in
time to cele brate with dinn er a nd wine. That night snow
fell heavily. Th e South P ost was no longer a justifiable
risk.
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SKIS IN SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING.
By Geoffrey

J. F .

Dutton.

TWELVE months ago there was unveiled the first permanent
ski tow, hoist, lift or sack elevator in Scotland. Temporary
contraptions of it~ kind have often been encountered of
late by the unwary climber. The Glen Shee hills in
summer hold several small rusted engines squatting
balefully in hutches, wired and battened down; and in
winter here and there the righteous mountaineer has
paused to survey, far below in a corrie, lines of figures
hauling endless ropes, and has noted with mild interest
the remote fury of those crouched round some similar
hutch, now frozen and doubly inaccessible; later he has
heard the pop, the splutter and the inevitable malignant
and deliberate silence. But such things are comforting,
even necessary, to a winter climber in Scotland, providing
tangible evidence of a pursuit at times more pointless and
frustrating than his own.
This being agreed upon, the writer still thinks the
possibility of a successful ski-lift, with its attendant flags,
loudspeakers, race-cards and sleigh bells, bang next
door to the ascetic recesses of the Buachaille, may provoke
wrathful comment on all plank-straddlers from memberswho-do-not-ski. So he humbly proposes to take up
where Unna left off in that masterly article (Vol. 19,
p. 257 ) , not forgetting MacRobert's excellent survey
(Vol. 21, p. 379) or Naismith's recommendation of 1892
(Vol. 2, p. 89 ) , and briefly construct an apologia for ski
excursions over Scottish hills with fellow-members, far
from the Downhill-Only Boys. He may as well state his
opll1lOn now: that in reasonable conditions such skitouring is vastly superior to simple hill-walking, and in
unreasonable conditions it elegantly combines, as hinted
above, the pointlessness of climbing in Scotland with the
frustration of trying to ski then; .
Now an added attraction of climbing on ski is that the
difficulty is enormously increased. The veriest hump of
a sub-Munro arches its back, steepens its flanks and
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bristles with suddenly bared rocks; a ll sides instantly
face north. Thus what would normally be a saunter
becomes, thanks to these artificial aids on the feet, a
tricky problem of route-finding and mountain craft ,
calling for initiative, leadership and all the well-known
vi rtues.
Who, for instance , finding himself accidentally on the
top of Ben Chonzie in the summer, amid harebells and
b umblebees, could imagine the epic struggle J. R . and
the writer had there one F ebruary? Merrily they struck
up the snow by Invergeldi e burn , into the mist and the
N .W. wind. When the slope became too steep to point
the skis uphill, even with the aid of skins, they sides tepped laboriously, peering about to detect some easing
of the slope. It steepened, and the wind howled and
rattled through six froz en skins. The writer, faced w ith
so me 1,200 feet of side-stepping and conveniently hidden
from J. R. by the mist, thought to remove these excell ent
skis and proceed more easily on foot. He was interested
to discover that vibrams were no more comforting on the
now very icy snow than were steel-edged skis, and to
carry two 6-foot planks in such a hurricane either up or
down such a slope by means of steps poked out with two
ski-sticks held in one hand was not to be thought of. So
he side-stepped up to the top and found a great plateau
and a blazing sun . The run down on the south side was
pure joy, skating on the level with the wind, tack in g
ski lfully with outstretched anoraks in pterodactyli c
delight , and then a weaving down from snowfield to snowfi eld by short steep and narrow bits, a maze of exhil aration .
Thus did a humble mound, bad-tempered in aN. W.
w ind, provide first-cl ass en joyment and a refreshing
c hange from ascents of the head-down, feet-kick variety.
Then again, there are conditi ons when it is impossibl e
to proceed on foot. Deep snow fell overnight at Clova,
c hoking all gullies; determined pedestrians accompani ed
us to the gorge on Jock.'s Road, before falling back
exhausted, engulfed and with oaths. On ski we had a
superb day over to Craig H errich above Caenlochan
Gl en, a wonderful Arctic day, with blown fin e sn ow
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streaming across miles of sastrugi, * the sun low in ;;tn
icy pale blue sky. After a day such as this the run down
in the silent evening, that effortl ess gliding over packed
crystals, each turn as right and inevitable as the banked
snow in the corrie, makes for such a sense of physi cal
contentment and of the skier's absolute identification
with the scene, that the id ea of treading in or clattering
down on foot comes as an intrusion, a rude and hearty
shattering of the spell. And this spell grows not so much
from the sti llness as from the silent motion and the
gradual unfo lding of the picture to a body perfectly
relaxed and swaying to the very contours it is watching,
like a physical drinking of the landscape.
Truth, a las, compels the writer to record less gratifying
episodes, when the jeers of the heathen found justification
and nourishment. Late one May he had seen great
confident snowfields on Beinn a'Bhuird and had accordingly lured J. R. to Invercauld . The journey up the
Slugain Glen was ill-omened: large wet snowflakes fe ll.
The Quoich was full and had to be waded. Then waisthigh slush-beari ng heather mutely resisted all the way
to the AUt a n t-Sneachda and its eponymic whiteness in
the mist. Through a howling blizzard two figures carried
skis up deeper and deeper snow. At 3,000 feet they
turned, clambered on to dripping wood, pulled ineffectual
straps and lurched down again into the tourmente. Veilswill be drawn over the way they swung, slipped, staggered,
fell, leapt, bounced, collided, crashed, ploughed, rose,
groped, slithered, fell again, smacked, knelt, tottered ,
sprawled, lost a ski, overtook it, put it on, spun, collapsed,
struck matches (no good, skis too wet, wouldn't burn),
waded, dived, gasped, blew, dropped, rolled, bounded
and finally arrived breathless at the bottom . Then the
heather and the (deeper) Quoich. Ski de pied with a
vengeance.
I t is more comfort ing to recall the great days, the first
runs in October, the last swoops to the loch in June,

* W ave-like formation s of icy snow , frequ ent
anything up to a yard hi g h from trough to crest.
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midw in ter days of traverses when new snow had spoilt
a ll other climbing ; the crossing from Dalnaspidal to
Dalwhinnie, over a great si lent pl a teau looking to an
A ld er Forest locked and shining in ice; a desolate flat
p lace but noble in winter and wh ere a pedestrian was m et,
a lone and stepping hu gely in snow-shoes. Or the Glas
M aol ridge, with its plunges from corrie to corrie; or
from ,Clova to Lochnagar and back again to Glen Isl a,
with those white miles of drifting above a Strath M ore
engrossed in its own spring . . . . Such tours on ly yield
their best when th e ski er is r easonably skilfu l and is not
constantly r eminded of the bed of clay; so summer
quarries have equival ents in winter go lf courses, and
many a night and oft did the writer and his croni es ski
back from these under the street lamps of Edinburgh and
Dundee, wringing the last hour out of each week of snow,
a nd stacking thei r skis in the drift by a startled tram stop.
So far we have not used the term "ski-mountai11 eeri ng "; for whi lst ski-touring over the easier Salvationist
hills is a most satisfying improvement on walking O\"er
them and needs m ore mountaineering knowledge, rare ly
could it be ca lled " ski-mountaineering" in the accepted
sense" Skis a re sometimes essential for r eaching the more
d ifficult Scottish mountains, but actual mountaineerin g
o n ski over them (if ever necessary) is extremely uncertain
because of the general treachery, iciness or simple
absence of the upper snow; it wou ld be foolish to
scrape expensively from rock to rock on these hills and
neglect the fine · foot-climbing they must afford. Such
d etermined efforts shou ld be r egard ed rather as a means
of getting fit for Alpine ski-mountaineering, and are
best made on borrowed skis. Delightful ski ascents of
the greater Scottish hills may be made, however, in
spring up the ir long snow gu lli es, with a walk or scr amble
t o the cairn and a sun-bathing, burn-drinking descent on
perfect snow, but by such lotus-eating distinctions will
be blurred. And with pure ski-ing on Scottish hills ,
difficult or otherwise, up and down fashionabl e gullies,
the writer does not propose to deal; that delectabl e
pursuit must be sternly relegated to ski-cl u b circl es.
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Forecasting a drought of Scottish contributions,
U nna recommended inclusion of ski-touring notes in the
Journal. Certainly, ascents or traverses on ski of otherwise uninteresting or " exploited" hills offer something
both fresh and Scottish for our cataloguing pioneers,
heirs of Burn and Phi lip and other trackers of unrecorded
heather; Munros might then tick by unheeded. The
working out of long, linked high-level tours, a Haute
Route Ecossaise, would seem possible, especially in the
'e ast (starting, say. at Mount Battock and arriving at
Glen Tilt in time to consider the situation) . These
journeys would need the highest mountaineering skill and
judgment in bad weather, and the ski clubs do not cater
for such activities, regarding the hills, as Unna says,
merely "as suitable places for the use of ski," "Ve
would regard skis (along with boots, nails, ropes, axes,
crampons, pitons, pulleys, ladders et al, ) as suitable
things to use on the hill, with the obvious proviso that
it depends on the hill. One would not take skis to
Glencoe any more than one would carry a piton hammer
up Tom Buidhe; but if both these poles were visited
with the proper equipment they would be found to offer
-c omparable' enjoyment and, should the jungle call, equal
-opportunities for le Tigrisme.

J Q
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EVALUATION OF A RISK.
By I. G. Cumming, J.M.C.S., and C. G. M. Slesser.
The Appendix to this article will appear in the next issue
of the Journal. Mr Slesser can supply duplicated copies of
calcu lations pro tem if application made to him directly.
ONE of the best precepts of climbing is that the leader
should not fall off, but experience has shown that he
sometimes does, and, to judge from the careless posture
of a very large number of belayers, they either hold
passionately to this principle or they are ignorant of
what it is like to hold a falling man.
We ourselves learnt our belaying in the usual ad hoc
way in which most mountaineers pick up technique.
We had never learnt how strong a rope need really be,
.a nd when we used a running belay it was at least 50 per
cent. a psychological safeguard, for we would have been
unprepared to put it to a real test. So we decided to
find out just of what ropes were capable, how we should
use them and to assess just what were our chances of
being held if we fell off. We had open minds on the
subject. We were prepared to find that a climbing rope
is (as we had long dreaded ) quite useless to a leader.
We are happy to report that our confidence is renewed,
and strongly too- but with one reservation: a second
man is unlikely to offer a good belay unless he has
practised the art under non-emergency conditions.

The Static Belay.
A belay may be static or dynamic. In the former case,
when the fall of a man stresses the rope it cannot run,
either because it is held immovably by the belayer or
wound round a bollard. Under these circumstances the
whole of the momentum of the leader's fall must be
absorbed by stretching the amount of the rope that has
been run out. Consider a man of weight W lb. climbing
vertically up from his belayer at B to C, a height of h feet
above. At this point he falls off, dropping a height of
2h feet till the rope tightens (C'), after which he will fall
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a certain distance due to the stretch in the rope (C" ) .*
What then is the minimum strength of rope (T ) that will
withstand the shock of his fall? The answer (Appendix C)
turns out to be independent of the height of his fall, but
proportional to the man's weight and inversely proportional to the extensibility of the rope. t That is why
nylon rope, which has such a high extensibility, is far
better than all other ropes for climbing with. All our
remarks will refer now only to nylon. If we assume that
the extension of a rope is proportional to the load upon
it we get a useful equation (Appendix C) :T 4+2E
W- - E- '
where 100 xE=extension of rope at break (per cent. ) ,
W =man's weight (lb.),
T =minimum strength of rope that will
withstand the shock of fall (in lb .) .
Thus:
TABLE 1.
Extensibility E as
percentage
T/W

10%
42

20%
22 .

25%

30%

40%

47%

50%

18

15·3

12

10·5

10

Unfortunately with nylon rope the extension is not
quite proportional to the load, but it has been shown
by experiment (private communication by British Ropes
Ltd.) that for a full-weight nylon rope, T jW=10·5. We
can, however, work out a few simple and useful results by
assuming the stretch of nylon is proportional to the load
on it, and assuming a fictitious value for its stretc.h at
break from the same equation,
where,

T
4+2E
-=10 ·5= - WE'

i.e., E=47 per cent. (Appendix A, 1) .

* See Fig.

1 (p. 133).
Arnold Wexler (CC Theory of Belaying," American Alpine Club)
has shown that, in practice, this is not strictly true . Mr \Vexler 's
mathematical treatise derives the same conclusions as this art icle.

t
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Example A .- What weight of man will conventional nylon rope
hold? Since T / W = 10 ·5, we find full weight will hold 337 lb .,
medium weight 190 lb. Medium weight is thus adeq uate for only
very light or lightly dressed persons.

This, however, is not the whole story. Several othelpoints must be considered :1. The value of T jW = 10·5 includes rio safety factor.
Any weakening due to fraying ei ther during or before the
fall will reduce the breaking load. Since a rope frays a
little every time it is used, a stronger initial rope isrequired.
Again, contrary to popular opinion, nylon does
deteriorate with time due to the action of sunlight and
contamination from wind, sweat, etc. A medium-weight
nylon five-year-old rope of one of the writers was found
to have a value of E of 25 per cent. and a T of only 1,200 lb .
against new value of E =47 per cent. and T =2,000 lb .
It could now hold only
1,200 = 66 lb
18
.,

i.e., quite usel ess (T jW = 18 from Table 1) .
A portion of the end of your rope should be tested
after two years. Both the strength and the e~tension at
break should be known.
2. The strength of a rope is the strength of its weakest
point . This obvious truism is frequently overlooked in
practice in connection with knots . Most knots (and even
splices) reduce the strength of a rope. In particular, the
popular bow-line and overhand knot, depending on how
tied, can reduce by 20 per cent. Thus a medium-weight
rope would hold only 150 lb., a full weight 270 lb . (see
Example A ) .
The only knot known to the writers which does not
reduce the rope strength is the Tarbuck * knot . Its use
is also much to be r ecommended on other scores, such as
ease of belaying.

* K. Tarbuck, Rucksack Club I, 1947; Wayfarers' Club I, 1947 ;
British Ropes Ltd., Edinburgh, Publication No. 37.
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3. A static belay is a poor belay. It puts tremendous
strain both on the rope and the victim, who will
suffer a retarding force of the order of 2,000 to 4,000 lb.
At the worst he may be killed; at the best, badly
winded.
4. Against these factors it must be borne in mind that
Ca ) a body seldom falls clear. Its fall is absorbed
unpleasantly by hitting ledges, etc., thus putting less
strain on the rope. Cb) A belaying man is unable to exert
the necessary ?-estraining force to maintain a static belay.
as this force is of the order of 2,000 to 4,000 lb. He will
be forced to let the rope slip through his fingers. When
done in a controlled manner this is known as a dynamic
belay or friction brake. A static belay made by, say,
winding a rope round a bollard is unjustifiable for a
direCt fall for the obvious reasons demonstrated above .
If used for a sideways fall, as frequently done when both
climbers a-lOli: moving continuously, it is permissible,
indeed necessary. The method can be often used with
an axe belay in snow, if the snow is good, because a
leader who has fallen into steep snow is not gathering
velocity with the acceleration of gravity and a component
of his weight is supported by the snow . Further, the
resilience of snow and axe absorb some of the load. To
summarise , a static belay puts tremendous strain on rope
a nd falling man. It decreases his chances of survival.

The Dynamic Belay.
In the dynamic belay, which is defined in 4 Cb) above .
the belayer grips the rope that is sliding through fingers
to exert on the rope a retarding force which will slow
down and eventually stop the falling man. His aim is
to arrest the leader as soon as possible, without taking
the rope to a dangerously strained condition or putting
undue tension on the faller. Obviously a compromise
must be made here, for the greater the distance a leader
is allowed to slide the more liable he is to hurt himself.
We have to find Ca) what is a d~sirable retarding force.
and Cb) if a second man can, in fact, apply it.
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1. Consider the situation in Fig. 1. In Table 2 we
have calculated (Appendix D ) the distance a 200-lb.
leader will continue to fall after the rope tightens (i .e.,
after 2h feet from point of fall ) for various values of
retarding force and height above point of belay. These
figures are given to the right of the heavy line. To the
left are given the terminal velocities, feet per second,
when the rope (assumed length 100 feet ) has run out
without the leader being stopped.
TABLE

Retarding Force, P Lb.

Height," Ft.
above Belay.
50.

100.

200.

Ft./sec. Ft./sec . Ft./sec.
75
65
36

10
20

80

.. 30
rl1i

1

.G 5B21.

'~r!lh:3fl

400.

500.

800.

Ft.
40

Ft.
20

Ft.
10

Ft.
6'7

Ft.
5

80
Ft ./sec .,
38

40

20

13'3

10

20'0

15

26·8

20

33·3

25

71

50

85

78

62

90

84

72

57

94

90

80

69

111

108

102

98

J fl0lT1OC f i1l3
';J rl1 , rlh

1,000. 1,200.

300.

I

)

O

2.

60
30
Ft./sec·1
36
50
Ft. /sec.
57
40
95

91

FtTsCC.
88'0
80
1FtJsec.

No effective retardation before rope tightens.
113 ft. /sec.=77 miles per hour.

Feet of

1-

rope run
out to
bring to
rest . .
Feet per
second

terminal

velocity.

~tL

0'1'
!)qO'l

. bEol :J.
no nisljC'.

(Extension of rope ignored here.)

.~J'7 H~l:J 2~W{ retarding force less than the weight of
the falling man cannot bring him to rest. It merely
reduces his rate of acceleration due to gravity.
Seventy pounds't~s about the retarding force offered by
~· m~ll ~igpji1Eh1\',jffi~e running through his two hands.
Ih~iF!-J·gao~~~ '~l'ln~iIJW3t round his body, or over his
*~Iq.IfN 4!timfl ,pyaJla~lv. offer 200 lb. From Table 2
~1[1!fi~ihllq,\1J-fS ?1-i(£ftp~Uj'IJjba,dequate. To effectively stop
~flljt}!\,qelJufuBil)g Jt{1me~ea; <W feet above would require
~rn(HetPil(l£, r~t.JnEJ ~') EiOO111<b:,. How can this be done?
~~fl~:pq,o~$;;:I~Whj:(j):! pol-J1tt.a'$ mathematically proved
~13~JWB11§Ij~sl~i !jrmt1bVYJrfWl!;lingHhe rope from the leader
~~ittH~lJ:ml <tMe~;s":)ha§k.I.eiid-rWlinclirlg it one turn round
~gYIc.W"~fl(B~Kj}.f1 tll~@!limlj:halliis spayiflg out the rope, of
course) we .<34~ ~g1fi£y;tctli1~itkTah4n tIIm retarding force
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exerted by the belayer's fingers-just how much depends
on the value of the friction between the rope and the
belayer's outer garment. Table 3 gives values for a
variety of materials. It demonstrates forcibly the value
of leather gloves for belaying.
TABLE

3.

Kinetic Friction Factors for Nylon Rope.
Load held by applying 50 lb. at Fingers.
Material.

Karabiner
Calico anorak ~
Wool suiting t
Bedford cord t
Leather glove t
P.V.C. glove *

Friction
Coefficient.

(1)

Relative
Advantage.

(2)

Relative
Advantage.

0·19
0 ·22
0·25
0·275
0·335
0·355

90
100
110
116
141
153

1·8
2·0
2·2
2·3
2·8
3·05

300
400
535
625
1,170
1,430

6·0
8·0
10·7
12·5
23·4
28·6

Other Valucs.-Cotton anorak, 0·22 *; wool jersey, 0·25 t;
ling, 0·24.*
(1) Rope round back only=! turn.
(2) Rope round back and once round arm=l! turns.
* Raby.
t Cumming.

towel-

Kinetic friction figures hold where the rope is sliding
past the material .
Static friction figures (where there is no sliding) are
higher, so that the magnification is higher.
2. What Retarding Force can a Belayer Exert in
Practz'ce?-Tests have shown that an experienced belayer,
firmly attached to a good belay and using leather
gauntlets, can offer a static retarding force of as much
as 1,100 lb. for short periods (i.e., without allowing die
rope to slide through his hands). In emergency he might
manage more (rope held as described above, i.e., round
back and one turn on the belaying arm). This is a higher
figure than could have been got had the rope been sliding.
Had the rope been only round the back, only about
250 lb. could have been offered.
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Dynamic retarding forces are harder to measure.
Also, it is known that friction between the moving rope
and the outer garment is less than the static friction, so
the belayercan expect a lower friction factor. However,
we have been ab le to demonstrate that a retarding force
of 600 lb. is not difficult to give und er dynamic conditions.
Even so, any considerable fall, as seen from Table 2,
results in quite a lot of rope sliding through the belayer's
fingers and round his arm and body (e.g., 40 feet for a
40-foot fall ) so that considerable friction heat is generated.
To belay a leader without gloves is to be abhorred.
The second would require exceptional strength of
purpose to offer a dynamic belay with bare hands,
and when all was done, the second would require hospita l
treatment.
By offering a dynamic belay a weaker rope is adequate
a nd there is no chance of bisecting the falling man by
the force of the rope round his middle. Thus we have
jncreased a climber's safety factor. Can we improve on
this? Yes, with the running belay.

The Running Belay (see Fig. 2).
Consider a leader at C, of weight \V lb., Iz feet above
the foot of a running belay loop at R, which in turn is
M feet above the belayer at B. When the leader falls,
he travels 2/t feet before the rope tightens. Assume a
friction factor of 0·19 between the climbing rope and the
karabiner of the running belay: then the shock of his
fall is absorbed not, as before, by It feet of rope, but by
h + M feet, thereby requiring less force to hold him.
Fig. 3 shows this effect in terms of T /W, and Mill for
different values of RI/x, where R is the length of the side
of a loop of running belay. The value T is that strength
of rope which would just not break under the conditions
of the fall when held from a static belay. It thus represents
a pessimistic condition, since one can assume the belay
wou ld normally be dynamic. The running belay is
assumed to be of the same strength as the required strength
of the rope. To demonstrate, Id us take an example.
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Example B.-Assume runner is at 20 feet above second man and
that leader (weight 200 lb.) climbs to 20 feet above the foot of the
runner and falls off. Let runner be a 2-foot-sided loop. Then
M 20
R 2
- = - =1 and - = - =O·l.
h 20
h 20
From Fig. 3 this gives T/W=8·2, therefore T=I,640, W=200 lb.;
1,640 lb . is therefore the strengthoOf rope required to hold the man if
a static belay is applied. Due to the friction over the Karabiner the
stress on the second man is 0·57 x l,640 Ib.=935 lb., which he could
hold. Thus we see the stress in the rope falls from 2,100 lb. if n<>
runner used to 1,640 lb ., and on the belayer from 2,100 to 935 lb.
(N. B .-Stress on Karabiner is 1,640+935=2,575 lb.)
If, however, the leader used a piton belay, then R would be
effectively zero, R /h =0 and T /W =8 '8, giving a required strength
of rope of 8·8 x 200 = 1,720 lb ., with a stress of 980 lb. on the second
man .
Supposing the leader put on a larger runner, say R=3 feet, M
becomes 1 foot less and h 1 foot more,
M

h

19
R 3
= 21 = 0 ,9 and h = 21 =0·143 ,

so that T/W becomes 8 , and T = I,600 lb . on the rope and the
stress on th e belayer 910 lb ., i.e., the leader falls farther, and the
load on the belayer is scarcely reduced. The reader can work out for
himself any figures he wishes. The salient point is that the tendency
of the rope to break decreases considerably as M /Il increases. Rfll has
littl e effect on T /W, so that several short loops are preferable to one
or two long loops .

This means long run-outs are not dangerous given
suitably placed runners. In particular a runner close
to a crux could provide a very real safeguard. There are
a number of points which are dealt with below:1. We climb with ropes of fixed strength. The values.
obtained in Fig. 3 are for ropes just strong enough to·
absorb the shock of a fall. Thus Fig. 3 cannot be
interpreted rigidly, but used as a guide to comprehending
the principle.
2. In the case of a leader falling on to a runner lying
almost directly above the belayer, only his weight prevents.
the belayer being pulled upwards, unless he has managed
to wedge himself in some rocks. He can then apply a
retarding force proportional only to his weight. Due to
friction at the Karabiner this may effectively be about
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twice his weight or a little more according to how he is
wedged. He should never cling on so that he is l'ifted
off his stance in case the runner fails, and he then has to
belay a downward pull. Where the pull is much to the
side the second will be able to exert a much greater pull.
3. Tests have shown that a nylon rope may shear
on a sharp edge at a value as low as 40 per cent. of its
normal breaking load. Since many runners use sharpedged rock for the belays the danger is considerable. It
has been known for a falling leader to break a succession
of four runners, all of which sheared due to cutting and
friction on the rock. Tarbuck's solution to this problem
is to use a leather sleeve. The leather is little affected
by friction or shear forces and we get full value for the
high strength of our nylon.
4. The advantage of a running belay lies not only in
the reduced load on the rope, climber and belayer, but
on the reduced height of fall of the climber.

Conclusion.
Consideration of every aspect of the foregoing results
is unnecessary when the reader can well work things out
for himself. Some points, though, should be mentioned.
1. We cannot too warmly recommend Tarbuck's
technique, * and our premises are based on its use . His
booklet should be read in conjunction with this article.
2. Karabiners.-The leader should be attached to his
rope by a karabiner of equal strength to his rope. On
runners the karabiners should be at least one and a half
times the rope strength if the runner is not to be the
weakest point in the link. Provided dynamic belaying
is used, weaker karabiners may be adequate. Remember
a retarding force by the second man of only 800 lb. can
put a total load on the karabiner up to 2,200 lb.
3. Running belay slings are made by splicing or
knotting. A splice may give a value of 90 per cent.
original strength, a fisherman's knot 95 per cent. By

* British Ropes

Ltd., Edinburgh, Publication No. 37.
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using i-inch nylon (1,000 lb. ) in several turns the effect
of the knot weakness is considerably reduced.
4. The writers are of the opinion that the safest system
is to use medium-weight nylon doubled. If runners are
used, alternate ropes are put through, reducing friction
and strain on the leader. It increases the safety margin
where the rope joins or runs over a sharp edge. In
emergency, a lso, the party have a very much larger scope
for abseiling with. It is considerably more useful than
a single rope of equal total strength.
5. Have a second man who understands how to belay.
If not, teach him.
6. Remember you can only give a dynamic belay
when there is free rope available to run through your
hands. Therefore avoid leading out all the rope.
Practical Drop Testing.
Tarbuck discusses dynamic belaying (loc. cd.). However, it may be useful to enable the reader to assess his
ability as a static belayer. Find a steep short face with
a good belay at the top. Get a companion to climb up
to a point beneath you and throw himself off with small
amounts of slack. The equation beneath shows the
retarding force the belayer must develop to dead-stop
the falling man- the static belay. Remember to be
tightly roped to the belay. Measurement of your dynamic
retarding force can only be achieved satisfactorily by
throwing dummy loads off and holding them. Practice
near the ground first. I t usually requires experience to
hold a man. Leather gloves are vastly superior to wool
in their grip. Prove this for yourself.
Static Belay Retarding Force Measurement.-From Appendix A,
~-2P= 4·25QT
W
N
for new nylon rope,
where T=breaking load of rope,
Q = feet of slack,
N =rope length (feet) between belayer and climber,
P=retarding force developed, and
W =weight of man falling off.
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Example C.-Man of 175 lb . fall s off with 3 feet of slack in 8 feet
of full-weight nylon rope .
425QT
-N-

4'25 x3x 3,500
8

5 250=~-2P
'175
'

that is,

P=1,130 lb.
Dynamic Belay Retarding Force Measurement.
64h

S=(d_g)'
therefore

64h

d=S +32,

P=~d,
where S =distance of arresting slide, feet,
h =height above belay that weight falls off (21/ = height of fall),
g=acceleration of gravity =32 feet/s.s.,
d=deceleration applied by belayer,
W =weight of falling weight ,
P = dynamic retarding force.

Example D.-Weight of 50 lb . chucked off 20 feet above belayer.
The rope tightens, and the weight slides 10 feet before coming to restWhat P has the second exerted ?
5=10, h=20,
64x20
therefore
d=--w-+32 =160,

W.d 50
p= - - =- x 160 =250 lb .
32
32
Example E.- W eight of 175 lb . chucked off 20 feet above belayer.
The rope tightens and the weight then slides a farther 14 feet before
coming to rest. What P has the second man exerted ?
S=14, h=20,
64x20
therefore,
d=14+32= 123,
W. d

P=~

175 x 123
32

670 lb.

A good beJayer will exert this.
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SPRING CLIMBS IN THE HIGH ATLAS.
By Tom Weir.

To swelter in desert heat haze of a morning, yet by afternoon walk among cool pools of b lue water reflecting
shining snow peaks is the reward of goi ng to the great
range of mountains call ed the High Atlas which rise
north of the Sahara Desert.
It was 1st Apri l 1955 when Douglas Scott and I
arrived in Marrakesh after a 15-hour bus journey that
had taken us from the international town of Tangier,
through Spanish into French Morocco, and across the
wide plains of North Africa to the darkness of this city
of the Berbers. Skis, ice-axes, camping kit, could wait
in the bus until morning. All we wanted was bed to
shake off fatigue and forget queasy stomachs upset by
too much swinging along Moroccan roads. A one-star
hotel in the native quarter felt like the Ritz, and we awoke
with glad excitement, to be here at last after many
patience-trying hold-ups in Tangier.
In the Himalayas we had been lucky on our first
morning to see the great range standing clear above the
foothills . The same good fortun e was with us here.
Beyond the palms and narrow alleys of ochre and pink
houses was a glistening wall of ice-mountains, rising
clear above a veil of heat haze which hid their lower
slopes. Even from here we could see something of a
jagged crest. It was a vision to treasure all the more
because we never saw it again from Marrakesh.
Except for an article by that great pioneer Mr Bentley
Beetham and a well -produced little Guide Book to the
Toubkal massif, we had little information on the range,
but we knew there was an enthusiastic section of the
French Alpine Club in Morocco who had huts in the
mountains. Our first job then in Marrakesh was to
track down information, buy maps, get food, and find
out what transport we could get to take us to the
mountains.
Unfortunately there was little time to absorb the
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atmosphere of the Medina, as this native part of
Marrakesh is called. In a troubled land we had been
warned not to stay in it, but we instantly felt it a friendly
place, 'where even the beggars were polite, though we
found we were more likely to get a scowl than a smile
if we produced a camera, because the camera is associated
with the Evil Eye. It was a Saturday morning, and our
first bit of luck was to discover that a bus was due to
leave for the Atlas ski grounds at 5 P.M. In a mad dash
between the French and Arab towns, sweat dripping
from our brows, we caught that bus with literally seconds
to spare . Its only other occupants were half a dozen
French skiers.
We had been baked in the heat of Marrakesh. Now
we headed straight for the Atlas over arid land made
colourful by green fields irrigated by water channels in
the red earth where Berbers grazed their sheep and goats,
every moment the Atlas seeming to draw nearer and nearer.
How abruptly they rise we realised when suddenly we
were off the plain and zigzagging upwards, then into
a wooded ravine with trees askew on the skyline, and a
thrilling surprise when we cleared the crest to find ourselves among the snows, with far below the quilted
patchwork of green and pink which is the plain of
Marrakesh. Now and then we glimpsed Berber villages
perched inaccessibly on the summits of pointed tops,
no road seeming to lead to their dun-coloured pinnacles.
Still we climbed on a crazy road, slanting among rock
buttresses or screeching round one hairpin after another.
How much farther could the bus go, we wondered, as
a great rock curtain loomed ahead. Our destination lay
behind it in the recess known as Oukamaiden. Here at
8,900 feet, in less than 3 hours, was the Refuge; and
it was hard to believe we were in Africa as we stepped
into a room full of the blare of jazz music and crammed
with smartly dressed skiers.
How amazing the contrast really was we realised in
the morning, when we stepped outside to look at the
mountains and found ourselves among green meadows
and pools of blue water, starred round their banks with
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tiny Alpine daffodils of the most vivid yellow hue. And
as we looked there was the chatter of birdsong from a
wheatear, the most vivid grey, black and white one I
had ever seen. It was the rare specimen known as
Seebohm's wheatear. Near it were the first shore-larks
I had ever encountered, rust-coloured on head and nape
and black-and-white round the eyes.
There is a ski-tow here at Ouka, giving a lift of some
thousand feet. Using it, there was the same magic-carpet
feeling as we were whisked from the green meadows to
the snows in an instant, and looking down on a cloud
sea speckling the distant plain with wads of cumulus.
The snow was not easy to ski on, being steep and
excessively icy in the early morning, but it was perfect
by 10 A.M., though the heat of the sun spoiled it by
midday. Not that ski-ing mattered to us. Our interest
was in the Toubkal and Aksoual massifs which, seen
from the summit of Oukamaiden, rose as a mysterious
icy wall stretching south-west to south-east, gleaming
rather than glittering over a complication of gorges.
Careful inspection showed that the wall was an illusion,
a nd that we were in reality looking on a ridge of peaky
summits linked to form a huge crest, each peak seamed
with exciting-looking rock buttresses and snow gullies.
By reconnaissance from the summit of Oukamaiden
the ideal way of getting to this south-eastern part of the
range was by a pass called the Tizi n' Ouadi, which we
aimed to cross with 4 days' food and our sleeping kit.
What we wanted now was a porter to help carry our gear
over the pass, and we were lucky to get a young Berber
called Bogema, who volunteered to come with us for 12s.,
a loaf of bread being his only personal accoutrement.
But first we had a climb on a peak adjacent to
Oukamaiden, which is called Angour. According to
our Guide Book its west buttress was unmarked by any
climb : so we left early one delightful morning and
plodded up to it, feeling anything but delightful ourselves,
as both of us had sore tummies. Once on the rocks, however, we forgot all about them, through-leading on sound
reddish-coloured rock absolutely devoid of vegetation.
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Always we were expecting something to stop us on this
steep I,OOO-foot rock buttress, but it went splendidly and
was perhaps Mild Severe in standard . From the summit
of the peak we saw the north face of Aksoual and agreed
that this 6,000-foot wall should be our next objective
after we had moved across the pass .
We were away next afternoon, over the snowy pass
with our porter, and now we were in the real Atlas, in
a roadless and rocky mountain country devoid of vegetation. The snow peaks, half-hidden by drifting mist,
appeared enormous over the gorge of the glen we were
traversing. Contouring, but losing h eight all the time ,
we looked down suddenly on the Berber village of
Tachedirt, our destination, like a castle in its fortifications, built so into the mountain that the roof of one
house was the staircase and the courtyard of the one
above it. Bright green fields and the spark le of irrigation
-channels were in vivid contrast to the stony slopes- a
proof of what water can do to even the rockiest soil .
There is a hut at Tachedirt, at 7,700 feet and adjacent
to the village, but it contains within its four walls only
bedsteads, a table and a few chairs. We spent our first
<lay in reconnaissance of Aksoual and saw that it is a
wall, steeper in average angle than the north-east face
of Ben Nevis, with about the same amount of continuous
rock, but with much more winter snow lying on it . Our
intention was to force a way as directly to the summit
as possible, so we worked out the links, taking note at
the same time of a great eouloir that promised an easy
<lescent if we could traverse over the summit rocks to it.
The fuel of these parts is a low prickly shrub which
burns with explosive vigour, and it was Good Friday
morning when we rose at 5 A.M. and boiled our eggs in
the tea water, made up a "piece" and set off for the
peak, already tinged on its icy top with the red rays of
the rising sun.
First we had to descend several hundred feet to the
river, ford it in a series of leaps, then contour a steep
hill-shoulder lying between us and the glen draining our
mountain. In daylight this took only an hour. In
IS
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darkness, as we were to discover some 14 hours later,
this was a very different and heart-breaking story . It
was refreshingly cool, and the snow was ice-hard even
at the foot of the mountain. We had to cut steps at even
modest angles, but we made height quickly, up a steep
gully at first and then on to iced rocks, stepping into
sunshine on a silver saddle, surrounded by red rock
towers projecting dizzily against the blue sky or framed
against a background of snow.
,
The reconnaissance was paying dividends now . Without loss of time we were able to select a rock rib which
we knew would lead us to a great overhang which we·
intended to by-pass on the snow to its left . What we
did not bargain for was the snow getting soft quite so
quickly: so we stayed on the rocks, playing a game·
of hide-and-seek between the overhang and the snow,
enjoying some interesting rock climbing. And so it
continued for over 3,000 feet, our real landmark being a
rock arete immediately below the summit, which we·
intended to climb in 1,500 feet to the top. It proved
much easier than it looked, so much so that we were
able to move together all the way, and it was 2.30 P.M.
when we stepped off it on to the highest point , the climbhaving taken a full 8 hours with only three halts for
food-delightful halts on sunny ledges.
But something ominous was happening to the weather.
It was not in the direction of the Sahara, where airships.
of cloud were stretched evenly on blue sky as if painted
on canvas; or even at our backdoor around Toubkal and
the pinnacled crest of this highest part of the Atlas.
The threat lay to the east where an inky wall was slowly
advancing . We did not take that weather threat too
seriously. Our real concern was the coulo£r of descent
and how to get to it, for between us and it was a series
of towers of formidable aspect. If we tried them and
failed we would need to retrace our steps back over this
top . On the other hand we did not wish to give up without
trying, for even the most formidable-looking obstacles.
can have unsuspected lines of weakness.
A few hundred feet down and we were at the base of
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the first tower which looked even steeper from below
than it did from above. One try was enough to convince
us there was no quick way up it. Better try to outflank
it by the south wall, hoping to reach the base of tower
No. 2. If this failed we would need to retreat, however
strenuous that might be. We did not like the look of
the traverse on high-angle, rotten snow piled between the
crags over a fair drop, but it took us where we wanted,
to the foot of the next tower. Its beetling surface had a
very hostile air with mist curling round it from the bad
weather now imminent.
There was one line of weakness which 5cott promptly
attacked, and in 40 feet of difficult climbing he had found
the key to the easier upper part, whose airy crest we trod
delicately to an abrupt drop between us and the final
tower. This last one had an ice-covered ledge running
obliquely across it. But 5cott, whose blood was up,
scorned it, choosing its steepest arete in preference to
this easier line, vanquishing its overhangin'g edge as if
he were starting the day and not on the exposed top of
a remote mountain after long hours of hard climbing.
We were up, but the mist had set us a new problem of
finding the eouloir on which our faith was pinned. We
cou ld not be far away from it, we knew; the difficulty
was that every dimly seen gully looked the same . We
started down, carefully at first: then, when no rocks
interrupted, we decided to glissade, shooting down for
1,000 feet to suddenly throw ourselves back on our axes
and hold hard. Beneath us was a void of rock hung with
ice. To go back up was not to be thought of. The rope
was uncoiled, and down we went by a series of steep and
awkward pitches.
Fortunately it was not a long section, nor was it a
nerve-racking place to be in. Beneath us was the open
gully we had been hoping to find. The light was going
fast, and it was a relief when we clambered down the last
ice-pitch and fairly shot down the next thousand feet in a
few minutes. But, fast as we were moving, the darkness
was winning the race; not only the darkness of night but
the darkness of storm. There was an amusing incident
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here when we stopped to get out the torch and while
Scott fumbled about in the rucksack for the battery I
tried to tie a bootlace. Then, as Scott tried the torch
there was a flash, which I thought was the light, and so
did he. A crack of thunder, immediately followed by
stinging hailstones the size of small peas, told us our
mistake. "We're going to get soaked," said Scott. He
was right.
Torch in hand and blinded by frequent stabs of lightning, we stumbled down the couloz'r, keeping to the
centre as much as possible in order to avoid holes like
miniature crevasses which penetrated to the stream
running far below. The peaks were clear now, as we
could see when each stab of lightning outlined them in
quivering purple. There was a nightmarish quality
about the remainder of the descent, not to mention the
wet world of ravines and waterfalls, loose stones and
side-nallahs which neither of us could remember from
morning. The really astonishing thing was that we felt
so fresh, the fatigue of the summit having been replaced
by a dogged energy which made us feel we could go on
for ever if necessary. I t was a great moment when at
last the hut loomed ahead, though it had its hour of
bitterness when we found we could not unlock the door
behind which we had hidden our food. We went to bed
supperless .
The neighbour of Aksoual is Iguenouane (3,716
metres), a rather rocky comb with long snowy approach
slopes, but with a rather fine buttress facing north. We
climbed this buttress, whose overhanging lower ice-filled
chimney proved to be the crux. It led to a skyline of
broken pinnacles, more sensational to look at than
difficult. The view into Berber villages in the Kassaria
valley far below was memorable, as was a magnificent
glissade down the wet snow of the upper corrie, that made
short work of 3,000 feet.
That was phase one of the campaign. Phase two
began when we were joined by Jim Green of the Carlisle
Mountaineering Club, and we set off from Asni with
ten days' supply of food on two mules for Toubkal,
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climbing to 10,496 feet to sleep in the Neltner Refuge
below a ring of craggy summits. What a contrast there
is between this Alpine world of snow and the dry burnt-up
country across the Tizi n' Ouanoumn which faces south
to the Sahara. We saw it next day when we took skis
to this high pass to reconnoitre the faces of the mountains
and plan an attack on Toubkal. The ski-run back to
the hut on spring snow was memorable .
We chose the Toubkal arete for next day, a long route
pioneered by Bentley Beetham, which gave us a first-rate
climb with every kind of rock problem from chimneys
and narrow edges to an abseil from a square-cut tower too
awkward to climb down with any margin of safety. As
usual the rock was sound, but for once we were cold on
a climb, even wearing all our jerseys and gloves. It was
snowing on top, so we were denied the most extensive
view in the Atlas. This was a pity, for the situation
of the mountain so close to the Sahara Desert makes it
unique.
During the climb on Toubkal we had seen that the
face of Afella n' Ouanoukrim might give a climb if we
could keep to the crest of the arete rather than follow
the route shown in the Guide Book. It proved to be
quite difficult and rather loose in places, with an awkward
traverse eastward round a bulge after 600 feet. Ten feet
of this overhang took us to another steep nose, but it
would not go direct, so we had to go east agairt on to
more yielding rock which took us on to the summit.
The ridge here is like a narrower version of the Cuillin,
becoming a true knife-edge beyond a point marked
4,040 metres on the map, much pinnacled and exposed.
This leads to the Clocheton, a remarkable trio of teeth
one of which is cleft by a great chimney. These looked
difficult, but proved to be more exciting than anything
else, especially jumping across the rift which splits the
topmost pinnacle and then clambering up the north
Clocheton by one of the most exposed walls I have ever
seen. We climbed the west edge, enjoying the feeling of
a mighty drop of 2,000 feet below us, thankful all the
same for fine jugs to hold on to.
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Now came the best climb of all, on Tazerhart, when
we went round to the Refuge Lepiney to look on the
iciest face in the Atlas, whose couloirs give winter climbs
in midsummer. Now they were out of condition until
some of the excess snow slid off. We chose instead the
median an~te which is graded tres dzjficzle; and so we
found its huge, soaring edge which rises a full 3,000 feet
from the snows. There was an epic quality about this,
due partly to its length, and partly to the airy situation
above the greatest cloud sea I have ever known, a cloud
sea that, indeed, covered the whole of Morocco and
brought bad and unseasonable weather. Fortunately it
held off for most of the day, the clouds gradually rising
as we climbed and the mist twining dramatically round
the pinnacles of the huge knife-edge.
That climb extended us, forcing us at one point on
to its east wall by a snowy ledge- not a nice place, but
just as we were getting worried there rose a line of weakness
in the steep, iced rock. It led us up, and then the angle
eased back from the vertical. Racing the mist we
emerged on the summit in sunshine . We were lucky on
Tazerhart, because it is one of the most remarkable
summits in the Atlas, and we were privileged to walk
over it, and even select the route down before we were
enveloped in snowstorm.
Tazerhart is remarkable
because it is a plateau, a sort of Greenland ice-cap in
miniature, with an affinity to a Cairngorm peak in its
flatness. So dim became the visibility that we had
-difficulty in finding the hut where Green was keeping
warm for us a huge pot of soup and spaghetti .
What the Atlas are like in summer I have little idea,
but in spring they strike me as being one of the finest
mountain ranges on which I have ever climbed. And
not least of their attractions is the feeling of being in
another world, for life has scarcely changed, I imagine,
since Biblical times. The men in their monk-like hooded
robes take their sheep and goats to the hills at morning,
returning with them at evening, the women carrying
water from the well, milking the cows, or bringing
down bundles of prickly firewood from the hills . Villagers
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gave us the Arab greeting La Bas, the hand upraised to
show that it concealed no weapon, touching it with their
lips at the end of their greeting.
Nor was this an expensive trip. We were away from
Britain just five weeks, flying to Gibraltar, and going
by boat and bus thereafter to Marrakesh. We came back
overland to Algiers in Green's car, crossed the Mediterranean to Marseilles, and by train home from there.
The cost was just over £100 each, including hotels at
Tangier, Gibraltar and Marrakesh, and one night at
Asni. The cost of Berber porters and mules worked out
at £ 1 per man per day, mules included.
The maps we got were on the scale of 1 in 20,000 and
we found them difficult to read and interpret, though this.
is not to belittle their value. The Michelin map on the
scale of 1 centimetre to 10 kilometres proved most useful
for general travel, sheet No. 171 being most valuable.
The French language will take you anywhere in Morocco.
Little climbing seems to be done in the spring by
Frenchmen, though considerable ski-ing is done in the
high peaks.
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NEW CLIMBS.
CAIRNGORMS AND LOCHNAGAR.

Lochnagar.

Eagle Buttress.-First wi nter ascent on 31st March 1956
by W. D. Brooker and J. M. Taylor. Time, 7 hours.
Grade IV of Difficulty .
Good hard snow and an unusual amount of ice, although the rocks
were not plastered. The start was beside Parallel Gully A, and a
long left traverse was made at 200 ft. to the easy snow near the Ridge .
Continuous step-cutting , often on ice, necessary to the foot of steep
rocks, 300 ft. under the plateau. Traverse right (below rocks) led
round a corner into centre of three V-grooves and a steep ice-pitch.
Exit from groove by combined tactics, hingeing round a piton belay.
Above this some steep rocks led to snow slope forming left bank of
final chimney of Parallel Gully A. The route is to the right of the
origina l route (1936) and was by the easiest possible line.

The Cathedral/ N.E. Corrie/ Transept Route was
climbed on 1st April 1956 by R . H . Sellers, J . White and
D. J - Ri tchie . Length 350 feet and grade Severe. To
the left of Central Buttress are three smaller ones around
300 feet in height. The central fluted buttress is the
Cathedral and the climb is on sound rock. The left
buttress has no climbing interest: that on the right
IS
Sinister Buttress (see Journal,
1955, under
" Miscellaneous " ). This climb is on the left side of
the Cathedral, starting 60 feet up from lowest rocks below
a groove immediately right of the large tower seen 200
feet above.
Traverse hard right into and up groove until forced to traverse
right on to wall, climbed to ledge with piton belay at foot of a second
groove . Go 10 ft. up groove to a bu lge and traverse 15 ft. right to a
rib. Climb this for 60 ft., exposed a nd strenuous, to pulpit. Climb
8 ft. crack behind to grassy terrace. Go up leftwards to the base of
a 50-ft. chimney. Climb chimney to the plateau.

Black Spout Pinnacle : The Link was climbed by
W. D . Brooker and K. A. Grassick (through leads) on
16th June 1956. The grading is Very Severe in vibrams
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and the length 350 feet. This route links Route I
(Brooker, Sutherland) and Route 11 (Patey, Taylor) by
following a fault from the Springboard on the first rout y
to the start of the traverse pitch on the other, high up on
the steep, central face of the Pinnacle. A sustained
route on steep, sound rock.
Start at top right side of Springboard and enter a V-groove by
short, awkward, right traverse . Climb groove 60 ft., past an unstab le
flake, to good stance on rib to right. Follow rib by a thin crack and
traverse back to groove and up to a block (50 ft., H.S.). Move up
and right, round huge block in corner to tiny recess under overhang
(piton belay). Climb overhang (V.S.), following good crack
slightly right to stance behind a great block at 40 ft. Now a big
groove slants left and a prominent crack continues right. Follow
the crack (V.S .) by chimneying, jamming, straddling. Near the
top move left on to the face and slant up left to cross Route II and
reach a huge, rusty piton belay in a crack. Climb the crack to big
overhang above, using a small swinging block, and make an awkward
move round to right into a recess (35 ft., V.S.). Escape by swinging
up and creeping left between two overhangs, with one final awkward
step leading to easier ground at 30 ft. Then it is easy to the Pinnacle
top. (By climbing Smith's Pinnacle Face route, joining the
Springboard and continuing up the Link one gets an excellent route
of sustained severity.)
Miscellaneous.-(I) A mixed party of four did a short Difficult
route, starting at the foot of Crumbling Cranny and finishing by the
top pitch of the Stack. (2) The cracks between the Organ Pipes at
the top of West Gully have all been climbed, except one which is
blocked by overhanging chockstones. (3) At least three ascents of
Smith's Pinnacle Face made this year. Piton at crux only used as
running belay . (4) So-called crucial flake-hold at the crux of Eagle
Ridge (absence erroneously reported) remained in situ until 1955,
when it finally vanished. The climb remains Severe.

Creag an DuM Loch; Minotaur.-This 400-foot
Severe route was climbed by T. W. Patey and J. Smith
on 21st October 1956. Between Central Gully and
'Labyrinth Edge is a lot of indefinite cliff spoilt by
vegetation. Though unsatisfactory in line, the route is
worth a visit. It follows a subsidiary rib joining main
Central Gully Buttress about 200 feet below the top , and
starts 150 feet down from the gully opening below.
Climb a 15-ft. pedestal set against a bulge, then steeply up a few
feet before traversing left to an obvious chimney. From top of this
IT
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wet slabs lead up to recess with sloping floor (lOO-ft. run-out) .
Overhang on the left several times attempted unsuccessfully. Move
down right instead, and climb steep rock for 80 ft. with rightward
trend . The way is now obvious, with a delicate slab pitch at the
top of this easy part. The last and hardest pitch follows a deep cleft
with a strenuous exit at the top. Now follow (easily) up Central
Gully Buttress to the top.

Aqueduct Variation to Hanging Garden Basin.-This
250-foot route, Very Difficult, was climbed by]. Smith
and T. W. Patey on 21st October 1956. It is a more
sporting approach than the usual one 'by the Terrace.
From foot of Labyrinth easy scrambling leftwards leads to a large
terrace, going rightwards on to the face, below main upper terrace.
Start at end of this terrace and ascend an obvious crack, often a
waterspout, of which the first 15 ft. are the worst. The rest of the
way to basin is obvious.

Sabre Cut .-First ascent (in winter conditions) by
T. W. Patey, F. R. Malcolm and A. Thorn on 13th
January 1957. This is the 250-foot gully on the righthand wall of Central Gully, immediately below Sabre
Edge. Not a summer climb. It was climbed under very
hard ice conditions and gave an exacting 3-hour clirp.b.
Icicle belays had to be used more than once (Grade IV) .
Climb a 120-ft. groove to basin of hard snow. Steep ice close in
to left wall led to an overhang of icicles. This was turned by a
short traverse right to a steep trough and another very hard ice-pitch
of 40 ft. Move left to reach very steep hard snow. Fifty feet to the
top. Luckily there was no cornice.

A mphitheatre Route, N.E. Corrie .-First winter ascent
by T. W. Patey, G. H. Leslie and S. Long on 10th
March 1957 ( Grade Ill ). Previously visited in summer,
this is primarily a winter route. It was first climbed in
thaw conditions, which contributed largely to the fast
time of 2i hours. However, it was selected as being less
exposed to avalanche than the other Lochnagar gullies.
Climb the first 150 ft. of Pinnacle Gully No . 1 to where a traverse
is usually made to the right by a rock crevasse above the roof of the
first cave. Instead, continue straight up a small snow gully to stance
and belay on the rib on the left (80 ft.). The gully ends at a 50-ft.
ice-chimney, the crux of the route and streaming with water on the
first ascent. The chimney gives access to the Amphitheatre a few
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feet to the right of Scarface route which here goes left on to the upper
rib. There is a choice of route from the Amphitheatre which is fed
from above by three snow gUllies. That on the left in the corner
next to Scarface Rib, and a lso the centre gully are usually capped by
huge cornices. In a spirit of self-preservation the party selected
the narrow easy-angled right-hand gully (250 ft.) where there were
no cornice difficulties. (It ends on the plateau at the top of the ridge
leading out to the Pinnacle.)

Ben Macdhui.
Coire Sputan Dearg / No. 2 Buttress/ Amethyst
Wall and Plumbline .-Plumbline is a variation of upper
part of Amethyst Wall. Both climbs were made by
R. W. P. Barclay and W. D. Brooker, using throughleads on 10th June 1956 . Amethyst Wall is 400 feet
Very Severe and Plumbline 130 feet Hard Severe. Both
routes are steep and clean. The start is to the left of
Pilgrim's Groove by a prominent lOO-foot crack slanting
leftwards.
Climb the crack to an exit on left. Scramble up 20 ft. and traverse
down right on to the smooth face. Work up the face to the right by
three flake cracks and then up an easy gangway to the left (70 ft., S.).
The crest overhangs. Slant left up a 30-ft. slab to grassy platform.
The Plumbline starts left of this, but Amethyst goes right for 15 ft.
to a recess under a huge overhang, which is climbed by swinging up
to the right to grasp a flake (V.S., using combined tactics ). Now
follow a vertical crack for 30 ft. to a stance. Climb slabs on crest
to top .
Plumbline is a remarkable 100-ft. crack, seen high on the left
from the grassy platform. Mantelshelf on to a tiny ledge, 10 ft.
above. A low, left-handhold allows a swing across to a (V.S.)
chimney. Stance is 15 ft. higher . Climb an overhang, enter the
crack and follow it, treating with care an overhang of precarious
blocks at the top. A 15-ft. chimney is straddled, with an exit to a
good ledge on right. Plateau is easily gained in 100 ft.

Coire Sputan Dearg, Anchor Route.-The first winter
ascent was made in heavy powder snow on 25th December
1955 by G. Adams and R. Barclay (both Etchachan
Club), taking 2t hours.
Start as for summer route, moving diagonally upwards 'and
avo iding summer route by traversing right near the top . Piton used
for safeguard on last move.
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Coz're Sputan D earg; Janus, Left L eg.-This short
and most enjoyable route is on the steep wall to the
left of Janus Chimney. It was climbed on 12th April
1956 by J. Y. L. Hay, A. Will, J. Ross, C. Martin and
G. Adams. I t is of Very Severe grade.
Climb 15 ft. up groove a t the foot of the ridge to small platform .
Traverse right to the crest of arete, where a left swing on to a flake
leads to main platform. Climb shallow depression above to foot of
an obvious vertical crack with overhanging top . Use layback and
traverse ri ght to the crest, using pitons. Follow ridge above and
gain final chimney of J an us.

Loch Avon Cliffs,. H ell's Lum.-A variation finish by the obvious
crack on the right wall was done by R. Barclay on 21st October 1956.
Hell's Lum was climbed in full winter condition in the winter of
1955-56 by a party led by G. K. McLeod.

Carn Etchachan,' Nom de Plume.-250 feet, Very
Severe, was first climbed by R. W. P. Barclay and R . H.
Sellers, through leads, using vibrams, on 12th August
1956. The start is 10 feet to the right of Python, by a
vertical 60-foot crack.
Climb this by jamming, handling the small chockstones carefully.
Then climb on to right wall with a final layback move to platform
and belay at 60 ft. (S.). This is below a narrow 6-ft. chimney split
into two cracks, with a fang of rock protruding above. Climb the
short, strenuous chimney and pull over on to fang (floor of overhang).
Move ri ght on to grassy platform (V.S.), using runner under the
overhang . Continue by mantelshelf on mossy ledges to a large
platform a t 100 ft. Climb the next deep-cut chimney to a huge
diamond-shaped block surmounted by left wall, and continue to large
platform. Join the final 60·ft. pitch of Python .

Carn Etchachan Face .-Direct Route; 800 feet. This
winter route of Grade 4 standard takes a central line
up the face, finishing a few yards from the summit cairn.
The lower part is not a summer climb and the upper part
borrows from Battlements route. The first ascent took
3 "~ hours in superb conditions of iron-hard snow, the axe
being required for every step. As well as being the longest
recorded winter climb in the Cairngorms it is one of the
finest, but hard snow is needed. It was climbed by
T. W . Patey and M. Smith on 10th February 1957.
Starting to the right of lowest rocks follow an ascending band of
snow slanting leftwards. At 250 ft. follow a steep shelf to the right,
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round a corner to the base of a steep, narrow chimney. Avoid
constricted top of this by awkward exit to rib on the left. An easy
groove leads to broken g round below the upper cliff. The easiest
line goes right towards the groove, unseen from below, the summer
crux of Battlements . Several runs-out of easier climbing here.
(The groove gave a very steep 50 ft. ice-pitch, the hardest on the
climb.) Then go left for 120 ft. to a short, steep rock wall , the last
difficulty. One should a llow 6 to 8 hours for the route for a party of
two in more normal conditions.

Creagan a' Choire Etchachan.

The Talz'sman.-350 feet, Very Severe, In vibrams.
Climbed by W. D. Brooker and K. A. Grassick (through
leads) on 24th June 1956. The route follows the ridge on
the edge of Bastion, bounding the Corridor on the left
with a very smooth wall. It is distinct throughout from
Corridor Edge route, which is more to the left. It is
steep and clean and one .of the best in the Cairngorms.
The start is from a platform between two huge blocks
against the wall, a bout 20 feet up the Corridor.
Climb crack behind the huge block to a ledge at 40 ft. Move
right and climb huge slab on good holds to a piton belay at 40 Et. '
Traverse left on tiny fo otholds to a stance and poor belay on the
crest (50 ft . , S.). Detour left round an overhang and climb crest to
a flake in a corner. Move left to a groove and up to a piton belay
under an overhanging corner (70 ft., H.S .). Climb the corner by a
shoulder (V.S.) to excellent stance. Crest is easy for 30 ft. and one
could escape to the left. But the following 120 ft. gives continuously
hard climbing up the slabby crest, sometimes using holds on the
sheer right wall.

Djz'bangz', Crimson Slabs .-350 feet, Very Severe, was
climbed by J. Y. L. Hay, R. Wiseman and A . Cowie on
22nd July 1956. This route is the counterpart of Patey's
original Crimson Slabs route (see Journal, 1955), and
follows the line of the left-hand of two dz'edres. Like
Talisman it is a first-rate climb, better than Crimson Slabs
route, though perhaps not so hard. Two pitons were
used for direct aid.
The first attempt on this route, on 10th April 1956,
though a failure due to adverse conditions, was a crucial
factor in the eventual success a few months later, when
unfortunately Will and Adams were not present.
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Start at the grassy alcove beneath diedre, and follow a diagonal
('rack leftward to the large platform overlooking the red chimney.
Trend right and climb a small corner set in the middle of the slab
to a stance 90 ft. above the platform (V.S.). Work up the corner to
the overhang (piton ), th en continue up the corner (piton) to a stance
on the rib on the right (120 ft. of continuous hard climbing, the
crux of the route). Ascend easy grassy grooves to the final slab , which
is climbed by the last two pitches of Patey's route. In good conditions
the two pitons may prove unnecessary in future.

Original Crimson Slabs Route, Direct Start.-Hard
Severe. Climbed on 23rd September 1956 by J. Y. L.
Hay and G. Adams.
This gives a much finer start than the original traverse from the
right. It goes from a grassy alcove directly beneath Djibangi,
beside an obvious right-angled corner. Ascend obliquely to the right
for 30 ft., beyond an obvious shallow groove. Step left into groove
and ascend to top . Escape to right, and easier climbing leads to
large ledge at foot of main corner of Crimson Slabs.
Djibangi was first attempted in bitter conditions at Easter 1956,
when the party (Hay, Will and Adams) were turned back ha lf-way
up. But they found an old abseil piton almost rusted through.
There is no knowledge of the earlier explorer. After the first complete
ascent in superb, dry conditions a second was made later by a party
of four in very cold and wet weather, and two of the party, including
a lady, abseiled off after the main difficulty was passed. The piton
at the top of Crimson Slabs has been removed as being no longer
necessary. There are still possibilities on the cliff, including a thin
crack ascending in an absolutely straight line (from the end of Direct
Start to Crimson Slabs) for about two-thirds of the height of the
cliff. The party called it Will Power, but the crack remains unclimbed
so far.

Quartz Vein Edge .- First winter ascent, 29th December
1956, by J. Y. L. Hay, G. Adams and A. Thom. Leads
shared (Grade 11) . Hard snow-ice throughout except
for the final wall which carried a heavy coating of fresh
snow. Difficulties were fairly continuous and the final
wall, which was climbed in the dark, provided the crux.
Time, 3i hours.

Be inn a ' Bhuird-Mzire Ridge, N.W. Gully.This was first climbed under winter conditions on 16th
December 1956 by R. H. Sellers and G. Adams. The
route was on hard snow but of no great difficulty. ,
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NORTH WEST REGION .

K intail-Sgurr nan Saighead, Calzjornia.-250 feet,
Severe at crux, remainder Difficult and Very Difficult.
Climbed by J . H. Barber and C. A. Simpson (both
E.U.M.C. ) . Through leads. The climb is on the
eastern cliffs of Sgurr nan Saighead. Approaching from
Gleann Lichd the climb lies at the apex of the left-hand
of the two large scree cones. It is an obvious S-shaped
crack. The start is cairned and arrowed.
The chimney was climbed for about 25 ft. and then the right wall
climbed for 40 ft.; a further 30 ft. of loose stones led to a belay.
A much narrower chimney was climbed for 30 ft. and the next 8 ft.
(crux) on the wall; a further 70 ft. led to a belay. Fifty feet of
scrambling up and leftwa rds led to grass, by which the party returned
to the start.

Sgurr nan Saighead, Kintaz"l.- The north-east face of
this mountain is composed of irregular rock buttresses
divided by several deep, narrow gullies. The Forked
Gully, 400 feet, was climbed by J . H. Barber (S.M.C.)
and C. A. Simpson (E.U .M.C. ) on 2nd January 1957
with through leads. Under the conditions prevailing
this gave a good snow climb finishing with a 12-foot
ice-pitch and a spectacular exit to the summit ridge of
the mountain.
It is the deep, prominent gully in the centre of the face, with a
wide scree cone beneath it. After about 150 ft. of easy step-cutting
the left-hand fork was entered. In the centre of the upper part the
gully narrowed to about 3 ft. in width and so continued for about
100 ft. This section was well iced. Above this was one ice-pitch ,
which under better conditions would probably be longer. The
average angle of the left fork was about 60 degrees, and the exit was
steep but straightforward. The right fork of this gully, if fill ed with
snow, would also give an enjoyable climb.

Sgurr na Carnach.-The north side of this mountain
is very broken and presents one definite gully, leading
from the foot of the face to the summit. It is well recognised, when approached from the north, by its similarity
to a dog's hind leg. The Dog's Leg Gully, 550 feet, was
climbed by J . H. Barber and Gordon Burns (E.U .M.C.)
on 3rd January 1957 by through leads.
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Start in the wide corridor to the left of a prominent rock buttress
and climb up for about 100 ft. on easy snow. At this point the gully
divides, the right fork continuing up to the western ridge of the
mountain and the left fork being blocked by a bluff of rock and
small ledges, above which the gully leads straight to the summit.
This bluff gave some difficulty as it was well iced . The rest of the
.g ully was straightforward and the snow hard. The fini sh is at about
10 yds. to the west. of the summi t.

Sgurr Fhuaran, North Face.-An obvious gully splits
this face from top to bottom, with a triple fork in the
upper reaches. H eight approximately 700 feet . Climbed
by J. G. Burns and H . Kindness on 2nd January 1957.
Time , 3 hours.
In the lower half of the gully three steep snow· ice pitches of
15, 25 and 40 feet climbed. Centre fork followed . A steep straightforward snow slope led to vertical exit at the summit.

Solo Gully.- 350 feet, climbed by J. G. Burns in
1 hour on 3rd January 1957.
An obvious line on left side of corrie between Sgurr na Ciste
Duibhe and Coirein nan Spainteach.
Climbed in crampons,
straightforward with two very short ice steps. Exit to ridge, 200 yards
from summit of Sgurr nan Spainteach.

Liathach-Coz"re na Caz"me.-P.C. Buttress is separated
by a broad gully from the buttresses of the Fasarinen
Pinnacles. The first buttress to the left of this gully is
double, with a poorly defined gully up its centre. The
left-hand portion of this rather imposing-looking buttress
was climbed on 11th April 1955 by Scott Johnstone,
W. A. Read and D. Niven. The climb is of no merit,
being disappointingly grassy below and disgusti ngly
loose farther up. It is not recommended.
An Teallach-Coz"re a' GMas Thuz"ll-Mz"nor Rz"b.Winter ascent. Climbed by R. Barclay and W. D.
Brooker (through leads) on 15th April 1956. By far the
largest buttress in the coire lies on the left and has been
named Main Rib. On its right and divided from it by a
long narrow gully is Minor Rib.
For nearly 200 ft. the crest was simple and then came a vertical
wall climbed in the centre by a crack and mantelshelf. Higher up
was a jutting fang of rock passed on ,the right . The rib then reared
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in a tower which was climbed by a chimney on the ri ght. (S lanting
left up the face of the tower was a most inviting crack which might
make the best summer route.) The ridge now rose in a series of
easy steps until it merged with the gully on the left. Directly above,
the obvious route was by a steep wall, well broken by cracks, but
lack of time demanded that a gully on the right of the wall be followed
for the upper 300 ft. The angle was easy and only two small icepitches were found in the gully. The climb is sound throughout and
the route, not unlike Observatory Ridge on Nevis, would be about
very difficult in summer. It is about 1,000 ft. long.

Stack Polly.-When viewed from the road below it the
mountain appears to have six buttresses. No. 1 Buttress
is the West Buttress and No. 6 is the East Buttress.
Nos . 1 and 2 Buttresses appear to be rounded and between
them lies a steep-walled amphitheatre . Between Nos. 2
and 3 Buttresses lies the most westerly of the lightcoloured scree-filled gullies which descend from the
summit ridge. Nos . 3 and 4 Buttresses are castellated.
The rounded appearance of No . 2 Buttress is deceptive;
the crest is in fact a narrow ridge, especially in the upper
half where it is possible to straddle it above an impressive
drop. No. 3 Buttress has one large tower which nses
from the scree-gully some distance above its foot.
No. 2 Buttress .-Start from the scree-gully about 50 ft. above
. the lowest rocks along a ledge to a monumental thread belay.
Artificial, but interesting climbing (first pitch difficult, rest moderate)
follows on the crest of the ridge, becoming progressively less artificial
until, after a slabby section, the extremely narrow portion of the
ridge is traversed with the aid, at one point, of a doubled-rope
handhold. The steep final tower is climbed direct (difficult) in an
excellent situation. This 350-ft. climb is recommended.
No. 3 Buttress.-The prominent steep tower mentioned above
was climbed by a crack which slants across its face from left to right.
This is a scrappy climb, which could be made artificially more
difficult by following the rocks to the left of the crack. Moderate;
not recommended.
No. 4 Buttress.-This is too broken up for good continuous
climbing. It provided paternal diversion during a family traverse
of Stack Polly.

Nos. 2 and 3 Buttresses were climbed on 2nd April
1956 by Scott Johnstone and Molly Johnstone (L.S.C.C. ) ,
while No. 4 Buttress was investigated by Scott Johnstone
in September 1955.
IU
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Cona Mheall-Achininver Pinnacle.-Not knowing of
the previous ascent of this crag (Journal, Vol. 26, p. 52)
the Johnstones repeated the climb on 3rd April 1956. The
upper half of the route was ascended first slightly to the
left of the crest then slightly to the right, by way of an
awkward 25-foot crack. This variant apparently avoids
the left traverse made by the original party .
Ben Hope-Pettz"coat R idge .-Scott J ohnstone and
Molly Johnstone (L.S.C.C .). 1st April 1956 .
The ridge of Bell 's climb is bounded on the left by a funnelshaped gully and on the right by a steep grassy rake (a gully near
its bottom) from which the right-hand wall of the ridge apparently
rises in a series of steep slabby towers. One of these towers, on
which lies a prominent square-cut pinnacle, rises in a ridge from
the grassy saddle at the top of the rake, while a lower tower rises in
a ridge from the rake about 200 ft . below the saddle. This latter
ridge was climbed. It proved to be moderate (difficult if the lower
steep section is climbed) and disappointingly artificial as easy ground
was always easily accessible on the right of the climb. The grassy
rake was difficult of access and in the conditions which prevailed
was entered by a circuitous route from the right. The steep lower
gully is probably climbable. While the route is of no great difficulty,
it is an excellent way to the top of the mountain and has grand rock
scenery and distant views. The climb was named for geological
reasons. There is scope for further climbing hereabouts.

Ben Hope is a curiously shaped mountain, with a fiat,
plateau-like summit and narrow northerly ridge. Part of
this northerly ridge forms the upper section of Bell's
climb and apparently includes the "steep exposed
corner" of that route. This corner is distinctly difficult
on the descent. Unless hill-walkers are willing to make
the long detour mentioned in the Gu£de, the north-south
traverse of the mountain involves the negotiation of this
mauvais pas, on which the use of a rope is distinctly
comforting.
In several publications the rocks of Ben Hope are
referred to as Torridonian Sandstone. This is not the
case. The rock is a variety of Moine granulite with a
sheet, or sheets, of hornblende-schist. Ben Hope is one
of the few really impressive crags-and one of the very
few with good climbing-whose rocks belong to the
Moine assemblage.
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Fionn Loch Area.
The following new routes were done in the Carnmore,
A'Mhaighdean, Beinn Dearg(s) area by members of the
Cambridge V.M.C. during the past two years. A
diagram of the Maiden Buttress climbs appears in
Cambridge Mountaineering, 1956, and there may be on e
of the Carnmore Crag routes in 1957. Mr O'Hara writes
that several accounts are from a short guide, cyclostyled
for exploration purposes by the Club, and that more
discoveries may be expected, and also that a more correct
description of the start of Diagonal Route on Carnmore
Crag (" Northern Highlands" Guide, p . 64) places it
between the two prominent ribs on the lower face and
nearer to the right-hand rib. The routes (see below)
Fionn Buttress and R ed Scar start well to the left of
Diagonal and Botanist's Boulevard to its right. Poucher's
Route starts 200 to 300 feet left of Fionn Buttress. One
party repeated Wisdom Buttress (C igar) of Ben Lair and
fully approve its fine standard and continued interest.

Carnmore Crag-Happy Wanderer .-600 feet of
wandering, Very Severe. The climb lies on the left wing
of the crag and is seen almost side on from Carnmore.
About 100 yards left of the base of the chimney the slabs
lie back in steep heather . Above this is a wall, wi th a
purple slab on its right, below great overhangs. Aim
for the base of this slab.
(1) 100 ft. Unpleasant heather and easy slab to base of purple
s lab . Huge belay. (2) 50 ft. Traverse left, up into slab-floored recess,
overhung. Step down from left end, and into another recess, with
tiny tree. Belay. (3) 60 ft. Climb the vertical wall on the right,
to the top of the rib. Arrive in another slab-floored recess, somewhat
overhung. Piton belay at back. (4) 50 ft. Descend from belay and
traverse across the vertical wall on the left , round the corner, and
i.J p into the second groove beyond. Continue up a little slab to grass
ledge and peg belay. (5) 80 ft. Climb up easily to the overhang
and follow the rake up to the right, out on to the main face above
the first tier of overhangs. (6) 70 ft. Continue the traverse below
the overhangs to the foot of an obviously climbable gap. (7) 120 ft.
Continue the traverse to easy ground and finish unnecessarily up a
short wall.
M. J. O'Hara , Miss M. Langmuir. 31st March 1956 .
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F£onn Buttress .-800 feet, Very Severe (just) . Start
about 40 yards left of the base of the left-hand rib on the
lower wall and 20 yards right of the foot of Great Chimney.
Ignore a prominent curving red line to the right.
(1) 150 ft. Up a short rib, then up a wall, trending left in steep
grooves, aiming for an easier turfy groove. Severe, sustained for
first 60 ft., then easier climbing to good belay at an overhang.
(2) 90 ft. Up ledges to right, then up slab to base of steep wall ..
Aim right and belay in grassy niche. (3) 60 ft. Up the short overhanging crack above, then up the wall above, going left. (4) 150 ft.
Up grass and easy scrambling in the bottom left corner of the greatbay, tending a little right and arriving at the foot of a huge overhung corner and crack. Move out left from the heather patch and:
belay on ledge . (5) 70 ft. A few feet to left one can look round
on to the main face of the buttress. Above and to the left is a flake .
.Gain this by ascending 15 ft . above b elay, then traversing left..
Belay at inconspicuous thread , just above an enormous green eye .
(6, 7,8) Continue up the crest of the arete, with magnificent exposure,
in pitches of 70, 120 and 80 ft. This is the finest part of the climb .
M . J. 0 ., G . J. Fraser, leading through . 29th March 1956.

Mr O'Hara's party thought this climb the finest in the
region, and one of the best they had done anywhere, if not
the very best.
The Red Scar.-51O feet, Very Severe. A good way'
into the heathery bay. Start at the foot of the left hand.
of the two prominent ribs on the lower face of the right:
flank of the crag.
(1) 70 ft. From overhung cave up crack, then diagonally right.
and up a slab to overhung ledge . (2) 50 ft. Evade overhang by'
gangway on left. Belay just short of red scar line. (3) 90 ft. Up.
a few feet, then cross the steep red wall to regain crest of the rib ..
Follow this variably until a right traverse leads to goo<i ledges ..
Hard . (4) 50 ft. Up into red scar and climb crack to shelf, then
crack beyond to recess. Poor belays . (5) 50 ft. Climb across wall'
to right, below the scar to niche, rock needs care, or run this into.
one pitch with (6) 100 ft. Continue traverse to heathery shelf.
Belays high left. (7) 100 ft. Up red wall above, and aim left up.
easy ground to a forest of blocks.
M. J. 0., R. E. Kendell. 17th June 1956.

Botanist's Boulevard.-425 feet, Severe. Heads into·
the lower right corner of the great bay. Start 100 feet
right of large orange patch at base of the right hand of'
the two ribs on the lower face, on a heather-topped plinth ~
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(1) 95 ft. U p scoop above to left , then by rib on its right. Thread
belay below toit. (2) 60 ft. Move ri ght, up a wall, then back to
. grass belay . Piton belay. (3) 100 ft. Exit over left wall, to foo t
of an undercut slab . Up this, and into a steep corner after 60 ft.
Then ri ght over a bush, across a steep red wall, and up a rake to
belay round a turf pinnacle. (4) 170 ft. Up wall above, then steep
vegetation, to the bay.
J . H. Longland, M. J. Clay; H . B. Carslake, D. Rhodes; two
ropes, leading through. 17th June 1956.

Most climbs on this crag deserve 150 feet of rope for
comfort, and pitons are recommended, all belay pitons
having been removed with the exception of two on Happy
\ Vanderer, which may now be unsound due to efforts to
dislodge them.

Torr na h'Iolaire- Ipswich R ib.- 1,250 feet of
climbing. Very Difficult on lowest wall, otherwise
Difficult. Start at foot of rib below the very lowest wall,
south-west face.
(1) 100 ft. Climb crest of rib to where it joins lower wall at a
crack. (2) 70 ft. Climb up a few feet, traverse right, continue up
in a niche beneath a bulging crack. (3) 60 ft. Step down to another
ledge below right wall of niche, then up for 15 ft., and traverse a
slab into an overhanging chimney. Exposed. Climb this to easy
ground. 150 ft. of scrambling, a nd a short chimney pitch lead
back ' to the crest of the ridge. 500 ft. of easy climbing up slabs
follow, aiming for the foot of the rib which forms the left-hand
wall of the prominent diedre in the summit crag. (4) 60 ft. Climb
chimney just right of rib , then up slabs to foot of steep crack. (5) 50 ft.
Traverse right to platform below diedre, mantelshelf, and traverse
back to top of the crack. (6) 80 ft. Up chimney behind a flake,
and follow slabs to top, keeping to crest of the ridge .
G. J. F., P . R. Steele, leading through. 27th March 1956.

Shark's Tooth .-Start from the broad gully at onethird height on north-west flank. Find a prominent
pinnacle, the Tooth. Start just right of this.
(1) 70 ft. Follow a crack leading right. (2) Scramble to foot of
steep slabs (cairn) . Go left up these, 30 ft., to another terrace.
Up this, then up a crack to a jammed chockstone . Hard. (3) 40 ft.
Move left and up rib to a huge standing flake . Cross the terrace and
go left up wall above into a chimney which leads to the top in 100 ft.
P. R. S., Miss M. Langmuir. 29th March 1956.

The ,account and start of the latter route are very
confused .
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A'Mhaighdean and Carnan Ban .-This mountain
lies 2! miles south-east of Carnmore House . A good
path leads over to Shenavall. After a steep ascent this
turns left into a narrow glen. From the turn the west face
of Carnan Ban is well seen . On this side it is very slabby.
One climb has been done here. Towards the lower left
part of this great sheet of slab, and about 200 yards left
of the lip of the basin holding Fuar Loch Beag, is a
prominent triangular mass of slab, coming to a point
in an overhanging nose at the bottom right . Start at a
narrow slab, with corner on its right, under the overhung
nose.
Barndance.-390 feet, Difficult. A pleasant climb.
Scope for greater things to its left.
(1) 40 ft. Up the slab, or corner. Belay on right, under overhang.
(2) 50 ft. Move right to edge of big chimney. Up 5 ft., then back
left on a ledge under the overhang. At left end move out and up to
the left, exposed, into grooves running left. (3) 200 ft. Follow the
grooves past a bulge, cross a rake slanting up right, and continue
100 ft. in same line until interest ceases.
M . J. 0., Miss M. Langmuir. 28th March 1956.

The slabs to the left should give a harder climb.
Those to the right might also be worth investigating;
they lead up to Maiden Buttress.
Following up the path one passes below the north-west
slope of Carnan Ban. There is a short crag immediately
above the stream here. Three short climbs of about 100
to 150 feet were done here, towards right of crag, by
P. R. S. and G. ] . F. on 31st March 1956 . Each about
Very Difficult. Named P. G . and G. P.
Fuar Loch Beag Face of Carnan Ban.-This is the
south face of the hill, and faces to the main mass of
A'Mhaighdean. The main buttress here is the Maz'den
Buttress on the left. To its right there is a short easy
buttress, then two steep outcrops of excellent rock in the
back of the coire. These latter have not been explored.
There are seven climbs on Maiden Buttress. From left
to right they are :Strewth.-240 feet, Very Severe. Left flank of buttress,
foot of second rib rising from grass gully. Small cairn.

New CNmbs .
(1) 40 ft . Climb the vertical rib to a platform. Hard . Good
belays. (2) 80 ft. Climb the wall behind belay and gain a narrow
slab. Climb the inside corner of this, step across at top into a crack.
Belay on right. (3) Up easy slabs on left flank of buttress to a big
ledge on this face after 60 ft. Then straight up the wall at right edge
of ledge, and slabs to top.
M . J. 0., R. E. K., leading through. 19th August 1955.

Ecstasy.-305 feet, Hard Severe. Start at foot of a
downward pointing triangular slab, 20 feet below Strewth.
(1) 45 ft. Up the left edge of the slab. Awkward belay. (2) 45 ft.
Swing out on to an ascending hand traverse and follow it past the
obvious niche above, then climb the small slab and corner beyond.
Big ledge. (3) 50 ft. Up the slab above the belay, traversing left
above the overhang. (4) 90 ft. Follow left edge of buttress past
two ledges on right. Belay at steeper slab. (5) 70 ft. Up the slab
at the corner.
R. E. K., M. J. 0., leading through. 20th August 1955.

Dishonour.-390 feet, Very Difficult. Start at base of
slab at extreme left base of front face of buttress.
(1) 70 ft. Up the slab, left edge. Belay below wall. (2) 40 ft.
Round corner on left, up on to loose flake, then step back. Peg
belay in niche, or straight up wall. (3) 100 ft. Up the slab to
ledge and large block. Move into chimney, then up left to near end
of an invisible ledge . Belay just right of the ledge . (4) 80 ft. Step
left above overhang, then up slab, then a groove, to terrace. (5) 100 ft.
Climb the wall above just right of twin cracks, and second wall by
a crack.
M. J. 0., Miss M . Langmuir. 10th April 1955.

Tweedledum .-335 feet, Severe.
right of cairn for Dishonour.

Foot of slab 15 feet

(1) Climb the slab between two lines of cracks to foot of wall.
Belay left. (2) 25 ft. Climb up to the right, then up the overhang
to the right. Belay in niche . Piton not in place. (3) 50 ft. Climb
rib on right, and chimney crack b eyond. Belay below steeper wall.
(4) 90 ft. Up chimney, traverse left above overhang. Up the
indefinite bay above by a good crack to terrace. (5) 120 ft. of
scrambling on slabs just left of turfy gully leads to the top.
R. E. K., M. J. 0. , leading through . 19th August 1955.

Modesty.-320 feet, Very Difficult.
line of turfy crack, centre of buttress.

Start right of

(1) 180 ft. in all. Climb the slab to belay at a small ledge on
left. Climb the slab above the belay, left of crack, then up latter
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through the steeper wall. Continue to the terrace. (2) 50 ft. Climb
the slabs ahead to thread belay below steeper section, . (3) 90 ft.
Layback flake in centre of wall, and up to top.
R. E. K., M . J . 0., leading through. 19th August 1955.

Tweedledee.- 340 feet, Severe. Start towards right of
buttress, below an open chimney left of the big ' overhang.
(1) 60 ft. Up craok or slab to the foot of the chimney. (2) 30 ft.
Up the chimney, hard. (3) 90 ft. Follow cracks for 60 ft., then up
slab on left to terrace. Belay to blocks. (4) 80 ft. ignore slabs
above, left, and go right, up a slab and corner set back a bit. Belay
at ledge. (5) 40 ft. Climb the diagonal crack in vertical wall on
left; then climb overhanging nose from shelf above.
M . J. 0., R. E. K., leading through. 18th August 1955.

Cakewalk.-270 feet, Difficult. Start at base of third
narrow slab right of overhang. Slab is red .
(1) 100 ft. Climb the right edge of the slab. (2) 70 ft. Round
wall on right, and up. (3) Climb wall beyond by an obvious crack,
then up easy slabs to end of climbing.
M . J . 0., R. E. K . 20th August 1955 .

Immediately to the right of Maiden Buttress is an easy
angled, very broken buttress. An easy climb follows
the rocks all the way and is reasonably interesting.
Doddle.-250 ft., Moderate.
G. J. F., P. R. S., Miss M. Langmuir, M.
1956.

J.

O. 28th March

Am Bearta Buttress (Strath Bez"nn Dearg).-This
-crag lies on the west side of the glen running northwards
behind the Beinn Deargs as seen from Shenavall. It is
most easily reached from Carnmore, by path towards
Shenavall to Lochan Feith Mhic'illean, then by moor to
Lochan na Bearta. Descend the left side of the stream
from the loch. The buttress is on the left. It is not
indicated at all on the I-inch map, but is about 700 feet
in height at the greatest extent. The general character
is slabby. From left to right the structure is first a very
broad buttress, composed of a series of walls. Apart from
some detached parts at the lower left there are three major
rock bands running right across the crag, of 200, 100 and
300 feet in ascending order. Broad terraces divide these,
so routes are likely to be a bit interchangeable. Whereas
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the two lower walls have several lines obvious upon them,
the upper wall presents a very challenging problem, as
yet untouched . To the right an indefinite grassy gully,
or scoop, splits the crag vertically. To the right of this
is a great sheet of slabs, narrow at the base , and terminated
to the right by an indefinite gully beyond which is grass.
This gully slants diagonally up to the right, and there
a re several steep slabs on this right wall of the crag that
deserve attention. There are three climbs here, one left
of the central grassy scoop and two on the sheet of slab
immediately to its right.
Wallfiower.-610 feet of climbing. Severe, perhaps
Hard. Start at foot of rocks left of the central grassy
scoop, immediately right of a prominent gully-chimney,
with a cave in its right wall. A slabby face rises on the
left. Cairn.
(1) 100 ft. Up the slabs, easy at first, then harder and harder,
to reach a ledge with two saplings. Rock belays. (Avo id detached
layback flake a t half height, on the line leading to a prominent
g rass fi eld and trees on the ri ght, and from it trend left, finishing
up :a sort of crack line.) (2) 90 ft. Traverse turf ledge. to ri ght and
-climb the edge of the slab on good holds. Near top return. left and
go o:ver· a tiny. overhang. Traverse left to turfy platform, a nd tree.
(3) 50 ft. Up corner on left to a ledge; up slab above . Belay to tr·ees .·
200 ft. of scrambling above this leads to a huge terrace. Immediately
<>pposite is a n obvious groove with corner crack. (4) 50 ft. Up the
groove by a variety of techniqu es, stepping left a t the top 'into a
minor groove. Piton useful, but will" become easier with more
gardening. 30 ft. of easy slab on th e right then lead to the second
terrace at a huge block. The wall above, of steep slabs, looks ha rd,
but ·possible. (5) 40 ft. To the right the terrace falls away into the
grassy scoop. Level with the terrace, and on the extreme right of
the cliff, a lmost in the scoop, is an obvious tree. Traverse with
{;arefully controll ed breathing along a ledge a t a level with the
tree. Interesting . (6) 40 ft. Above to left is a chimney. Gain its
foot. 10 ft. up on left is a ledge, bl ocks, and a thread belay low
.down a t back. 200 ft. of climbing in chimn ey, a nd walls above
lead to eaf.Y g round .
M. J. 0. , Miss:VI. Langmuir. 30th March 1956.

Ricepaper .-450 feet, Very Severe. Start (cairn ) at
foot of a minor rib below main slabs, just to the right of
the central grassy scoop. _4.. short pitch leads to terrace,
then a wall to trees.
I X
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(1) 70 ft. Up the indefinite turfy rib . Belay below steep slabs.
(2) 120 ft. Climb cracks in an indefinite scoop on right , di agonalIy
right at first, then straight up to a small grassy ledge. Runners
a t 45 ft. Continu e up to the right, then stra ight up on small holds,
then traverse back left and up to the trees. Hard on first section .
(3) 40 ft. Climb into the foot of the steep grey groo\'e on the right.
Belays at foot. (4) 90 ft. C rux. Climb the groove. Inconspicuous
belay over top . Sustained, unprotected . (5) 70 ft. Continue more
easily up cracks, passing left of a rib rising out of the slab. Line
sling belay at small ledge welI out on the left , below steeper wall.
(6) 60 ft. Up the wall. 300 ft. of scrambling to top .
R. E. K., M. J . 0., leading through. 22nd August 1955.

Good Fnday Slab.- 440 feet. Very Severe, Hard.
Start (cairn ) 30 yards right of above at foot of the righthand gully bounding buttress.
(1) 150 ft. Up rib , then scoop to tree. Step left lip wall into
cracks leading to scoop. Left at top and on to traverse . Piton belay
at stance out on right, below steeper section . (2) 45 ft. Traverse
left below a steep band to grassy ledge. Up from ri g ht edge to a
smaller ledge . Crux. Double reverse sprag usefu l. Step left and
up crack to belays. (3) 80 ft. Follow crack on its left. (4) 75 ft.
Climb slab on left of heathery groove to belays below undercut nose .
The right edge of this slab was top-roped. Leader went out left ,
then back. (5) 40 ft . Traverse right under nose, and up to small
tree at edge of groove. (6) 50 ft. Up groove, or traverse back: on
to rib, the latter not led.
G. J. F., P. R. S., leadi ng through. 30th March 1956 .

BEN NEVIS.

Minus One Di?-ect.- 850 feet, Very Severe. First
ascent, 11th June 1956, by R. O. Downes, M. J. O'Hara
(shared leads) and M. Prestige . The climb takes a
fairly direct line up the buttress, using the first three
pitches of North-eastern Grooves and turning the upper
overhangs on the right. From the Meadow one could
probably finish up 'Minus One Gully (bad rock) , but it
seems in every way desirable to regain the crest of the
buttress.
Start as for North-eastern Grooves. (1) 75 ft. Up to the corner,
and exit right on to a g lacis . (2) 85 ft. Ascend a sha llow groove ill
the wall abov'e to a detached block at 20 ft. Climb it by the crack
on its right (led and seconded without the a id of a sling), then climb
short wa ll s, moving left to a niche , (3) 65 ft. Step ri'ght and climb
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easily to the top of a vast plinth. (4) 80 ft. Traverse right on to a
nose above the overhang and ascend to a ledge . At the right-hand
end of the ledge is an undercut groove; pull into this and climb it
until it is possible to follow a ramp up to the right, fini shing at a
block on a platform . A piton was used. (5) 100 ft. Move up to the
crack. Climb an overhang into it a nd continue up the \\'ide crack
above to the Meadow . Stance at the great detached flake well seen
from Observatory Ridge. (6) 85 ft. Climb grooves on the left-hand
side of the gully to a small stance. (7) 60 ft. Continue up the corner
until one can traverse left across a loose wall into a fine niche.
(8) 70 ft. Step left on to the crest of the buttress and climb cracks
a nd slabs above to the great terrace . (9) 140 ft. Climb to the top
of the 40-ft. flake, then up the crest easily to a curiously poised
pedestal. (10) 90 ft. Follow the narrow shattered arcte beyond,
to join the N .E. Buttress above the Second Platform.
Sassenacll>" a Note.- The second ascent of this route was made
on 13th June 1956 by R. O. Downes and M. J . O ' Hara. It seemed
a terrific climb and a long day-perhaps the greatest mountaineering
route in Britain; continuously difficult and strenuous for 600 ft.
A few points may be helpful to other parti es :The first pitch gives HO ft., not 80 ft., of climbing.
Some of the rock needs delicate handlin g on the crux, of whi ch
the leftward grooves above the overhang a rc more technical and
strenuous .than the roof itself.
In the 200-ft. Great Chimney the poised flake is no more; a
salvo of accidentally dislodged chockstones trundled it over the
enormous toit below. The chimney itself is very strenuous, charact erised by loose chocks and green slime. The ecurity is sufficient,
but owing to the width of the chimney it is a mi sta ke to carry a
rucksack or haulage becomes necessary. The pitches above are not
easy. Eleven hours, of which four were on the second pitch.
Inevitably, one compares it with some of the ha rd \Velsh climbs
by Brown and Whillans, but it is difficult to think of a route which
has the character of Sassenach. Although th e hard pitch is only half
the length of Cenotaph Corner, to this party at least it seemed more
tiring, more precarious a nd certainly more baffling than that climb.

Carn Dearg Buttress- Centurz"on.- 620 feet, Very
Severe. First ascent, 30th August 1956, by D. Whillans
and R. O. Downes CR. O. D. led Pitch 7) . The climb
takes a. direct line up the Great Buttress, midway between
Route 1 and Sassenach. The lower part follows the
prominent central groove which is flanked on its right
by smooth overlapping slabs; the upper section pierces
the large overhangs above Route 2. In general the rock
js perfect.
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Start below the obvious corner about 100 ft. left of Sassenach .
(1) 50 ft. Climb the wa ll on the left of the corner to a platform .
Step right into the groove proper and up to a grass ledge wi·th belays.
(2) 120 ft. Climb the steep corner above, difficult at 70 ft. This
pitch is well protected by thread belays. Stance on a slab in an
overhung bay. (3) 80 ft. Traverse left to the a rete; easily up
grooves, then step right on to the lip of the big overhang and up to·
a stance with piton belay. (4) 70 ft. Move back into the corner.
Traverse the wall up to the left, below the overhanging crack, and
follow th e an~te to stance. (5) 70 ft. Ascend slabby grooves in the
same line to a small stance and block belay. (6) 60 ft. Continue
in the same line, then move leftwards to the stance before the long
traverse pitch of Route 2. (7 ) 90 ft . Climb up to the overhang
and traverse left to a slab. Move left up to another overhang, ·step
off a detached flak e a nd traverse delicately up .left on to a large slab .
Climb this easily up to th e ri ght , to stance and belays below the
second tier of overh a ngs. (8) 80 ft. Trave rse right for 20 ft., then
climb stra ig ht up a spi ky arete to a bulge. Above th e bulge step
left into an easy groove, which leads to a broad ledge and broken
ground.

The Slzield.- 740 feet, Very Severe (owing to the
conditions; probably the climb is not often dry). First
ascent, 1st September 1956, by D. Whillans and R. O .
Downes (alternate leads) . The north-west wall of Carn
D earg Buttress is bounded on its right by a 350-foot
flake, rising from Waterfall Gully . The climb follows
the conspi cuous chimney between the wall and the flake,
using the first pi tch of Evening Wall to reach the chimney.
(1) 80 ft. As for Evening Wall . (2) 150 ft. Cross W aterfall
Gu lly and sc ra mble up to a broad glacis on the left. Then follow a
grass rake down to the foo t of the chimney. (3 ) 60 ft. Up the
chimney with difficulty to a small grass ledge. (4) 40 ft. Climb the
narrow chimney until it is possible to step left to a small cave.
Thread belays. (5) 130 ft . St ep back into the ch imney; climb a
difficult bulge , th en continue up the cornel' to another chimney.
(6 ) 120 ft . U p the chimney, then a long g ras y groove, to the top
of the fla ke. This is the" lofty corner" of Evening Wall . (7 a nd 8)
160 ft. As for Eyening Wall.

Rogues R ib, Tower R idge.-500 feet , Mild Severe .
First ascent, 1st Apri l 1956, by T . W. Patey and J.
Smith (through leads ) . This is the rib forming the left
edge of the gully of the Italian climb. In common with
Secondary Tower Ridge routes it joins the Tower Ridge
route just below the Little Tower .

New Climbs..
There a re two sections . Lower.-The 'slabby bottom pitch was·
avo ided by the crux of the Ita lian climb (then an ice-pitch). It
should be possible in rubbers. Thence steep exposed climbing for
200 ft. direct up the edge. Easy sc rambling to fo ot of upper rib .
Upper.- Climb direct for 30 ft., then long traverse to left to reach an
awkward chimney ending below h~ ge perched blocks. Ga in deep
chimney behind main block (c rux ) a nd climb it to reach eas ier
ground . Keep on the right edge to the top in order to appreciate
the exposure a t the top of the gully of the Italian Climb. Traverse
a few small towers a t the top of secondary Tower R'i dge ,

Carn Dearg, N.B . Face.- Winter Ascent by H . Brunton
andJ. Clarkson (Edinburgh J.M .C .S .) on 14th February
1957.
The route sta rted by the g ull y of the ordinary ro ute on Raeb urn 's
Buttress. Steep snow with one short ice-pi tch led to a lOO-ft. ice- pitch
immediately below the bifurcation of the gully. This was not 'climbed·.
Instead , the g ully was left by an ice-shelf on the left wa ll , which
led out on to a big ledge "'h ich cuts ri g ht across Co usins' Buttress
and leads horizontall y so uth- east in 200 ft. to a large ice-fa ll. Ledge
was banked up to about 65 degrees with hard snow , a nd situation
was most impressive. Principa l feature of ice-fall was \'ertical' wave
of black ice mostly abo ut 20 ft. high , spanning the ent ire width·of
about 200 ft. This was climbed near ri g ht-ha nd co rn er : first a
leftward hori zontal tra,'e rse for 30 ft., then up on to a shelf s loping
upwards to the right a nd steeply out,\'ards with a lmost \'ert ical ice
a bove and below, and finally up an 8-ft. wa ll of ice. This pitch was
about 100 ft. hi gh , mostly black ice, and very exposed. After a
further 80-ft. ice-pitch at an easier ang le, the large snowy corrie which
forms the upper part of the face was reached , a nd followed to the
easy upper arete of the Ledge Route. On the difficult section p'it1:Hls
were used for belay. Time, 6 hours to sunimit of Carn D earg-.

Zero Gully.-First winter ascent.
Very Severe .
Climbed by H. Mclnnes, A. G. Nicol and T . W. Patey
on 18th February 1957.
Patey led the first three pitches. Mclnnes led Pitch 4.
On a previous attempt in February 1957 , Mclnnes and
R. H ope (Creag Dhu ) overcame the first three pitches
in
hours but were forced to retreat by spind rift , leaving
an axe behind. The first ascent , made in superb snow-ice
conditions, occupied only 5 hours . The gully is notable
for the extreme steepness and difficulty . of the first
400 feet an,d is probably the hardest ice climb on Nevis
to date. (Point Five Gully remains \'irgin .) On the

6t
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earlier attempt there was a 20-foot chimney pitch at
the bottom (obliterated on 18th February ) .
First pitch- 110 ft. Straight up the central ice funnel all the way
to a stance on the left at the top below some overhanging rock . This
can be very hard if the ice is of poor quality.
Second pitch- 60 ft. Do not traverse right into the corner of the
gully but continue straight up on the direct line by an almost vertical
ice-chimney; a few unsatisfactory rock holds on the right wall.
Ice piton for safeguard while cutting handholds.
Third pitch- lOO ft. Traverse right for 40 ft. on ice-covered rock
to reach the gully bed where it bends slightly right out of sight as
~een from directly below. At this point a temporary easing of angle
led the earlier party to believe that they had passed the worst.
Continue straight up the gully bed for 60 ft. to the foot of the next
big pitch .
Fourth pitch-lOO ft. Surmount a very awkward ice-wall to
move rightwards into a steep scoop in the centre of the pitch. At the
top of the scoop, when the leader had run out 80 ft., a 20-ft. section
{)f friable snow provided the most dangerou s moment of the climb.
Fifth pitch- 4c0 ft. Steep snow ice. The general angle of the
<:limb now relents and the way is obvious. Although a few
indeterminate pitches were encountered en route, the party climbed
the last 800 ft. in less than an hour.

Cresta Climb, S.E. Face, N.E.Buttress.-First winter
ascent by T. W. Patey, L. S. Lovat and A. G. Nicol
on 16th February 1957.
This is essentially a winter route, alpine in character,
which gets a full complement of sun. It follows a line
suggested by W. H. Murray who reconnoitred this face
in the winter of 1947. The face is in two parts. The
right-hand section would provide a grand mixed climb
(one of the longest in Britain) , and by avoiding the
imposing central spur at the top would join the classic
N .E. Buttress route near the Mantrap. The left-hand
part of the face between the main buttress and Cam
Mor Dearg an~te carries much more snow and is often
heavily iced. It is here that the party selected their route,
which follows for the most part an obvious long snow
cou/oir cut off at the top and bottom.
The cOllloir terminates below, at the top of a rocky spur 300 ft.
up from the screes. Start well to the right of the spur and by a steep
curving ice-shelf of 250 ft. join a small snow gully running up the
right side of the rocky spur to its top. Now the way is straight up
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the long c01l1oir of moderately angled snow for 600 ft. till it ends
below a big upper ice-pitch. Cli mb up into the bowl of the pitch
and then commence a long traverse ri ghtwards across a steep rocky
ba rrier. This pitch is the highlight of the climb with some a iry
si tuations until 120 ft. have been run out. Then the leader effects
a break throu g h to a n easy snow slope a bove the big ice-pitch. Thefini sh is in direct line with the c01lloir and about 50 yds . away from
the top of th e N .E. Buttress. (Time, 3 hours in good conditions. )
C. G. M . Slesser and N . T ennent repeated this ro ute on 18th
February as far as the head of the long snow couloir terminating in
an icy recess, where P atey traversed ri ght to an easy snow slope
leading to the plateau. This second pa rty climbed the recess on theleft side for 15 ft., then tra \'ersed left for 20 ft. under a vertical wall
until rocks opened out to a llow ascent to stance and belay . The
direct upwa rd route now invo lved 120 ft. of cutting on ice, but no
time was available. They acco rdingly trave rsed ri g ht (sensational) ,
above the recess, to gain Patey 's exit. If the direct leftwa rd route had
been completed it would have been the most satisfying line. They
estimated the total height of the climb at between 800 and 900 ft.

Carn Dem'g, Centml Tn'dent Buttress: Jubilu Gully .Climbed by K. Bryan Cl .M.C .S. ) and L. S. Lovat on
11th March 1956.
This is the gully a nd snowfield desc ribed in the Gu ide as bounding
South Trident Buttress and leading up to Central Trident Buttress.
From the Hut it appears to be to the immedi ate right of the steep
lowest ti er of South Trident Buttress. It is named because Jubilee
Climb emerges from it. In winter an obvious pillar of ice forms
some di stance up the gully beyond the fork . Cutting on steep snow
led to the pillar which was the only ice-pitch . It was ve rti cal but
sho rt and led to the snowfield a bove, where a choice of routes can be
taken to the pla teau .

Tower R idge, East Wall: Echo T,·averse.- 550 . feet,
Severe. L. S. Lovat, K. Bryan and N. Harthill (last
t wo J .M. C.S. ) , 15th July 1956. The route begins below
the big outcrop of rock which bars the direct way to
Tower Gully, about the leve l of the start of the ordinary
route up Observatory Buttress.
Strike up ri g ht as if a iming for the crest of Tower Ri dge. About
300 feet of sc ra mbling leads to the overhanging base of the s la bb y
wall above. The only obvious breach leading on to this wall is at
the ri g ht end where there is a shattered chimney with a co ntinuous.
fa ult leading diagonally left a bove. Climb the chimney, desce nd a
little on the oth er side and em bark on a red slab oppos ite. Make
a delicate left traverse (c rux ) and so up the sla b into th.e fault. Climb
the fa ult , whi ch fini shes at the start of the Eastern Traverse.
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, No. 3 Gully B uttress.-First winter ascent. L. S.
Lovat and D. ] . Bennet (through leads ), 18th February
1957.
,The route followed was the ordinary route and conditions were
i deal with excellent snow and much snow-ice: The' obvious sloping
ledge was followed and a short wall and steep groove led to " the
high platform at the top of the gigantic wall " eGuide). From the
platform the party took to the left up steep grooves and fini shed by
the 40-foot chimney, which was transformed into a snow-ice corner.
The ,climb was very exposed but safe in these conditions, and although ,
sustained was nowhere particularly difficult . Time , 2! hours
appro~ imately .

.. , ; ,

SKYE.

"~I 'Sgurr a' Mhadaidh (S.W. Peak ) Dyke and Buttress,
Route.-600 feet, Very Difficult, with one move Hard
Severe. This was climbed on 5th August 1956 by P . R.
Stafford of Manchester U.M.C. and A. C. Gilby, London
U .M.C. , The first half of the route follows the gully
formed by a trap dyke which slants upwards to the left
from near the bottom of Deep Gash Gully, and the second
half lies up the buttress on its right where the situation
is superb .
From the bottom of Deep Gash Gully traverse horizontally left
<m a grass ledge to where the trap dyke is joined in about 50 ft.
Ab<;>ve this point the gully narrows and steepens.
(1), 100ft. Climb the gully, mainly by the left wall to below
the overhanging cave pitch. (2) 30 ft. The'overhang is taken direct
(Hard Severe for one move). (3) 170 ft. Up the gully to where
jarillned blocks form a shallow cave. Above this the gully can be
seen to p eter out in an area of broken ground. (4) 50 ft. From the
top , of the j ammed blocks traverse upwards to the right across the
right wall of the gully to a massive flake belay beneath a vertical wall.
(5) 250 ft. Turn these vertical rocks on the left by an awkward
sloping shelf, after which make straight up the buttress on interesting
rocks to the finish of the climb.
Scrambling first left to avoid a prominent tower and then right
above it leads across the top of Deep Gash Gully to the final rocks
of the Thuilm Ridge. The lower section of the gully showed signs
of having been climbed before.

Sally's Chmb, Lower Coire Lagan, Sgurr Dearg.This route is situated practically opposite Cioch Gully,
on the other side of the corrie, and the start is about on
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:a level with the barrier slabs between the upper and
lower corries, but well to the left, as seen from the Sron
na Ciche. It is on the rib forming the right wall of a
long, sloping gully, blocked part way up by a huge
·chockstone. There are three pitches and standard is a
Hard Difficult. It was climbed on 23rd August 1956 by
H. Barrs and J. E . Jackson, Nottingham U.M .C.
The wall is the main difficulty, climbed on rough,
unmarked rock. Above this there is 70 feet or so of slab
.and crack work. The top pitch was easy.
Sron na Ciche, possible New R oute left of Median
Route.- This climb starts from Central Gully about
midway between the foot of Median Route and the point
where Mallory's Slab and Groove route enters the gully.
It goes straight up to join a trap fault. It was climbed
·on 19th June 1956 by M. C. Prestige (C.U .M.C .) and
Miss A. L. Turnbull, who rate it Very Difficult.
After 70 feet up the steep part of Central Gully , ascend
the thin crack in the groove, going straight upwards for
120 feet. Then go up the slabs and on to the trap fault
( 100 feet). Go 80 feet up fault to West Central Gully.
Many variants possible here.
«Editor, " Skye" Guide.)

No others can be reco rd ed.

GLENCOE.

Buachaille Etive Mor.
Lady's Gully.- First winter ascent. Two parties- J. R .
Marshall, 1. D. Haig and G. J. Ritchie; L. S. Lovat and
W . J. R. Greaves (latter J .M.C.S.). 24th February 1957.
The first 90-ft. pitch went by the summer route on the left wall,
finishing by thick ice on the bould er at the top. The next section
to the 150-ft. wall gave no difficulty. The 150-ft. wall went in two
pitches, the first up the steep ice of the rib immediately left of the
<:himney a nd so up the crest to the left traverse across the wall to the
small chimney. The traverse was icy and exposed, but the second
p itch up the chimney followed by a right traverse on insecure snow
was not difficult. In summ er the crux is really the next pitch and it
provided a very steep and sustained pitch on rock, snow and ice.
T he groove left of the overhanging section was used with a horizontal
right traverse at the top. The last pitch before the junction gave
30 to 40 ft. of near-vertical ice.
IV
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At the junction, Marshall's pa rty took the left fork, involving
the 40-ft. cave pitch and a good continuous line above for som~
distance. Lovat's party took the right fork (summer" direct finish "),
leading in 200 ft. to the huge cave which marks the finish of the gully .
Total time, both parties, approx imately 4t hours. Some pitches
severe.

Central Buttress- Hangover.-200 feet, Severe. J. R.
Marshall and A. H. Hendry. 9th September 1956.
From the foot of Slanting Ledge a crack springs vertically upwards.
Climb it for 40 ft. to a ledge, immediately above which is a thin
crack cutting the overhang. Go up right and then left, passing a
jammed spike, and climb the overhang. Then traverse right for
20 ft. to a wide crack and continue to the top.

Rannoch
Wall - Whortleberry
Wall.-410
feet
(measured rope-lengths), Very Severe. J. Cunningham
and W . Smith (both C.D.M.C. ). 16th September 1956.
Climb Autumn Slab to the belay at 100 ft. below the crux of
Overhanging Crack. Traverse horizontally left for 15 ft. then
gradually upwards to a shall ow groove which is climbed to a small
juniper ledge (65 ft.). Directly above are two thin cracks. Climb
the left one for a few feet and transfer to the right one. Easier ground
leads to a belay on a stance of Peasants' Passage (40 ft.). Pitch 3
(85 ft.) starts with a right horizontal traverse for a few feet followed
by a right upward traverse to a large grassy groove with overhanging
top 10 ft. below the overhang; step right round a corner and cross
the face rightwards to a small ledge and belay. The final pitch of
' 120 ft . goes by a mossy crack directly above, then · easier ground
leading to large blocks below the Crowberry Tower. Two pitons
were used as runners. The route is the hardest on the Rannoch \\Tall.

North Buttress , East Face- Gibbet.-95 feet, Very
Severe. E. Taylor and \\T. Smith (latter C.D.M.C.).
9th September 1956.
The route lies between Garrotte and Gui llotine. Climb Garrotte
to the first bulge and make a delicate traverse right into a clean-cut
groove. Climb the groove for 10 ft. where a piton is inserted and
continue up the groove to fini sh .

North Buttress, West Face.- The following five
routes are on the wall between the ordinary west route
and Guerdon Grooves, but beginning above the finish.
of Belial.
Girdle Traverse.-460 feet, Very Severe . P. Walsh.
and C. Vigano (both C.D.M.C. ) . June 1956.
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A bout 25 ft. left of a block belay and easy rightward sloping ledge
a bove Belial is the thin 130-ft. crack of Bloody Crack (see below).
Left of this is another crack. The Girdle Traverse starts up the wall
left of the last-mentioned crack until a step is made across the crack
on to a ledge which is followed to a flake belay at 60 ft . Continue
right along the ledge to a corner with a small triangular grass ledge
a few feet higher. Ten feet above that take a piton belay at 40 ft.
The third pitch is also 40 ft. Above the piton traverse right round a
very exposed corner and continue past a crack to below a small ledge.
Go up to the ledge and along to huge flake belays. Pitch 5 (70 ft.)
goes gradually up and right, using a piton runner, to gain a sloping
ledge and a block. Belay by piton in crack above block. Another
70-ft. pitch follows. Traverse right to a grassy corner and then up
30 ft. to a belay below a large cave. Now descend a few feet and follow
a line of weakness beside Ravens' Gully for lOO ft. to a belay in a
corner well up Guerdon Grooves. Final pitch of 70 ft. goes right
a nd up to top of North Buttress.

Bloody Crack.-130 feet, Very Severe. P. Walsh and
S. Crawford (both C.D.M.C. ). June 1956.
Start immediately right of Gird'l e Traverse at foot of 130-ft. crack
described. Climb the crack for 60 ft. to a grass ledge (flake belay
{j ft. left). This pitch may be as difficult as any pitch in Glencoe.
Go back into the crack and climb it for a further 70 ft.

Revelat£on.-290 feet, Very Severe. P. vValsh and
C. Vigano. June 1956.
Jlist above and to the right of Bel ial 's finish there is a block belay
an d an easy rightward sloping ledge. Follow the ledge round the
co rn er and go up and right for a few feet. Move left and up a steep
groove till a ledge is reached at 100 ft. Belay. Swing down from
belay into a steep groove which follow for 20 ft. Make a very severe
traverse right to a flake crack. Use undercut holds on flake, swing
into the crack and climb up to a poor stance and small chockstone
belay below an overhang (80 ft.). Avoid on the left and up 40 ft. to
block belay. The fo urth pitch of 70 ft. follows the crest of a large
flake to th e right a nd so by easy climbing to a deep corn er with a
belay at the back.

Doom Arete.-230 feet, Very Severe.
C. Vigano. June 1956.

P. Walsh and

Climb Pitch I of Revelation. Go back a long the ledge from the
belay for a few feet and climb a steep wall aim ing left for the edge
a nd so up to a shallow corner. Start up the corner, then step left
(crux) and continue to a ledge and above to a small gra sledge.
Piton belay 10 ft. above. Run-out 80 ft. and very exposed. Pitch 3
<60 ft.) goes up to the piton and by a right traverse round a very
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exposed corner to a crack, which is climbed to a ledge and then a
corner and so to the finish.

Nz"ghtma?'e Traverse.-260 feet, Very Severe.
Walsh and M. Noon (both C.D.M.C. ) . Ju ly 1956.

P.

P itch 1, 120 ft. , starts 15 ft. below Revelation. Traverse across
an arete and to the left of a small overhang; make an awkward
move to the right round a corner and so across to a fl ake and a piton
belay. Pitch 2 is a lso 120 ft. Climb up the rib above t ill a hard
traverse can be made to the right on to small ledges . Cl imb a crack
for 10 ft. and then climb 20 ft. to top of steep wall and small spike.
Insert piton and descend an overhang with aid of rope to a flake belay .
Climb a crack above for 20 ft. to a small ledge and belay . Now the
climb joins the fin ish of Guerdon Grooves. This route is in the
Bloody Crack category.

Lagangarbh Buttress, East Face-Nameless Groove .110 feet, Severe. L. S. Lovat and R . Tingley (latter
J.M.C.S. ) . 12th August 1956.
Climb the groo ve immediate ly left of Ka meless Wall (see S.M.Cj.,
1953 ). T\,'o pitches.

L eft Edge.-150 feet, Severe.
A . H. Hendry . 9th June 1956.

J . R. Marshall and

This is th e north- east edge at th e extreme left end of the terrace
which is below the 200-ft. moderate pa rt of Crest Route. Climb the
slab and groo,'e to cracked blocks which are turned to the ri g ht.

Aonach Dubh.
East Face- The Gut.- 210 feet, Very Severe .
Cunn ingham and W. Smith . 15th September 1956.

J.

Start 10 ft. to the right of G String, Basin Face (see S.M.C.j.,
1956). Clim b a slabby scoop and pass an ove rl ap at 15 ft. a nd then
a bulge with loose rock at 40 ft. Go diago nally left to a grass ledge
and a belay on the G String route at 90 ft. Climb wall directly above
for about 15 ft. and make a right hori zontal traverse to a large groove
beneath a huge overhang _ Go up the groove for 15 ft. , gain a rock
ledge on the right, traverse rig ht a few feet a nd climb a steep wall to
a belay (120 ft.).

Lower North -east Nose.Two routes to the immedi ate ri ght of the original Lower Kortheast Nose route were climbed , one by an S.M.C . party on 25t h
l\la rch 1956 and the other by a Creagh Dim party on 17th Jun e
1956. Both were severe and seem to coincide in places and will not
be reported until the confusion has been resolved.
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North Face-A bomination .- 400 feet, Mild Severe .
R . M arsha ll a nd A. H . H endry. 5th August 1956.
Between the Lower North-east Nose a nd the start of
Sloping Shelf on the North Face, and on the same level
as the former , is a twisting buttress with an overhanging
base and a bright moss patch at mid-height. The route
goes up this buttress.

J.

Get on to the buttress from the right about 50 ft. abo \'e the base.
Traverse left aft er an awkward corner to the left edge of a la rge
open corn er and climb the edge to a belay a t 100 ft. Turn overhang
,on left to a grass bay, exit by a flake crack, traverse right into an open
corner which climb for 15 to 20 ft., th en climb its steep right wall to
a rrive at th e area of moss at the 200-ft. level. The remaining 200 ft.,
after stru ggling through deep vegetati on, is scrambling on very
rough rock.

Corridor Wa/i, -250 feet , Severe, J, A, \iVhite and
D, Hill (O.U.M.C. ) . Summer, 1956 , This route is
really an a lternative to the Corridor of Shadbolt's Chimney
and is best reached by climbing the chimney.
From th e grass amph itheatre about 50 ft. below the Corrido r a
steep wall on the left is seen with t\l"O \'erti cal groo\·es. Climb the
r ight-hand g roove for 25 ft. , tral'erse left ro und a nose into a recess
and reach a thread belay at 40 ft. Cl imb the right rib of a small
chimney above, step across left and go up moderate slabs to a large
grassy ledge (60 ft. ) . A corner abo\'e has a jammed flake . Go
up by th e flake a nd after 30 ft. of steep climbing , scrambling for
120 ft. leads to the top.

Clevedon Way,-150 feet (to Pleasant Terrace ), Hard
Severe. D, H. Briggs, A. J. J. Moulam and Miss D.
Shortall (Rucksack Clu b) , May 1956.
At th e right-hand end of Slop ing Shelf near the recess below Deep
Gash Gully a leftward slantin g crack is seen on the wall above_
Climb th e crack until a mO\'e left can be made to a small stance and
belay at 30 ft. Pitch 2 (60 ft. ) goes by a rib on the left for a fel\" feet,
then back to the crack and then by steep ledges to the left to an insecure
ledge and belay, Finally, cross to a corner on the right , climb it for
a few feet and then follo\l" the rib to th e right to Pleasant Terrace
(60 ft.).

D eep Gash Gully .- First winter ascent.
h am and M. Noon, 24th F ebruary 1957 .

J,

Cunn ing-

(The first summer ascent, hard sel-ere, is reported in S.M.C,J.
1953 .) The first p itch (30 ft.) was climbed as in summer, finishing by
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an awkward ice overhang. Steep snow to Pitch 2 which was a short
but 75-degree ice-pitch leading to the main overhang. Pitch 3 (30 ft.)
was the summer Pitch 2 and went on iced rock. The summer crux
followed (25 ft.) and the thread belay in the hole in the roof was
used with the effect of a top rope: The party swung out from the
ledge and climbed the rope for 10 ft. by slings to reach eventually
the belay. The last pitch of 40 ft. went through the small hole,
feet first, as in summer , then an ice overhang was climbed and steep
snow to finish. The climb was very severe.

West Face, F Buttress-The Vent.-250 feet, Severe.
L. S. Lovat and R. Reid (latter J .M.C.S.). 26th August
i956. This route goes up the prominent narrow chimney
in the middle of F Buttress, starting at Middle Ledge.
The chimney has a slightly overhanging start and two sustained pitches, being steep and insecure. The second pitch is the
crux and will often be greasy. After the chimney ends, go up good
slabs and a steep and interesting finish.

Stob Coire nan Lochan.
Summ£t Buttress.- First winter ascent. L. S. Lovat,
R . Marshall and A. H. Hendry. 12th February 1956.
The route taken was Scabbard Chimney which is a very
natural and obvious winter line. (The first summer ascent,
Severe, is reported in S.M.C.]., 1955.)

J.

The first difficulty was the very difficult slab which could not be
climbed (verglas). The party wedged up the crack on its left, which
was full of snow and ice. From the belay above at 70 ft. to the
,< sentry-box" 100 ft. higher the crack and chimney, with sufficient
snow and ice, were not so difficult. The crux was the summer crux
(40 ft.) but the summer route in the corner to the right could not be
taken . The" sentry-box" was partly banked with excellent snow
so that combined tactics were feasible to reach footholds below the
crack in the roof. Piton in left wall for footho ld . Ice in the crack
assisted the awkward moves above, but higher up a piton had to be
driven vertically into snow-ice to assist a mantelshelf. Above the
mantelshelf the pitch continued awkward and steep with ice in the
crack and occasional rockholds on the vertical left wall. Then
hard snow at much easier angle led in the last 100 ft. to the shoulder.
From the shoulder, in summer, 100 ft. of columnar rocks are climbed .
The natural winter line curves round these rocks to the right up a
narrow gully leading to the summ it of the buttress, just at the start
of the arete leading to the final rocks of the mountain. Time 5i
hours. The climb was very severe. This route should often be in
<condition and a heavy cover of snow should make the crux easier.
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Boomerang Are'te.-First ascent. J. Clarkson and
R. Keltie (both J.M.C.S .). 24th December 1956. This
winter ascent on Summit Buttress follows the left edge
which overlooks Boomerang Gully.
Traverse right on to Buttress opposite entrance to Boomerang
Gully and go up short walls and grooves to large ledge. Turn steep
wall above on right. Snow slope led to next steep section, climbed
by a chimney on the ri ght with short ice-pitch. Finally an easyan':te
led to the top.

Sgor na h'Ulaidh.-Red Gully.-On 10th February
1957 J. Clarkson and E. S. Wise (both J.M.C.s .)
climbed the gully without making an excursion on to
the rib on the right as made in the original ascent
(see S.M.C.j., 1950 ).
This third pitch was climbed in the left-hand corner, and where
it became vertical a traverse was made past a bulge to the right-hand
corner and thus into a recess. Then a steep wall for 7" ft. Severe.
This was followed by 70 ft. at a moderate angle. The whol e climb
took 3 hours and had four ice-pitches.

Ardgour, Garbh Bheinn.
Two routes climbed in April 1956 by D . M. Niven and Miss;
M . L. Fleming are not reported here as the Guide Book Editor
is unsure of their exact location. This difficulty will be dealt with
later .
-

Great Ridge, South Wall-Razor Sla~/t.-250 feet,
Hard Severe. J. R. Marshall, L. S. Lovat and A. H .
Hendry. 1st April 1956.
Start at the huge boulder set against the face about 100 ft. down
from Scimitar (see S.M.C.j., 1953). C limb the boulder and stepinto a diedre, which climb to a platform and belay at 80 ft. This.
is just right of the right end of the shattered ledge running left to
Scimitar. Ma.ke a horizontal left traverse for 25 ft. a long the ledge
to the foot of an obvious layback slab ledge. (The crack of Scimitar
is not far to the lert.) Climb this ledge, occasionally laybacking,
and at the top (crux) move out very delicately over a nose, then move'
right and up and gradually left to choose a belay among loose spikes,
(70 ft.). Now go by a left diagonal fracture which cuts across theprominent chimney of Scimitar (delicate at recess just across chimneY)1
to finish on terrace belo w upper tier (100 ft.) .
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Butterknzje .-350 feet, Severe.
J. R. Marshall,
A. H. Hendry, G. J. Ritchie, 1. D. Haig. 15th September
1956.
Climb the chimney to the right of the huge boulder mentioned in
Razor Slash and belay at 80 ft . below a corner from which a long
and very prominent crack springs. Climb the crack for 40 ft. to a
belay and continue above to halfway terrace at the right end. Climb
the overhang above and so to the top of the upper tier in a further
100 ft .

Sgian Dubh .-140 feet, Very Difficult.
and L. S. Lovat. 1st April 1956.

J.

R. Marshall

On the upper tier of the South Wall near the left end is a very
conspicuous chimney with a crack in the rear. Climb it to a platform
at 35 ft., traverse to the left and up cracked ledges to a belay and stance
40 ft. beyond the platform. Move left a nd over an overhang and
follow a groove to the right, then up a steep nose and steep rock to
fini sh.

The following routes were climbed by Mr and Mrs
G. J. utton, the latter leading Outside Edge Route.
The three first described are on the face of the Pinnacle
Ridge seen from the Garbh Choire Mor.

Interrupted Slabs.-300 feet, Very Severe.
1956.

1st April

H a lf-way down the gully below the face are two whitish slabs , one
above the other, separated by a roof overhang. Start at the foot of
the first slab and climb the corner crack to a jammed block whence a
semi-hand traverse is made to a ledge round the corner on the left at
40 ft. Now traverse back to the corner under the overhang and use
two pitons (left in place) to surmount the 8-ft. roof, turn ed on the right .
Layback to sloping ledge (40 ft.). Traverse to left edge of slab
where there is a loose block and climb the slab followed by an upper
corner, a wide terrace and a belay in a chimney above on the left
(80 ft.). The final section goes up the chimney and g rassy slabs to
the ridge.

Outside Edge Route.-400 feet, Very Severe.
April 1956.

1st

Start at the foot of a small chimney-gully at the right-hand end
of the face . Pitch I is 90 ft. and is the crux . Climb the slimy overhanging crack on the left of the gu lly. Traverse left along grassy
shelf to a corner, climb the corner and step right to a groove. Go
up the groove to a small ledge with belay 10 ft. above. Above the
belay and niche above climb the wall to a grass ledge and belay on
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a ledge slightly to the right at 40 ft. Continue up the edge and ,
a t a bout 30 ft. , move ri ght on g rass to sho rt , steep qua rtz wa ll .
C limb this and slabs above to ledge with loose blocks . Go up the
co rner at the left end a nd so up slabs to a g rassy terrace. Scra mbl e
fo r 150 ft. and climb a 20-ft. wall to fini sh.

Iubhair Grooves.-±50 feet, V ery Severe . 30th March
1956.
Sta rt at a cairn a little above the lowest corner of the face.

Pitch 1
Go up
d irect from the cave, step right , climb a short wa ll a nd surmount
a corner and loose blocks to ledge below oyerha ng (60 ft. ) . Pitch 2
(70 ft. ) goes left along the ledge across a gap and up a short slab with
a loose boulder to th e ri ght. MO\'e ri g ht into the chimney, which
climb until possibl e to step ri ght round th e co rner. Chockstone
belay hi gh up g rass bay on rig ht. Go up to foot of slab , whi ch climb
to a corner on the left at 30 ft. Climb the crack for 30 ft. Go stra ight
up two successive noses a nd scrambl e on some di sta nce to the top.

lS the crux . Climb a chimney with O\'erhang to gain a ca\·e.

111arch Buttress .-600 feet, V ery Severe. 29th March
1956. This route is on the mass of North-east Buttress
starting to the right of Route II and keeping to the right
of Route 1. The lowest secti on below -:\T o. 1 grass rak e is
n ot described here.
Sta rt at a steep corner crack abou t 30 ft. ri ght of th e ch i mney
whi ch bounds the slab (a considerabl e d ista nce ri ght of th e ex isting
ro utes) . Pitch 1 is the cru x and is 110 ft. The rest of the route is
d ifficult to very difficult. Climb the crack past loose bl ocks a nd a
t urf ledge, a nd when the crack peters ou t mO\'e round th e co rner to
t he ri ght and so up to a haky spike hi gh on the ri ght. Go up the
g roove on th e left, step ri ght on to th e slab a nd up to a wide g rass
bay a t 80 ft. Step left on to th e nose, th en up easil y to a sma ll
spike to the ri ght of the foot of a slab rib on th e edge of th e bord er
chimney at 120 ft. Climb th e slab rib and step left into a scoop
a nd so up to sma ll belay on ri ght wa ll at 70 ft. Climb scoo ps for
150 ft . a nd then the fin a l 50 ft. up the left wall overl ookin g the
bord er chimney.
The party found a nother good fini sh on th e last t ier, but a variety
of fini shes have been done th ere a nd description is superfl uous.
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In mtmorjam.
ROBERT JEFFREY,
1884-1956.

on short leave from the Army in the sprtng of
1915 I met three members of the Club at Ballachulish .
These were Simon Henderson, Robert Jeffrey and
G. Murray Lawson . On our first day we traversed the
Aonach Eagach Ridge and found the rocks covered with
deep, soft snow . I t was the first time I had had this
experience and I was filled with admiration at J effrey's
skill under these difficult conditions, an admiration which
grew as I came to know him and climb with him. Members
of the Club have come to join it through very varied
circumstances, and in the case of Robert J effrey it was
through meeting E. P. Buchanan as a fellow-member of
a golf club. He joined the Scottish Mountaineering
Club in 1911, having already had one season in Norway,
and from that date until his death he took part in many
expeditions both at home and abroad.
In 1915 he married Miss Mabel Clark, daughter of
Dr Inglis Clark who had served as Secretary of the Club
and was its President during all the war years of 1914-18.
Mrs J effrey was his constant companion in summer and
winter, climbing and ski-ing.
After the conclusion of the 1914-18 war, Jeffrey's
business took him to London. H e had had a season in
the Alps in 1912 and it was natural that his attention
should turn there again. Between 1925 and 1955 he was
in the Alps most seasons, except during the period of the
1939-45 war, and there were few districts of the Alps
which he had not visited. He spent two seasons in the
Dolomites and besides the Tarentaise and Dauphine
made many expeditions in the Bernese Ober1and and the
Pennines , but Mont Blanc was his favourite area.
Between 1934 and 1937 he and Mrs Jeffrey climbed with
Alphonse Chenoz of Courmayeur and his son Attilo, and
their excursions included several major ascents such as
WHILE
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the traverse in one day of Mont Blanc from the Col de
Geant by Mont Blanc du Tacul, Mont Maudit and
descent to Courmayeur by Dome de Gouter, Dome Arete
a nd Glacier de Miage , the Grepon, the traverse of Grand
and Petit Drus, the traverse of Monte Rosa and Lyskamm.
In the Dolomites they climbed the Vajolet Towers and
the Adang Kamin .
\,
In 1938 the J effreys were in Canada and they took
the opportunity of climbing in the Canadian Rockies and
the Selkirks. In 1948, when J effrey retired from business,
it was his intention to revisit Canada but currency
restri ctions prevented this and he had to content himself
wi th seasons spent in the Oberland, Engadine and Mont
Blanc area.
.
J effrey took every opportunity of walking and climbing
in Scotland, and after he came to reside in Bridge of
Allan he was a regular attend er at S.M.C. Meets . He
knew every part of the Hi g hlands and records show that
he was in Skye a bout twenty times and had done all the
standard climbs and every top of the Cuillins. The
Cairngorms was his favourite hill-walking country. He
was lightly built, very agile, seldom ruffled and thoroughly
at home on both rock and snow, but probably rock was his
speci al i ty .
J effrey was also a pioneer ski-runner in Scotland. The
first r ecord shows that in 1913 he ski-ed on the Pentlands.
After he went to Bridge of Allan, and when the week-ends
were suitable, he was usually out on the hills; and he
also visited many of the meets of the Scottish Ski Club .
He joined the Scottish Ski Club in 1913 and was VicePresident from 1950 until his death . In F ebruary 1923
he visited Saanenmoser and this became, when at all
possible, a yearly assignment where he joined fri ends,
many of whom were also members of the S.M.C., for
two or three weeks touring in the neighbourhood. He was
there in February 1956 and said that he had never run
so well in his life.
His whole inter ests were in the open air, and although
his contributions to th e Journal were not numerous apart
from notes in " S.M.C. Abroad," his love of the hills
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was expressed in his photographs. Both he and Mrs
J effrey were expert photographers, first in black and
white and latterly in colour. His beautiful garden at
Bridge of AlIan has a good co ll ection of Alpine plants .
Jeffrey joined the Alpine Club in 1928 and served on
the Committee from 1943 to 1945. He served on the
Committee of the S.M .C. from 1921 to 1923, was VicePresident from 1934 to 1936 and President from 1938 to
1945.
His sporting activities were not confined to ski-ing
and mountaineering, he was a lso a first-class golfer.
For several years he represented the S.M .C. on the
Council of the National Trust for Scotland. He was a
member of the Faculty of Actuaries and manager of the
Scottish Amicab le Life Assurance Company.
J effrey loved all hills and mountains and one could
not have had a better companion on any mountaineering
expedition. In an emergency his judgment was sound;
he kept a cool head and retained his keen sense of humour .
Those who had the privilege of climbing with rim will
treasure the memory of expeditions, in fair weather and
foul, spent with an ideal comrade.
One day in the spring of last year he was walking in
the woods near his house when he suddenly passed away.
ALEXANDER HARRISON .
\~'e a nnounce with regret th e deaths of th e fo ll owing durin g the
past year. The dates are those of election to membership:Sir John Stirling Maxwell , Hon . President of the Club .
Other members, Arthur R . Anderson (1913 ); T . C . Ormiston
Chant (1920 ) ; and Dan McKellar (1945). Perhaps only the
last named was a familiar figure and a freq uent attender at meets
in recent years. H e climbed frequently in the Alps, as well as doing
the Haute Route from Zermatt to Chamonix on ski. H e was a good
rock climber, having done a good deal with the Commandos in
\Vales during the recent war.

Erratlt1ll.- vYe wish to correct the note on Alexander Fraser ill
the 1956 Journal. His qualifications should read F.F.A., F).A. ,
F.R.S.E. He was Secretary and Actuary of the Scottish Life
Assurance Co. (not of the Life Association of Scotland as there
stated) .

Proceedings of the Club.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB.
EASTER MEET, 1956- GLEN AFFRIC.
THE Easter Meet of 1956 will long b.e remembered for
the brilliance of its weather. Not a cloud marred the
sky in whi ch th e sun shone continuously for o\·er ten hOlfrs
each day, and long sun- bathes, and e\·e n slumber, were
the order of the day at summit cairns. The following
twenty-eight members and five guests attended :Glen Affric H otel, Canniclt:
E. C. Thomson
(President) ; F. D. C. Alien , A. V,-. Anton, W . J.
Bannister, D . L. Campbell , \V. C. Carm ichael , A. Dixon,
R. ~. Elton , J. c. H enderson , J. B. H ome, R . G. Inglis,
J. N. L eclingham , J. Y . Macdonald, I. M. McPhail,
G. G. Macphee, D. H . M'Pherson, R. W. Martin, M .
Morrison, T. Nicholson, F. E. O'Riordan, G. Peat ,
A. M . Smit h , T. E. Thomson , F . R . V,,-yli e (members);
\ V . L. G. Duff, C. Macdonald, P. Stein, R . Stewart
(guests ) . TOlllicll Hotel : H . A. H et herington, R. R. S.
Higg ins, A. ,,-. Laughland , A. G. M urray (members);
J. White (guest ) .
The followi ng exped itions were reported :Macphee a rri\·ed on the pre\·ious Monday (26th March ), via Lurg
Mhor and Bidein a' Choire Sheasgaich, and spent the next three
days on Beinn na Muice ( l\1onar), Ben Achairn and Sgurr Mhui linll .
Ing lis a rri\·ed on Thursday, 29th March, \·ia Sgurr !la gille
(G lenshie l).
Proceed ing sta rted in ea rn est on Friday , 30tlt 1I1arcll.- The
President , Campbell-Allen, Home, lng lis: Ca rn nan C obhar
(Cannich ) and Creag Dubh. Macphee, the Macdonalds, Anton,
Stein: Creag Dubh , Carn nan Gobhar and Sgurr na Lapaich
(Cannich).
Leding ham:
Sgurr na Ruaidhe (Strathfarrar).
Macpher on: Sgurr na Lapa ich , Mam Sou l, Carn Eige and Tom a'
Choinich . E lton and K icholson: Mam Sou l a nd An Socach
(Affric). Ma rtin, T . E. Thomson, tewart: Creag Meaghaidh .

Saturday, 31st Marclt.-President, Home, H etheringto n, lnglis:
Mam Soul a nd S. \\' . tops. Home, Stewart: Mam Soul, Cam
E ige and Tom a' Choinich . T. E. Thomson, Ledingham, Carmichael,
Morrison , Wylie: Sgurr na Lapaich, Mam Soul , Carn E ige. The
Macdonalds: Sgurr na Ru a idhe, Sgurr a' Choire Gh la is , Sgurr
Fuar Thuill and Carn nan Gobhar (Strathfarrar ).
McPhai l,
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Campbell , Smith ; also Martin an d Macpherson; Carn nan Gobhar,
Sgurr na Lapaich (Canni ch ). O'Riordan; T om a' Choinich. Anton,
Stein; Tom a' Choini ch , Carn Eige, Ma m Soul. Elton, Nicholson:
Carn nan Gobhar, Canni ch , and Toll Creagach, Affric. Dixon,
Bannister; Carn nan Gobhar, Cannich . Campbell-Allen; Walk
up Glen Affric. Higgins, White a nd La ughl and; T oll Creagach,
~om a' Choinich.

Sunday, 1st April.-President , Dixon, Bann ister : Toll Creagach,
Tom a' Choinich a nd all tops. Inglis, Stewart; Sgurr na Lapaich ,
Cannich and Carn nan Gobhar. Carmichael, Ledingham, vVylie ,
Morrison, Anton, Stein ; Sgurr Fuar Thuill , Sgurr a' Choire Ghlais;
a lso Campbell , McPha il and Smith. O ' Riordan , Martin , T . E.
Thomson ; Sgurr Fua r Thuill, Sgurr a' Choire Ghlais, Creag Ghorm
a.' Bheala ich and Sgurr na Fearstaig. Elton, N icholson, Macpherson :
Maoile Lunndaidh. Home ; An Socach, Mam Soul , Sgurr na
L:;tpaich , Affric. Duff, H enderson: An Ri abhachan , Sgurr na
Lapaich , Carn nan Gobhar, Canni ch . Peat, Colin Macdonald:
Mam Soul , Carn Eige. J. Y. Macdonald: Bathing in Glen Affric.
Monday, 2nd April.-President, Elton; Gleouraich (T omdown).
Martin, T . E. Thomson, Stewart; Sron a' Choire Ghairbh (L.
LochY). N icholson; Tigh Mor na Sei lge (Cluani e). Inglis: Stob
Ban (Glen Nevis). Anton, McPhail, Campbell , Smith; Toll
Creagach, Tom a' Choini ch. H ome, Ledingham, vVylie; Creag
Dubh., Carn nan Gobhar, Sgurr na Lapaich (Cannich), Braigh a'
Choire Bhig. O ' Ri ordan, Ban nister , Dixon ; Carn Ei ge, Mam
Soul , Sgurr na Lapaich. Carmi chael an d Myles; Sgurr na Rua idhe,
Carn nan Gobhar (Strathfarrar). Myl es went on to Sgurr a' Choire
.G hlais.
Tomicll Party.-Sunday, 1st April.- La ughland; Carn nan
Gobhar and Sgurr na Lapaich . Hi ggins, White; Carn nan Gobhar.
Mutray; An Socach (Affric). Hetherington ; Sgurr nan Ceathreamhnan and An Socach .
. ~ Monday, 2nd April.-Murray, H etherin gton; Carn nan Gobhar.
Clova Subsidiary Meet.-This Meet was poorly attended and was
so scattered in time that several participants did not meet others.
Dykehead Jubilee Arms H otel was comfortable. On 30th March
E. S. Chapman and Mrs Chapman prospected Loch Brandy for snow
for ski-ing, leaving for Glenshee and Braemar next day. R. D.
Walton was on hill s behind Loch Brandy on 31st March and, in
company with the Editor and Mrs Bell, was on Broad Cairn on
Sunday, 1st April. H e included Craig of Gowal and they included
Sandy Hillock. On the same day L. M . Hill with his son was on
Craig Mellon. On Monday, 2nd April, Walton did Mayar and
Driesh. C. R. Steven and Carstairs (guest ) did Broad Cairn, Carn
Ba-nnoch , Faferni e and other tops on the same day .
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NEW YEAR MEET, 1957-ARROCHAR.
THE main centre was at the Arrochar H otel where eighteen
members and six guests were present. Except for Saturday,
the weather was misty and there was a good deal of rain.
The principal events of the Meet were the pleasant visits
of members staying at Inverarnan, and of those at Glen
Loin House who brought Mr Dowd Big of Pakistan,
who showed slides of the Austro-German expedition to
Rakaposhi. The entertainment of those present by a
member who had brought his pipes was curtailed by the
police, but for reasons which were not expl ai ned.
The following members and guests were present at the
hotel: W. B. Speirs (President) ; W. C. Carmichael,
M. H. Cooke, C. V . Dodgson, R. R. Elton, A. Harrison ,
E. W. Hodge, D. C. Hutchison, R. M. G. Inglis, G. S.
Johnstone, J . N. Ledingham, J. Y. Macdonald, G.
Graham M acp hee, J. G. Osborne, J. S. Stewart, E. C.
Thomson, T. E. Thomson, F. R. Wyli e (members ) , and
;: Dougall, C . G. Macdonald, C. R. M . Notcutt, J. G.
Speirs, R . J. Stewart, H. S. Thompson.
The following expeditions were reported :Saturday , 29tft D ecember .-E. C. Thomson , T . E. Thomson,
Cooke : Ben Vane.
Sunday, 30tft December.- Wyli e, Led ingham , Carmichael: Ben
Vane. J. S. Stewart, Johnstone, Hutchison: visit to G len Loin caves
and Cruach Tairbeirt. E. C. Thomson: Tullich Hill . Macphee,
T. E. Thomson , Hodge : visited ca,'es, Harrison , Elton , Osborne,
Notcutt, Cooke: Ben Karn ain.
Monday, 31st D ecember.- 'vVyli e, Carmichael: Ben Reoch and
Tullich Hill. Harrison, Osborne: Tullich Hill. E lton, E. C.
Thomson: Tullich Hill. The Macdonalds, Evershed Thomson,
Notcutt , Cooke: Beinn an Lochain.
T uesday, 1st January 1957.- The President and his son:
A' Chrois. Dodgson, Inglis, C. Macdona ld , R. Stewart , Dougall:
Ben Narnain. Harrison, Elton, E. C. and T. E. Thomson, Cooke:
Cobbler. J. Y. Macdonald: Glen Loin.
Wednesday, 2nd J alluary.-The Macdonalds : Ben Ime. The
President and son, I ngli s, R. Stewart , Dougall, Dodgson : tra versed
Beinn an Locha in .

The Glen Loin H ouse party consisted of the Editor.,
1. G. Charleson, B. H. Humble and J. B. Nimlin, of
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w hom the latter two members were temporarily disabled
for climbing purposes . The other t\\"o took a low-level
walk on Sunday, were on Narnain on Monday and on
the Cobbler on Tuesday. Mr Dowd Big, of Pak istan,
engaged in the study of British hydro-electric projects,
showed his Karakoram slides in Glen Loin House on
Sunday, and again, by request, on Monday at the Arrochar
Hotel, but to a more limited aud ience, as several members
had gone to Inverarnan to a H ogmanay dinner. Quite a
few members were at Inverarnan, not officially, perhaps,
at the Meet, but some of their climbing was done on the
Arrochar hills. Dr G. Graham Macphee concl ud ed by
climbing Bidean nam Bian from G lencoe.
Lagangarblz Section.- The following members were
present: R. W. MacLennan, J. E. Proom, I. D. Haig,
G. Hood, J. R. Marshall, a long with A. McCorquadale,
R. Marshall and N. Harthill (guests ) .
On Saturday, 29th December, Proom climbed Sron na Creise
and Meall a' Bhuiridh. The ~l a rsha ll s and ~'lcCorqu adal e arrived
by midday bus a nd climbed the Buachaille by the Curyed Ridge.
unday was an atrocious day, yet Proom. and Harthill climbed the
North Buttress of Buachai ll e; the ~lars halls , with ~1cCorquadale,
climbed Slanting Grooyes and Green Gully of Buachaill e. Hood
and !vIcLennan retired to Lagangarbh, and Haig , without axe,
compass or companion, achieved Ben a' Chrulaiste. On Monday,
MacLennan did Chrulaiste and Stob ~'lhic ~lhartuin, follow ed by
J. R. Marshall to the first summit only. Domestic duties , reading
and a traditional Hogmanay were enjoyed by others. On -ew Year's
day R. Marshall , Hood and McLennan walked to Coire Gabhail;
Haig a nd J. R. l\larsh a ll dug ditches. On 2nd January, R. :YIa rshall
an d H arthill climbed the left branch of Forked Gully on tob Coire
nan Lochan·: D. Goldie (member ), with J. Dunn, C. Carter an d K .
Bryan (] .M.C.S.), appeared on Hogmanay and did some very
secret climb on Bidean next day.

Annual General Meeting.
THE 68th A.G.M . of the Club was held in the George
Hotel, Edinburgh, on Saturday, 1st December 1956, at
5 P.M. Mr E. C. Thomson, President, occupied the
chair, and over one hundred members were present. The
office-bearers' reports, a summary of wh ich are given,
were approved .

Proceedings o} the Club.
The HOIt. Treasllrer reported a credit bal a nce of approximately
'£58 at the sta rt and of £63. 13s. at the close of the year. H e reported
an increase of over .£600 in the Funds, which was mainly due to
Guide Book sales, a nd would be required for correspond ing expenditure
during the forthcomIng year. D eta il s in connection with J ourllal,
Guide Books and Huts will be found in the relevant reports . Other
printing costs, on which reduction mi ght have been hoped for, were
nearly the same as last year. The cost to the Clu b of the A.G.M .
funct ions was about £60, an d it was hoped to red uce this item. H e
noted that no .:\1 em bers' Li st had been printed during this year.
The Ed inburgh Club Room had cost rather more, but the income
from projectors showed a credit of about '£ 17. One member only
had commuted for life membership .
The H on. Secretary reported the deaths of the H on. President,
ir John Stirl ing .:\1axwell, and of four members- Arthur Anderson,
Ormiston Chant , R. M. Scott and ex-President Robert J effrey. One
member resigned and two hm·e been struck off the roll und er Rul e 11 .
Aga inst these losses eight new mem bers were elected at the October
meeting of Committee: J . H . Barber, A. J. Bennet, A lan Dick,
J ohn H ay, Cha rl es Rose, J. E. Proom, A lan "ViII and Adam
Watson. These are cord ia lly welcomed. The Club membersh ip
remains, as last year, at the total of 333. He then reported on the
outstand ing climbiJlg act iviti es of members, and commented on the
correspondence inyoh·ed in his work.
Negotiations were still
proceed ing in connection with the proposed Skye Hut , the appeal
for addit ional funds not yet hav ing been issued. Detai led planning
would depend on the funds avail a bl e. The A.S.C.C. continu ed to
function smoothly with Mr Duff (C.C.) as Chairman and Miss B.
Stark (L.S.C.c.) as Secretary. F. E. O'Riordan wo uld replace
Robert Jeffrey on the National Trust. A tribute \\·as paid to the
Joint J\Jeets Secretaries (now resigning)- T. E. Thomson and G.
Arthur.
The 1-101/. Editor's report dealt with No. 147 of the Jourl/al,
the first number of Vol. 26 a nd th e index to Vo l. 25. The printing
number of 900 and the size of the J01lrllal were approx imately the
same as last year . Printing costs, however, had ri sen by about
15 per cent. The total cost, including postage, amounts to .£ 390. lI s.,
of wh ich £ 17 . 4s. covers half-tone blocks . T he index may be
estimated a costing O\·er £ 20. AdYertisement space is about the
same as last year, but rates have not been ra ised . It is proposed to
b ring them into line with print ing costs for next year. Sales revenue
b eing much the same as last year, the net cost to the Club has increased
and stands at £ UH. This works out at about lI s. 6d. per member.
The H OIl. Guide Book General Editor expected that, a part from
Arran, the outstanding rock-climbing" Gu ides" would be a ll in
preparation during 1957 for publication in the spring of 1958. The
new" Glencoe " Guide would appear in two volu mes. H e expressed
thanks to .:\1essrs L. Lovat, \V . M. Mackenzie, Malcolm Smith and
2A
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J. M . Johnstone for their continued work on these guide books.
Sales had fall en off somewha t during the year, at .£869, but this was
normal. The increased ba lance was already earmarked for subsequent
expenditure.
The Convener Huts Sub-Committee, G. S. R oge r, repo rted on the
satisfactory condition of the C.I.C. Hut, with minor repairs in hand,
fuel supply arranged for , a slight increase of hut-ni ghts over last
year, and a credit balance increased by about .£86 . Lagangarbb.
Hut was in good condit ion with an increase over last year in hutnights. Water had been laid on to the hut , through alkathene pipe,
from a source about 100 yards away , thanks to \"1./. Bennet and his
helpers. Painting had been carried out. Mr Cameron continues
as caretaker and custodian of first-aid equipment. The stretcher
and official mounta in rescue s ign are at the hut. The cred it bala nce,
desp ite ex penditure, has increased by a bout .£ 6. The Ling Hut
showed abo ut the same occupation as last year, mainl y a bout New
Year a nd Easter. Its condition is satisfactory, minor repairs hav ing
bee n done to the roof and painting the walls by voluntary helpers.
Mr H ecto r Cameron continues to look after the keys. Balance on
occupation account has ri sen by about .£29. Thanks are due to the
custodi ans of all three huts.

D istrict Conveners' R eports.- G. C. Williams (East) repo rted an
excellent series of lectures in the Club Room of climbing in Colorado,
Morocco , the Alps, Ka ngchenjunga, Jugal Hima l and of the R .A.F.
Himalayan Expedition. The average attendance at meetings was
forty-fi ve. The Club R oom was also used by the J.M .C.S. and the
L.S .C.C . · On 5th June two Russian mounta ineers, M ess rs Beleski
(who led a successful expedition to Mustagh Ata) and Gippenreuter,
lectured to members , J .M.C.S. and friends a t Edinburgh with sl ides
and films of climbing in the Caucasus and the Pa mirs. Finally, Mr
Beleski presented the badge of the All Soviet Sports Culture Mou nta ineering Section (First Class) to the Pres ident for the Club. A. H .
H endry now becomes District Secretary, with R. \"1./. Mac Lennan
and J ames Russell ta king the place of C. R . Donaldson a nd R. Brown
on the Committee.
L. S . Lovat (West ) reported the regular use of the Club Room,
thou gh a more convenient location is being so ug ht. A pa nel of
car-owners has been a rranged jointly with the J .M .C .S. for the
fortni ghtly meets . Good lectures continued to draw large a udi ences.
The fo llowing books, as well as the regul a r peri odi cals, have been
a dded to the Library : "Nanga Parbat Pilg rimage ," " Mont Blanc
to Everest," " Tents in the Clouds. " D. J . Bennet and T. J. Rans ley
replace D . Scott a nd \"1./. Bennet who retire.
J. McK. Stewart ( London ) reports a series of six joint lectures
along with three other Clubs in the area, but no other activities .
During the year l a in Ogilvie went a broad a nd J . McK. Stewart took
his place as Convener.

Proceedings of the Club.
First-Aid Committee.-Dr A. 1. L. Maitland, Convener, reported
-that the rescue kit had been moved from Dundee to Glen More,
under the charge of Mr D. D. C. Robertson , head fore ster at the
Sluggan, and with the Moray M.C . responsibl e for maintenance.
The Coylum Bridge kit is temporarily withdrawn. Mountain
Rescue plaques now mark all our posts. The Convener thank, all
who have given their services in search and rescue parties.
Library and Slide Collection.- The report by F. Bennett acknowledges presentations from D. Pilkington , D. Barker, E. W. Hodge,
J. Hir-st and the library of H. MacRobert. A complete list of Library
a dditions was circulated to members.
R. Grieve, Slide Custodian, reported seventeen requests for slides,
of which eleven were for the 2-in. collection, a total of 276 standard
and 523 small size. The collection as a whole has been increased
from the excellent private collection of H . MacRobert. Denis
Moore and J ames Marshall and· a few others have ma de donations to
the 2-in . collection .
Scottish Council for National Parks.- I. G. Charleson, Club
Tepresentative, reported on a meeting in February 1956, where a
discussion took place on the future of the Council. Mr Macaulay
of the Town and Country Planning Association moved that the
Council continu e in being . Mr Ivory of the Nationa l Trust moved
the direct negativ e but found no seconder. Mr Charleson holds that
the Club should continue to be represented.
Meets.-All the Committee recommendations were accepted as
follows: New Year, 1957, Arrochar; Easter, 1957, Glen Spean;
New Year, 1958 , Crianlarich; Easter, 1958, Braemar. E ach New
Year add Lagangarbh and each Easter C.I.C. Hut.
Office-Bearers and Committee.- The Committee's nominations,
a ll except one, were accepted. The following were elected: President,
W. B . Speirs; Vice-President , R. Grieve; Committee, J . M.
John"stone', James Ma rshall , J ames Ru ssell an d Adam W atson, jun.;
Meets Secretary, M. H Cooke (alone); East of Scotland District
Secretary, A. H . H endry. Other appointments by the Committee
incl ude the following': B .M.C . Hut Committee, A. G. Waldie;
Scottish National Trust Council , F . E. O'Riordan; Eastern District
Sub-Committee, R. W. MacLennan and J ames Ru ssell ; W estern
Sub-Committee, D. J. Bennet and T. J. Ransley; London SubCommittee Convener, J. McK. Stewart.
The Committee had , by a majority of 9 to 7 (the Hon . Editor not
voting), nominated G. J . F . Dutton for the Editorship. The Hon.
Editor did not resign, and was later nominated by I. G. Charleson
a nd G. C. Williams, thus giving rise to a most unusual election and
a prolonged discussion, which resulted in the re- election of the Hon.
Editor by 52 votes to 41.
The A.G.M. for 1957 was fixed for Glasgow on 7th December.
Mr G. R. Donald proposed a vote of thanks to the retiring President.
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Reception and Dinner.
The Reception was held at 2.30 P.M . , when 175
members and guests were received by the President and
Mrs Thomson. An illustrated talk on the first ascent of
the Mustagh Tower was delivered jointly by John Hartog
and Tom Patey (both members of the Cl ub) . Both the
discourses and the sli des were received with enthusiasm.
The Dinner, later in the even ing , was attended by
126 members and guests, who included the afternoon's
speakers, the Lord Justi ce Clerk a nd guests from many
kindred clubs. Archie Hendry proposed "Our Guests
and Kindred C lubs." John Hartog replied for the
Guests and Harry Spilsbury of the 'W ayfarers' Club for
the Kindred C lubs, adding greatly to the gaiety of the
evening by delivering part of his speech in song. After
the formal programme, members circulated freely and an
extempore sing-song developed under the leadershi p of
Tom Patey and L en Lovat.

THE JUNIOR MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
OF SCOTLAND.
Annual General Meeting (Whole Club) .
THIS event , owing to difficulty in obtaining suitable
transport, has been postponed from early March until
4th May. It will therefore, unfortunately , be impossible
to report the proceedings in the 1957 Journal .
Edinburgh Section .- The past year has been a most successful
one, and the amount and standard of climbing- ha \"e shown a
significant improvement. Week-end bus meets have been held
monthly with an average attendance of 29 , the places \"isited beingGlencoe, Fort \Villi a m , Loch Quoich, Glen Clova, Lochnagar,
Linn of D ee and Borrowdale. Members have a lso been very acti ve
on other week-ends, and have attended the bus meets of the Edinburgl~
and Falki rk Mountaineering Clubs. The S .M .C. lect ures have
been much enjoyed. J.M .C.S. indoor m eets have been held monthl y
throughout the year and have included talks on technique and s lide
shows by members. During October the Section provided a stand
at the Hobbies Exhibition of the Edinburgh Rotary Club"
There have been some cha nges in the membership of the Section:
21 new members have bee n admitted and 17 members have-
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ei ther res igned or been removed fro m the li st for arrears of subscription. The present membership stands a t 69, with 6 assoc iate
members. Finances are sound , and th e a nnual subscri ption is 10s.
H onora ry officia ls a re J. Russell ( President ) and R . MacLe nnan
(V ice-P res ident ). The President is D . Lamont a nd the Secretary is
J . Clarkson , l\ .C. R. E ., St Leonard 's Hill , Dunfer mline.
Glasgow Section.-This yea r the Club has enj oyed the services
of a ruthless Treasurer , who has pruned down the. members hip to
120 ordin a lY m embers, 7 associate members a nd 1 honorary member;
to ba lance thi s there ha\'e been 12 a pplications for membershi p .
Coll ective ly, the Club has not been very acti ve, as most of the 23
car meets whi ch were organised had to be cancelled for lack of
support. It was found tha t members preferred to go in independent
parti es, so that on a nyone week- end it would be possible to find
the hard co re of so me 25 climbers scattered O\'e r the mounta ins of
Scotl and . Now, on account of fu el shortage, monthly b us meets
have revived a nd th e fi rst two ha\'e bee n ve ry successful.
Nine lectures, a ll of a hi g h standard , hm'e been held in co nj unction
with the S. M. C . a nd we re we ll attended. At th e Photogra phic
Co mpetiti on in April 1956 a la rge se lecti on of co lou r s lide were
shown but onl y a sma ll number of monochrome prints we re exhibi ted .
G. A. Kitchin , A. R.P. S .. judged and ga \'e a n interesting a nd
informati\'e criti cism of each s lide. The Section A .G. M. was held
in th e Bath H otel in D ecember and a co ns idera bl e a mount of business
was transacted despite the red herrings produced , as usua l, by ce rta in
members. A highly successful A nnual Dinner was held in the
Grand H otel on 8th F ebrua ry 1957 , attended by 50 members and
g uests . J ohn Cunning ham of the Creagh Dhu Club was principa l
g uest. The Thursday lunch has become a mo vable feast , in searcll
of a reaso na bl e eating house. Members who ha\'e lost the tra il should
get in contact with the Sec retary .
Severa l members were a broad during the summer of 1956, but it
appears that th ey were able to do very little climbing . Two members
at least know Veni ce yery well , a nd there was an audacious solo
expedition to the French A lps.
The office- bearers are as follows: Hon . Pres ident , D . Scott
(S. M. C .); H on . Vi ce-President , J . Nimlin (S .M. C.j; President,
\\' . C. H a rri so n ; Secreta ry, C. R . Ford , 28 Croftmont Ave nue,
Croftfoot , Glasgow, S .4 .
Lochaber Section.-Membership is on th e increase. Owing to
lack of petrol the snow ski-ing enthusi asts have had a ve ry quiet
season. Steill Hut is as popula r as eve r at the holiday periods and
eve n week- end bookings a re increasing.
The Section is fin ancia lly so und . At the A .G .M. the possibilities
and advantages of two s ma ll Anderson shelter type R efu ge Huts
were di scussed , the intention being that they would be erected on
Ben evis and maintained by the Secti on. A series of lectu res on
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Mountain Rescue are at present being given by Club members, and
these are being attended by Police and others . It is hoped that this
will speed up and co-ordinate the various parties who usually volunteer
when needed. Practical training will also be given during the
summer evenings.
Owing to the departure of the present Hut custodian all enquiries
about Steill Hut after March should be addressed to the Treasurer,
J. A. Sutherland, British Linen Bank, Fort William . The retiring
Secretary, J. Wyne, is leaving for Canada at the end of March and
a ll. his friends wish him all prosperity and good climbing in his
new home. The new Secretary is J. Cameron-Phin, Royal Bank,
London Section.- Meet s were held regularly at the sandstone
outcrops and in North Wales, at which the main su pporters were a
small group of stalwarts. Small parties went farther afield to climb
in Scotland and the Alps.
E. C. Pyatt 's revi sed Guide to the climbs in South-east England
was published during the year.
The Annual Dinner held in December was very successful , as
have been the opening meets of this year, and the prospects for the
1957 season, including fin ances, are good. Forthcoming activi ties
inclu de indoor meets a nd week-end trips to North Wales. We should
appreciate contacts from other Sections who have members go ing to
the A lps .
The honorary officia ls of the Section are R. G. Folkard (President)
aJid E . R . Zenthon (Vice-President) . The Section President is
D . W. Tait and the Secretary is K . N. Reed , Ardenlea, 61 Shawley
Way, Epsom , Surrey .
Perth Section have had another good year, the membership
remaining steady at 40 despite the loss of several older members.
The bus m eets have a ll been well attended , as were a lso the car meets '
to Derry Lodge. U nfortunately we have been unable to hold any
film shows as we seem to have used up a ll avai lable stock. ' The
Perth Section organised the Club A.G.M. at Lochearnhead which
was well attended , and in November we held Qur Annual Dinner at
the Spittal of Glenshee Hotel. This was a great success, and on
this occasion we had our Hon. President, Bill Murray, with us,
which made the day more enjoyable. (From the Hon . Secretary,
J. Grant, 37 Burghmuir Road , Perth .)

S.M.C. and j.M.C.S. Abroad.
S.M.C. and J.M.C.S. ABROAD.
Scoresby Land, East Greenland.
During July and August I was with a party prospecting for
minerals in the Scoresby Peninsula of East Greenland. Most of our
time was spent in the Schuchert Elv, a large valley running from
north to south between the Staunings Alper to the west and the
Werner mountains to the east. The Werner mountains are a small
group, only about 15 miles across, mostly of unpleasant sedimentary
rocks and with a maximum height of 6,000 ft. In the east and south
they fade into gentler mountains not unlike those of our own nortf:twest Highlands . The Staunings Alper form one of the finest mountain regions in Greenland, extending for over 100 miles. Their
igneous and metamorphic rocks offer excellent climbing with summits
approaching 10,000 ft. In appearance they present a wild tangle of
exciting rocky spires rising from a maze of huge glaciers. Due to
the small annual snowfall these glaciers are very slow moving and
hence remarkably free from crevasses.
Occasionally I succeeded in having a day's climbing with two
other members of our party who were fairly willing, if inexperienced.
In the Werner mountains we climbed a small unnamed peak (abo ut
5 ,000 ft.), one of the peaks of the Erzberg (about 5,500 ft.) and
failed miserably through lack of time on a large and appallingly
rotten rock face at the end of a long ridge called the "Weisser
Rucken."
In the Staunings Alper our climbing was more enjoyable if no
more successful. W_e had a very pleasant twenty-hou r day on the
highest peak in our vicinity (about 6,500 ft. ). Its summit ridge
consisted of a succession of huge gendarmes, but we were unable to
pass the last of these in a reasonabl e time a nd so had to turn back.
Vle were more successful on two smaller virgin peaks , one of 4,500 ft.
and the other of 5,300 ft. The former of these gave a splendid climb
up a 2,000-ft. rock face and the latte r was distinguished by its steep
final tower and needle-like summit.
As a whole the region was most attractive and I found the Arctic
flora and the herds of musk oxen particularly interesting . A properly
equipped climbing expedition could enjoy some magnificent
mountaineering and reap the advantages of the equab le temperatures,
unlimited daylight and almost unbroken fine weather which exist
throughout the summer. Unfortunately, the difficulties of access
and supply are very great and the current policy in this part of
Greenland is discouraging to purely mountaineering expeditions.
Eventually, however, things may become easier as there is a distinct
possibility of a mining settlement being established in the Schuchert
Elv within a few days march of some of the better peaks of the
Staunings Alper. (W. D. BROOKER.)
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A. S. Dick, G. J. Ritchie, C. G. Slesser a nd J. S. Stewart undertook a motoring mounta ineering marathon in the Dauphine and
Mont Blanc areas. Leaving Glasgow on the night of 12th July ,
they arrived at La Berarde on the 14th . Snow came to the vall ey on
the 15th but some climbed on the Pic de la Berarde. The 16th saw
them on the west ridge of the Pic Nord des Cavales, but desquamating
rock and danger from debris of recent falls caused them to transfer
their attentions, steep slabs providing a hitherto unrecorded a pproach
to the south ridge. Near the top, snowstorms led to a final retreat.
Up at the new Pilatte Hut next day mountain troops reported that
verglas and ice still barred a ll rock routes. In the event, L es Bans
gave a fine winter climb on the 18th, but cond itions so deteriorated
as to turn back a ll guided parties the following day. In such conditions the lower A iguille Dibona de Soreiller is often clear. It
provided a fine steep climb on beautiful rock on the 20th . Next
evening the party were at the Refuge Temple-Ecrins. For fu ll value
from one ascent of Les Ecrins they passed the Col des Avalanches
and climbed the Clocher arete to the Dome de Ne ige. T hereafter, in
rapidly worsen ing cond itions while traversing the Barre, they
descended in a blizzard by the northern snow slopes of the Col des
Ecrins and the Glacier de Bonne Pierre to La Berarde.
Acting on a conviction that conditi ons were now more favourab le
for the Brenva face of Mont Blanc than the Oisans , the party took the
road in brilliant weather through snow-covered mountains by the
cols of Lautaret, Galibier, Iseran and Petit St Bernard to Courm ayeur.
Dick generously undertook to drive round by the Grand St Bernard
and Forclaz passes to Chamonix; and the others, waiting no longer
than to confirm conditions, left immediately for the Col de la Fourche.
That evening, 24th July, they arri ved at the hut where two Munich
. climbers were a lready install ed. Conditi ons of snow a nd weather
were perfect and a ll left before 4 A.~l. for the same route, the
Sentinelle Rouge. The climb was a rdu ous but without incident.
The Germans cou ld travel very quickly up steep slopes on the front
points of their twelve-point crampons, each clawing with an ice-axe
in one hand and a short pick in the other. The Scots required to cut
on ice but had the advantage on rock. The Twisting Rib was nearly
buried in places, a nd the curta in of rock below the final snow slope
was ice-covered . The parties met on the top at 2 P.M. The worst
feature of the day was the descent in the heat of the afternoon by the
Grands Mulets, plunging one moment on the surface crust and the
next waist deep in slush .
Mr B. S. Fraser writes as follows: During a fami ly holiday in
Corsica , where John Whyte (S.A.C.) joined us, we had so me
interesting expeditions. "Vith a large and cheerfu l Corsican party
we ascended Monte R enoso (2 ,357 m.) from Bastelica. This
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enta iled a night on a bergerie, and from near the summit a sunrise
over the Apennines; there ,Vas no climbing, but}. W. and my
son Andrew found interesting problems on rocks near the summit
of Punto Scaldasole (2, 102 m.). For the ascent of Monte d'Oro
(2,391 m.) } . W. and I travelled light up the fine Cruzzini
valley, slept behind a boulder above the col, found some easy rocks
near the summit and some dreadful alder scrub on the way down.
We made two expeditiotls to the Monte Cinto group: (1) From
camp by the Rio Golo, about a mile north of the Col de Vergio,
}. W., Andrewand I climbed Capo Tafonato (2,343 m.) from the
Col du Trou by the line of least resistance, and found with some
difficulty a route back from west to east through the celebrated hole
in the mountain. Next day we ascended Paglia Orba (2,523 m.)
from the south-west-a gully and then a face climb on clean, rough
rock. (2) Our northern approach was by Asco and the valley of
the Stranciacone; we camped (ca. 1,200 to 1,300 m.) near where
the Loghietta joins the main stream. The first afternoon's reconnaissance took us some distance a long the pinnacled north-east ridge
of Punta Minuta from which we descended before darkness by roping
down into a gully to the north . Next day we did Monte Cinto
(2,710 m.)-a grind all the way. The last day we started sluggishly
up the fine north-west ridge of Punta Minuta (2,547 m.), but
continued to the summit with increasing enjoyment of the views,
the route finding and the varied climbing. It was perhaps as well,
though it was an anticl imax, that we fo und an easy route off to the
so uth and so down the Loghietta Cirque.
Camping at the tree-line in Corsica was a dream come trueprimus unnecessary, tent likewise, at least in the first half of August;
no insects; no poisonous snakes. We much preferred the northern
side, reached from Asco, and recently made more accessible by a
rough road used by forestry lorries; we could have spent much longer
up the Stranc iacone. We met no climbers, and each ascent was an
exploration. There seemed to be many new and testing rock climbs
for those in search of the less easy routes.
A. Robinson (J .M.C.S.) and George Roger were in Zermatt
from 26th August until 10th September and were fortunate in getting
some good weather during a particularly bad season. We had a
splendid day on the WeUenkuppe on 31st August and next day made
an attempt on the Trifthorn, but retired from the Triftjoch in a
blizzard. Frank Yule joined us on 3rd September and from the
Theodule Hut we did the Breithorn and Klein Matterhorn on the
5th in perfect weather. Two days later we had a most enjoyable
day on Monte Rosa. It is perhaps worthy of note that Frank Yule's
one week in the Alps was fine throughout and the weather promptly
broke on his departure.
}. Clarkson and F. King (both Edinburgh }.M.C.S.) , R. }.
Tanton and Miss M. Billing climbed in the Mont Blanc area from
2B
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22nd July onwards, and W. M. MacLeod joined the party a week
later. Climbs done from Chamionx were as follows: N.N .E. Arete
of the Aiguille de I'M.; Petits Charmoz; Chapeau 11. Cornes arete
of the Dent du Requin; traverse of Les Courtes; Aiguille du Moine.
The party then moved to the Argentiere Hut and climbed the Aiguille
d'Argentiere from the Col du Chardonnet. From the Trient Hut,
MacLeod and King climbed the Aiguille Javelle of the Aiguilles
Dorees, then, from the Torino Hut, the Rochefort Ridge was traversed.
Towards the end the weather around Mont Blanc was stormy and
unsuitable for climbing. Clarkson and Tanton went to Cogne
in the Gran Paradiso group. From the Bivacco Carlo Pol they
traversed the Piccolo and Gran Paradiso, the Tsta di Tribolazione
and the Pt. di Ceresole.
G. G. Freeman spent part of August in the French Alps with five
members of the M.A.M. Starting from Chamonix, the Aiguille
de I'M . and Dent du Requin were climbed en route to Courmayeur
via the Col du Geant. The party returned to Chamonix by way of
the Aiguille du Midi, which was rapidly descended by tilijerz'que.
An attempt to climb Mont Blanc from St Gervais les Bains was
repulsed by a storm at the Aiguille du Gouter Hut, but a useful lesson
in the value of crampons on new snow-covered rock was learnt on the
retreat to the Tete Rousse. Finally, in search of sunshine, we went
south to the Maritime Alps where the excellent rock ridge of Pic St
Robert was traversed from the Madonna de Fenetre Hut above St
Martin de Vesubie.
J. Bell,G. Wall ace and H. Robertson (all EdinburghJ.M.C.S.)
spent the middle fortnight of July in Saas Fee and Zermatt, experiencing wet and thundery weather most of the time. Climbing from
the Weissmies Hut, they enjoyed the excellent ridge of the Jagigrat,
including the Jagihorn. Next day they made an ascent of the north
ridge of the Weissmies in poor weather conditions. From the
Britannia Hut they traversed the Egginer and Mittaghorn, a very
moderate rock ridge. In the Zermatt area they did several routes
on the Riffelhorn and ascended Monte Rosa.
C. S. Tilly was in the Oberland in the first half of August, in
reasonably good weather, cold with much snow, often difficult.
Camped at Wengern Alp in bad weather, train to Jungfraujoch on
30th July in good weather, walk to Concordia Hut. Thence to
Hollandia Hut and up Ebnefluh by south-east ridge on 1st August.
Snowstorm on 2nd, returning to Concordia, with a rock climb on
Faulhorn next day. On 4th August traversed Grilneckhorn and up
Grilnhorn by its south-west ridge in cold weather and some snowfall.
On the 5th, up Alet~chhorn by Ha.sler Rib, but turned back below
summit owing to bad snow conditions . Next day to Jungfraujoch
in mist and snowstorm. Down to valley and thunderstorms. On
8th August to Gleckstein Hut followed by an ascent of Wetterhorn
in perfect weather.

Notes.
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Louis M. Hill and a Grampian Club party (Mr a nd Mrs W atson,
Misses Scrimgeour and Soutar) were at Saas Fee from 13th to 28th
July and climbed on 10 days in brilliant weather. His training
climbs were to the Mischabel Hut, the Mittelgrat, Egginergrat
and Mittaghorn. Subsequent ascents comprised the W eissmies,
Strahlhorn, Alla linhorn a nd Alphubel.
C. M. Dixon had a good season, starting at Chamonix with a
traverse of the Chardonnet by the Forbes arete. Bad weather drove
the party to the D olomites, where they traversed the Fiinffingerspitze,
climbed the west face of the 3rd Sella Tower and did two routes on
the Tre Cime di Lavaredo , the north-east ridge of Cime Grande and
the Voie Preuss of Cime Piccola. Many good photographs were taken .

I. G. Charleson, the Editor and Mrs Bell joined forces for a week
at the end of July at Gruben in the Turtmann vall ey. W eather was
good for training period when they climbed Frilihorn, the Pigne de
Combaz Vert rock ridge, the Schwartzhorn and the neighbouring
Rothorn . The rock ridge was entertaining. On 31 st July they went
to the Turtmann Hut and on the following day climbed the Bieshorn
from th e Biesjoch by a steep corniced snow ridge with rock outcrops,
long and sporting, returnin g from the summit by the easy way in
soft snow . The weather broke that night for 3 days and Charl eson
went home. The others crossed over the Bella Tola to Ayer in
Zinal valley and proceeded next day to the Moiry Hut, where the
weather was again bad. On the last fine day they climbed the Pigne
and traversed all the Aigui ll es de la Lex, descending to Zinal.

NOTES.
Scottish Mountain Accidents, 1956-57.
13th Marcll.-O.U .M.C. party on Ben .Nevis. Fall at cornice.
Lawton, third man, held both others of whom leader, J. Brown ,
fractured spine and second suffered head and chest injuries.
20tlt March.-Scott Hamilton, Oxford student , benighted at top
of Tower Ridge, Ben Nevis, and suffered fro st-bite.
28tlt Marcll.- Malcolm Bruce (19) lost on way from Braemar to
Glen Doll. Many searchers out for weeks, and helicopter used.
Body found 29th April in gully on Creag Herrich .
31st Marclt.-Christina McMath (24) and G. M. Liddle (22)
descended Ben Nevis by R ed Burn without ice-axes, slipped and fell
80 ft. McMath had spinal in jury, Liddle facial injury. Kinloss
R. A.F. and local police to rescue. R.A.F . near at hand acted very
promptly.
10th April.-Mr Argill (Summit Club , Nottingham) fell in same
a rea while glissading. Dislocated shoulder. Given first aid and
helped to Glen Nevis by Kinloss R .A.F., who were at hand.
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29tlt Aprit.- John Spenee (G.U. M .C .) fe ll on Centra l Buttress,
Buachaille Etive. H ead injUlY . Creagh Dhu rescuc , along with
R.A.F .
6th May.- David Morrice (24) , with Carn Dearg M. C. of Dundee
on Ben Lawers, got lost on descent. Body found 9th May and brought
down by Leuchars R.A.F . unit.
23rd May.- John T aylor (23 ), London , broke leg on Coire Lagan
screes , Skye . Local rescue party.
25thjzme.-J. D. Brill (28), London, fell and was kill ed in Ravens'
Gu lly, Buachaille Etive . Leuchars R.A.F. brought him down.
22nd july.-John Eccles (17 ), Lomond Club , Yoker, fell on
Carn Dearg Buttress , Ben Nevis, owing to loose rock. Back and
wrist injuries . Local rescue team .
5tlt August .- H elen Clark (24), Edinburgh , fe ll from 2nd pitch
of Recess route, Cobbler. Creagh Dhu Club and local rescue .
20th August.-AlI an R. Grout (1\) ) Kin loss R. A.F ., kill ed on
practice climb on Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour.
6th September.-Frank Turner, novice, fractured a nkl e near
summit of Cobbler. Local resc\j e.
25th D ecember.-M. Hornby (19 ), F. Wearden (20), 1. Sumner
(20 ), J . Bond (19 ), T . Carrol (21 ), all from Lancashire, benighted
in blizzard on plateau after climbillg SOllth Castle Gu\ly, Ben Nevis.
Carrol got down to Fort William on 26th. Rescu e party held up by
blizzard on first day, other four cl imbers found dead next day. Kil\loss
R .A. F ., Lochaber J .M .C .S . and police co-operated in rescue
operations.
27th D ecember.-Mr an d Mrs Lesli e Wall ace (Edinburgh )
benighted on Ben More in improvised shelter, but return ed to
Crianlarich in morning safely . A search party was out.
30tlt D ecember.-T. Ba rton, Liverpool U .M.C., second on rope
on Stob Coire na m Beith , Glencoe, fractured spine. Reported that
a Tarbuck knot had slipped.
30th D ecember.- G. Ramsden (S urrey ) and G. Mitchell (Glasgow)
camping in Allt a' Mhuilinn, Ben Nevis. Ramsden collapsed
return ing from climb. Mitchell brought up a local stretcher party ,
which carried Ra msden to the foot of mounta in . H e th ereafte r got
off stretcher an.d wa,lked !
8thjanuary.-Mrs A. L. Prestige (Cambridge ) fell 200 ft. when
descending Stob Coire nan Lochan with her husband . Fatal injurics.
13tltjanuary.-Derek Hill (20), O .U. M.C. , fell when climbing
Chasm on Buacha ille Etive. Fractllred skull.
23rd February.-Avalanche on Ben Lui, near summit, carried
down pa rty of four of Leuchars R .A .F . Rescue U nit. Macdonald
went to Coninish for help. Homer and H a lford (brui sed ) spl inted
Law's broken leg with ice-axe and got him down to a sheepfold .
Another party of four lost direction in a blinard and search party
out. They reached hydro-electric camp , Gl en Fyne, in the morning.
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Dr Duff makes some comments on the Ben Nevis fata liti es of
25th December 1956. These young Lancashire climbers were
experienced, for their age, on Lakeland hills. The lea.d er had led
a party on the Matterhorn. One other member had climbed in
Glencoe in summer. They obviously had no idea of the easy and
safe way off Ca~n D earg, Bell Nevis. They had no idea of blizzard
cond iti ons on the Ben. Their clothing was quite inadequate. They
had no gloves, although they were camping in the Allt a' Mhuilinn
Glen. When they reached the plateau they could see the lights of
Fort William , but aimed at a short cut back to their tent, aiming for
the Lochan Meall an t'Suidhe, so getting into difficulty on small
rock outcrops. Then they tried to scoop a hollow in the snow on a
bouldery slope. This gave most inadequate protection from the
wind. Two men could not be roused at all next morning and only
one could struggle to the path, reaching Fort William at 11 A.M.
All climbers are indebted to the Leuchars and Kinloss R .A.F.
Rescue Units, who have done such good work on the hills. The
R.A.F. note the good work of the Lochaber and Argyllshire Police,
but point out that these men are not well equipped for the work in
hand. Adequate mountaineering equipment and protective clothing
are essential.
Guide to Climbs on N orth-East Coastline .~A small handbook
of rock climbs, limited edition , at a modest p6ce, is to be p\lbli~hed
some time in 1957 by the Etchachan Clllb of Aberdeen. The coast
covered wi ll be roughly horn Stonehaven to Banff. Any S.M.C.
members desiring a copy should write 'IS soon as possible to the Club
Secretary- A. P. Crichton, 454 King Street, Aberdeen.
Cuillin Main Ridge 1'raverse.- In May 1956 an L.S .C. C.
party consisting of Misses Anne Littlejohn, R. E. Stark and Anne
Cla rk effected the traverse starting from and returning to Camasunary.
Miss Littlejohn traversed the ridge and then included B1aven and
Clach Glas (start 12.15 A.M., return midnight), the first time the
complete expedition has been done by a lady. The others did the
ridge only. They left at 10 P.M., waited a longish time at Thearl a ich
Dubh Gap for their friend (who left them after Sgurr Thormaid),
reached Sgurr nan G illean at 8 P.M. and returned to Camasunary
after midnight. They were a supporting party, not out to make a
record .
Maol Chean Dearg (Torridon).-G. J. F. Dutton and James
Russell ascended this mountain by a rather narrow buttress, like a
pinnacle , forming the right skyline of the peak, as seen from Bealach
na Lice. An airy scramble, including grass and mossy blocks, but
with two exposed, moderate to difficult pitches, with a shallow gull y
on left and a sheer face on the right down to Loch an Eoin.
(Continued on page 204)
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LIBRARY, BOOKS AND JOURNALS.
THIS list covers books added to the Library after the list contained
in the 1956 J ournal. Books reviewed in this issue are also in the
Library.
The Island Hills. By C. R. Steven. (H urst & Blackett.
18s. 190 pp., 35 illustrations, 9 maps.)
A review of this delightful book by one of our members sho uld
have appeared in our last number, but the review copy went astray.
We are now glad to express our appreciation. It is a record of vis its,
several of them a ll too brief, to Ailsa Craig, Arran, Bute, Scarba,
Jura, Lismore, the Isles of the Sea, Mull, Staffa and Iona, Eigg,
Rum, Skye and Handa. The book has a delightful carefree atmosphere with full appreciation of the local worthies and the natural
history of the islands. Some long hill expeditions are described,
not at all easy to plan out owing to the scarcity of transport.
Tents in the Clouds. By Monica Jackson and Elizabeth Stark.
(Collins. 18s. 255 pp., 36 plates, 5 maps.)
Our readers need no introduction to this account of the first allwomen's Himalayan party, an article on which appeared in the 1956
Journal.
The Conquest of Fitzroy. By M. A. Azema. (Andre Deutsch.
21s. 237 pp., 19 illustrations, 3 maps, 3 diagrams.)
The French expedition to Mount Fitzroy, 3,441 metres, a spectacul ar
tower of granite in the Patagonian Andes, reached the summit in
February 1952 . The mountain, exposed to the blizzards and foul
weather from the cold, West Pacific coast at all seasons presented
fantastic rock difficulties, accentuated by the rapid weather changes.
The final assau lt from Camp 3, a snow cave excavated just beneath
the saddle at the start of the rock tower, was effected by Lionel Terray
and Guido Magnone, both experts in the latest developments of
mechanised climbing. Starting off with a day's reconnaissance
climbing, leaving ropes fixed for the assault, they only just managed
to achieve success on the third day, after an exposed night, tied on
to the rock face-and raced oncoming bad weather on the descent,
reaching the snow cave camp after dark. A modern and exciting
book with a climax to it. One last essential piton was just found in
time to avert failure I
Snowdon Biography. By G. Winthrop Young, G. Suttan and
Wilfrid Noyce. (Dent. 25s. 186 pp., 24 illustrations.)
This is a history of Welsh climbing, and also of the British
activities of the Climbers' Club who have been the most active body
in its development. Winthrop Young writes the history up to the
1914-18 War, in his charming philosophic style. Modern developments, under the title "The Greased Pole," are described by
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Geoffrey Sutton and bring the narrative up to date, finishing with
Joe Brown, Don Whillans, Ron Moseley and others who have been
engaged on the hardest climbs of recent years. In the 1950 's balance
technique has been succeeded by out-of-balance technique, made
somewhat safer by nylon rope and modern methods of belay ing;
although be it said that the stamina requ ired must be both nervous
and physical, and only a few men are endowed with sufficient rock
intell igence for the hardest climbs. Wilfrid Noyce in " The Writer
and Snowdonia" surveys the literat ure which, in this modern
period, is climbing li terature, even to the extent of novels and
thrillers.
A Picture History of Mountaineering . By Ronald W. Cla rk .
(Hulton Press. 30s. Introduction 17 pp. quarto. 350 pictures
and index.)
This is a delightful book for the mountaineer to browse over in
a completely idle hour. The reproduct ion in black and wh ite is
excellent. Besides the historical introduction there are captions and
short explanatory notes to each picture. These form a historical
series from the ascent of Mont Aiguille in 1492 up to the present
day. Even Scotland gets a bit of a show. W. H. Murray appears
tw ice and there are other well-known figures. The Club, however,
is not mentioned, nor are its famous pioneering figures such as
Naismith, Inglis Clark, Raeburn or Ling. This is a pity as the
last-named partnership did much to advance g uideless Alpine
climbing and also pioneer work in the Caucasus.
Aconcagua, South Face . By R. Ferlet and G. Poulet. (Constable. 25s.)
This book, published in July 1956, must receive somewhat late
acknowledgment.
It describes the ascent of this difficu lt face,
viewed long ago by Fitzgerald's party on the first ascent of the
mountain , and now climbed by a French party.
Give Me the Hills . By M iriam Underhill. (Methuen. 25s.
252 pp., 4 colour and 32 other illustrations.)
This is the autob iography of the American mounta ineer and
explorer, well written in an easy style with adequate illustrations.
It describes a lifetime of climbing in New England, the Rocki es
and the Alps with several first ascents and many done by a woman
for the first time.
The following add itions to the Library may be noted without
comment:
On Climbing . By Charles Evans. (M useum Press. 30s.
191 pp., 32 plates, 6 maps, 96 figures.)
Alpine Ski Tour. By Robin Feddenn. (P utnam. 30s. 93pp.
24 plates, 1 map.)
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The Valley of Shadows . By N. C. Negri. (F. Muller. 16s.
196 pp., 16 plates, 2 maps.)
Nanga Parbat Pilgrimage . By Hermann Buh!. (Hodder &
Stoughton. 360 pp ., 19 pl ates, 3 maps.)
Kangchenjunga: The Untrodden Peak . By Charl es Evans.
(Hodder & Stoughton. 25s. 187 pp., 5 colou r, 32 monochromes,
2 maps, 5 diagrams.)
The following have just been notified:
The Mountairt World 1956-57. English version Ed. Malcolm
Barnes. (G . Allen&Unwin . 25s. 244pp., with 64 pp. illustrations.)
The emphasis this year falls on American exploits-Bradford
Washburn on Mount McKinley and Sheldon Brook on University
Peak, Alaska. In the Hima layas are stories of the British ascent
of Kangchen junga , the French ascent of Makalu , with many fine
new Alpi ne ascents, and Professor Heim's exploration of Central
African volcanoes.
The Influence of Mountains on the Development of Human
Intelligence . W . P. Ker Memorial Lecture by G . Winthrop
Youhg. (Jackson & Co., 73 West George Street, Glasgow, for
Glasgow University. 4s.6d.) .
This completes the list of Library additio ns since the list which
was issued to members before the Annual General Meeting in
D ecember. It is not possible, on account of lack of space, to list
the Journals of kindred clubs which have been received, usually by
way of exchange, but we wish to acknowledge them with appreciation
and thanks.
.
( Contt"nued from page
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Coire Ardair , Pinnacle Buttress .-The left hand and shorter
of the two steep gullies rising from Raeburn's Gu lly to the top of
the buttress has been ascended for the first time under difficult winter
conditions in February 1957 by G. J . Ritchie and J ames Marshal!.
Details avai lable are scanty_Cl a fearsome traverse into the gully
and th en an alternation of powder snow up to 2-feet thick and then
ice, or both, for the whole 450 feet, with consistent cutting through
overhanging snow to the subjacent ice."
Journal Anthology .-The possibi li ty of publishing an Anthology
from the earlier volumes of the Joztrnal (now out of print and unknown
to many members) is under consideration . So far two members have
re-read the first twenty volumes and have made tentative selections.
More readers are requ ired in order to compare notes and consider
the feasibil ity of such a project. Would those interested please
notify Mr R. Grieve, Vice-l resident, or the Hon. Editor.

P"i,lfed i" Great Br-itai" at

THE DARIEN PRESS LTD"

Edinburgh,

East of Katmandu
TOM WEIR
An account of exploration in the unknown country
to the west of Everest. This is more than another
climbing book- Tom Weir describes the way of life
of the people and the fascinating natural history of
the region. The book is illustrated by a particularly
fine selection of photographs by the author and
Douglas Scatt.

140 pages

91 photographs

l6s net

Walking in the Alps
J. HUBERT WALKER
In this practical book eight main Alpine groups are
described and routes for the walker and for the
climber are given in detail : Information is given
about guides, equipment, huts, hotels and transport
and sketch maps for each section are provided.

223 pages

25 photographs, 12 maps

A Progress

•

In.

25s net

Mountaineering

J. H. B. BELL
In the story of his lifetime of climbing, from the
Lomond Hills to Alpine peaks, J. H. B. Bell imparts
a great deal of information on climbing techniques
as weIJ as giving full measure of excitement.

436 pages

34 photographs, 10 maps

25s net

Published by

OLIVER & BOYD
TWEEDDALE COURT : EDINBURGH 1
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GIMMER"
CLIMBING BOOTS
cc

REGD.

Sole Supplie r

JOHN STABLES . Shoecraft House . AMBLESIDE
also
ALPINE NAILS
VIKING

NYLON

TRICUNIS
ROPES

ICE AXES
AND

SLI NGS

KARABINERS . HARRIS WOOL SOCKS . ETe.

The " GIMMER " is well known and reliable

MAKALU

A Team Triumphant

This entertaining and out of the ordinary mountaineering book
tells of the ascent of Makalu, a practically unknown mountain
(27,790 feet) , the fifth highest summit in the world. In the Spring
of 1955 a French expedition set out to achieve what had previously
been carefully organized, and all members of the team reached
the summit which was attained on three successive days. A
delightfully written, most exciting book.

Jean Franco
with 24 pages of illustrations and 5 line drawings, 25s. net
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NYLON
Climbing Ropes
The qualities which commend 'Viking' nylon
rope to climbers are its light weigh t, high
tensi le strength, durability, resistance to
abrasion and elasticity.
Nylon rope dries qu ickly, does
not freeze and is immune to
deterioration through ro t and
mildew. It is extremely flexible
and easy to coil even when wet.

Order from your Sports Outfttter and insist on

'VIKING" NYLON CLIMBING ROPES
b*
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Wherever
You
Go

w+.

Wherever
You

Ski

s
You will a/ways find that we carry a comprehensive range of

SKI and CLIMBING EQUIPMENT
that will give you entire satisfaction!
I M P0 RT E0
SW I ss
SKI S ! !
at Moderate Prices ! Complete with

~:£111~~:.e~n~n~1~a5ns~ahar
Skieliss -

Silverwax -

Climbin g and

Sk i Wear in

the lat est

Continental styles by

type bindings

Grenfell- Flin twear- Londonos

Toko 1-3-5

Ski and Clim bing Boots our Speciality

CAMPBELL'S RUBBER CO. Ltd.
18 BRIDGE STREET, ABERDEEN
Tele phone : 2 01 S7

Half-day closing, Saturday

CAIRNGORM HOTEL
AVIEMORE

STRATHSPEY

INVERNESS-SHIRE
Running hot and cold water in all bedrooms.
Situated in its own grounds of two acres.
Adjacent to the main North Road to Inverness.
Facing the Cairngorms : Ideal mountaineering
and motoring centre. Magnificent scenery,
pine forests , moors, glens , rivers, lochs.

Open throughout the year
Apply HUGH ROSS , Manager
Telephone: AVIEMORE 233

Telegrams : CAIRNGORM HOTEL, AVIEMORE
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the world's best
soles and heels
for climbers
and mountaineers
the world over

Commando soles and heels
standard equipment for
Commandos
Antarctic Expedition
Greenland Expedition
Korean Boot
Mount Everest
Himalayan Expedition
Greenland Expedition
Korean Boot
and now-British

1940
1950
1951
1951
1951
1952
1952
1953

ITSHI DE
PRODUCT

Commonwealth Transantarctic Expedition 1956/7

{Oml!!l!l!do
SOLES and HEELS
ITSHIDE RUBBER

co.

LTD .

PETERSFIELD .

HANTS .

ENGLAND
IT.

Xlii

~o

ANORAKS

p · Y·G

as supplied to various
Lakeland Clubs

PEN-Y-GWRYD
HOTEL

Post 49s 6d Free

NANTGWYNANT' SNOWDONIA

Ex-Government

(Money back guarantee)

FULLY PROOFED
GABERDINE

The home of British mountaineering
catering particularly for climbers .
At the foot of the Glyders and close
to Snowdon . All modern comforts.
Hot and cold water in bedrooms.
Spring mattresses.
D rying-room .
Packed lunches .
Electric light.
Billiards.
Llan beris 211.
Stat ion

Bettw s-y-Coed.

Navy and Khaki. with Draw Cord
Hood and Waist. large zipped
Pocket. Wind proof Cuffs , Unde r
Crutch Strap, in Small (suitable for
Ladi es) Medium and Large.

R.A .C., A.A.
Fully
Licensed .

Wilf. T. Nicholson
GENTS' OUTFITTER

AM BLES I DE

p ·Y· G

Tel. 2235

Designed by clim bers

for climbers

1955 Welsh
Himalayan and 1956 AngloAmerican Karakoram Expeditions, Timpson Climbing Boots
are designed by climbers and
made by skilled and highly
responsible craftsmen. Various
types, Commando soles, etc.

C

HOSEN FOR THE

REPAIRS & RE-NA ILI NG SERVICE
available through any Timpson
Shoe Shop.
• A P.C. to Wm. Timpson Ltd., Great
Ducie Sr., Manchester, 3, will bring
you illustrated leaflet and address of
nearest Timpson shop.

TIMPSON
CLIMBING BOOTS
XI\'

NYLON CLIMBING ROPES

for

EVEREST
KANGCHENJUNGA
and many other similar expeditions

were supplied by

KENYON
Write or telephone us at Ashtonunder-Lyne 1614-7 or 3673-6 and
we will supply by return of post.
We are always pleased to offe r
technical advice.

WILLlAM KENYaN & SONS LTD.
HIGH

QUALITY

DUKINFIELD

ROPES.

CORDS

AND

TWINES

CHESHIRE

A PICT -U R E HISTORY OF

MOUNTAINEERING
This unique, bea utifully produced book tells the story of
mountaineering all over the World from mediaeval times
to the present day, with 350 illustrations includi ng some of
the earliest mountain photographs taken ; Mont Blanc in
J860; masterpieces of the great Vitto ri o Sella; and many
little-known pictures of Victorian andEdwardianclimbers.
This book captures all the adventure and fascin ation of
the most exhilarating spo rt known to m a n.

30s . ./i"om all booksellers or direct ./i"omBOOK SALES DEPT. CM, HULTON PRESS
HULTON HOUSE , FLEET ST., LONDON , E.C. 4.

Excellent Centre for
Motoring and Fishing

*

An Attractive a nd Comfortabl e
Residence , situated in a beautiful countryside , rich in scenic
g randeur. First-class Fishing
Free to gu ests on several lochs.
Boats Free. Motors , open or
closed, may be had for hire.

*
Tomdoun

MEMBERS
are asked to

Journal and to mention
the Jou rnol in any
communications

Hotel

Proprietor: PETER GRANT
Phone :

with

ADVERTISERS

Glengarry, Inverness-shire

To mdoun 21<1

support

the Advertisers in the

Grams :
Grant, Tomdoun
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IN CLIMBING
CIRCLES ...
Everyone talks of
BLACK'S RELIABLE EQUIPMENT

~

ANORAKS
B'CLAVA HELM·ETS
ROPES
BOOTS
ICE AXES
CRAMPONS
RUCSACS etc.

and mosf famous of all . . .

Black's "Mountain" Tent
A secure shelter, simple to erect
even under trying conditions.
Regularly used in Himalayas, Alps,
Highlands and Lake District, winter
and summer.
Full details in .. Good Companions"
Catalogue. Send 3d. stamp for your
72-page copy.

LACK'S
GREENOCK
THOMAS BLACK & SONS
SCOTTISH

INDUSTRIAL

RE NFREWSHIRE

-

(GREENOCK)

ESTATE,

Telephone:

PORT

LTO.

GLASGOW

Port Glasgow 41315

BR A NCHES :
60 ST VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW, C.2
Telephone: CENtral 4007

22 GRAY 'S INN ROAD , LONDON, W .C.1
Telephone: HOLborn 54.94

J.

THOMAS

GASTON

Booksellers
Specialise ill

A lpine and Mountaineering Books
Catalogues and Lists Issued
Books Purchased

27 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.e.2

Tel. Address: Alpinist, Wesdo, London

Telephone: PADdington 5252.

ROBERY LA WRIE LYD.
Alpine and Polar Equipment
Specialists

54 SEYMOUR ST., MARBLE ARCH,
lONDON, W.1.

Climbing & Ski-ing Boots.
from stock or made to measure.

Climbing Clothing & Equipment.
Crampons, Ice Axes. Sleeping Bags,
Rucksacks, Jackets, Socks, etc.

Repairs & Re-nai!ings to Boots.
Cleated rubber soles and heels available.
Orders by Post .

I llustrated Catalogue on application

BUSINESS HOURS : Daily. 9 a .m.-6 p.m. Sats .• 9 a.m.-12 noon.

Bootmakers '" Suppliers In the successful

Britis~
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SCOTTISH MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
GUIDE BOOKS
Western Highlands.

Price 155. Postage, IS.
. Deals with the district West of the Caledonian Canal and South of the
Dingwall-Kyle of Lochalsh Railway.

Island of Skye.
Southern Highlands.

Price

155.

Postage, IS.

Price 155. Postage, IS.
Covering South and East of Oban, Tyndrum, Blackmount Road, Loch
Rannoch, and North of Forth and Clyde Canal.

Cairngorms.
Central Highlands.
The Islands of Scotland.

Price

185.

Postage, IS. 3d.

Price

155.

Postage,

IS.

Price

155.

Postage,

IS.

(excluding Skye)

Glencoe and Ardgour.

Price

75. 6d.

Postage,6d.

Price

75. 6d.

Postage,6d.

Price

35. 6d.

Postage,4d.

Rock Climbers' Guide.

Ben Nevis. Rock Climbers' Guide.
Arrochar. Rock Climbers' Guide.
Northern Highlands.
Outline Contour Map of
the Coolin Hills (paper).

Price

Price

155.

25. 6d.

Postage,

IS.

Postage, 3d.

MUNRO'S TABLES

of the 3,ooo-ft. mountains of Scotland,
together with CORBETT'S list of the 2,50o-ft. mountains, and DONALD's
TABLES of the 2,OOO-ft. tops of the Lowlands.
Price 75. 6d. Postage, 6d.
All the above publications are well illustrated, and
may be had from any Bookseller or from:

Messrs DOUGLAS & FOULIS. 9 Castle Street. Edinburgh. 2
J. B. WYLIE &

co.

LTD .• 430 Sauchiehall Street. Glasgow, C.2
X1X

Partners: S. H. CROSS, A. M. CROSS, R. E. HARGREAVES

O. D. G."

cc

.. OLD HOTEL"

DUNGEON GHYLL HOTEL
LANGDALE, AMBLESIDE
Mr and Mrs S. H. CROSS
Car by arrangement
Telephone: Langdale 272

Ribble Bus Service to the door
Trains: Windermere

LANGDALE: The Home of the Climber
Hot and Cold Water in all Bedrooms
Spring Interior Beds
Home Cooking
Farm Produce
Climbers and Walkers Welcome
Drying Room
Electric Light
Fully Licensed

BACK

NUMBERS
of the

S.M.C.

JOURNAL

are still obtainable

INDEXES-Vols. 1 to 10; 11 to 20 ;
21, 22, 23, and 24
Obtainable from

Mr P. E. MACFARLANE, 217 CROFTHILL ROAD, GLASGOW, S.4
or from

Messrs DOUGLAS & FOULIS
Booksellers and Librarians

9

CASTLE
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xx
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